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SUBJECT.

I.-

19 4o
; :15th April.

ACTIVITIES OF MR. S. J. HAMM, TRAVELLING

V.

TEACHER III THE. FALKLAND ISLANDS.
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Action was taken under your order of May 29th (2) and the
lie was informed of
Hamm was "brought in on Sunday, June 2nd.
,!

rights in accordance with Regulation 17 of the Defence Regulation
and wrote a letter asking for his case to "be considered.
undated hut was received on June 4th (15)*
The Advisory Committee met on the i1th, Hamm "being present.
was willing to give any explanation required and expressed a desire to
do all he could to clarify his position and to show he was not in any
way acting against what he considered the best interests of his country.
At the outset, having been confronted with his own letter (exhibit a),

•V;

he wished to withdraw that part of his appeal letter (15 above quoted) while

was to the effect that he was no longer an "active member" of the BritisUf
Union of Fascists.
The Committee then considered the evidence of IlamrrFs association wit :

that subversive body,

This they decided v/as conclusive, and their

decision was arrived at after the examination of all the documents
attached, an explanation at no point being refused by Iiamm.
Since his detention Hamm has persisted in his adulation of Mosley,
hanging in his cabin a photo of that individual in such a manner as to

i,i

make his guard protest and also being in his conversation so pro-Nazi
;

i

;

that he has actually annoyed his fellow detainees.

dj

Public feeling is very strong against Hamm and he could not witk
safety to himself be released.

The whole story as revealed in the documents attached is a sordid one*
f

cheap and silly were it not for the known results of such activities.
Just such cliques, as the one Hamm belongs to, were responsible for tltf

i

subversive activities in other countries that brought about the so-call*^ |
’

Fifth Column movements.
I would suggest Y/H approve the findings of the Advisory Committee
and that the Secretary of State be informed that his detention having

tyjer-

made necessary and his known connection as an active Fascist being coitf-‘°n
to the whole community, it is undesirable that he should remain in &lG
Colony, and that Y/S has decided as much in his own interest as for 0 tfr5**
reasons to keep him under detention until’ a passage home can be arrang
when Y/jii v/ouid terminate his agreement under Section 7 (1) °£ "nis a
(2) in Pile 1/232 attached.

v

f
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Inside Minute Paper.

If you think it necessary an order could "be made
hut I
to deport him under the Defence Regulations do not submit this*
At the same time, I would suggest tliat all the
documents he forwarded to Scotland Yard as some of the
entries5 especially in the a ddr ess ho ok , may interest
them, as well as the letter xrom n* Gross and II* J.
E^bhe^d.

If you concur. I will have the despatches drafted.

20. 6. 40.
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FALKLAND ISI-’MiDS.

••

Doming Street,
J5

sacasT.

April, 1940.

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you I have
received information that Mr* Edward Jeffery Kamra,
recently appointed as a travelling teacher in the
Falkland Islands, has been a keen member of the
British Union of Fascists and is stated to have
1

said that he intended to further the movement in
the Falkland Islands*
3.

I forward this information in order that

you may, if you consider it advisable, arrange for
a watch to be kept on Mr* Hamm’s activities*

i

I ha\re the honour to be,

Sir,
Your most obedient,
humble servant,

(Sgd.) MALCOLM

'^

rtf

GGV3RIT0R

SIR HSRBKRT HENNIKER H3AT0H, K. C. M. G •
etc.,
1
;

etc • 9

*

etc.

•a

r

FALKLAND ISLANDS DEFENCE REGULATIONS.

DETENTION ORDER,

Governor.

In exercise of the powers conferred on him hy
Regulation 17 (1A) of the Falkland Islands Defence
Regulations, 19395 His Excellency the Governor is
pleased to order and it is hereby ordered as follows
1. That the person whose name is set out below
shall be detained until this Order is rescinded or
otherwise varied :EDWARD JEFFfi^f HAMM.

.2,

That the said person shall be detained under

the command and control of the Officer Commanding the
Falkland Islands Defence Force.

By Command,

•*

Colonial Secretary.

Stanley,

29th Ivlay, 1940.
M.P. 176/39.
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Surname.

%

HAMM

Christian names

Part I

British

Edward Jeffery

Date of Birth.

15th September, 1 91 5-

Nationality

Sex

Age

Male

24

Serial No.

Place of Birth (Town or Village. Administrative District and State)

Ebbw Yale, Mon., England.

Address prior to Internment

San Carlos, East Falkland.
Name and address of next of Kin

Mrs G. Hamm, 16 Bryn V/ern, Pontypool, Mon, England.
Occupation (if Seaman, state name of last ship)

Travelling Teacher.

Where taken into custody and Date. (If removed from ship, name of ship to be given)

San Carlos.

3rd June, 1940.

Date and place of Internment

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

6th June, 1940.

It is requested that this space may be left blank for the P.W.I.B. London

ivr.o.

Part II
Medical Report and state of health

<?^2.

c—

Signature of Medical Officer.
Part III

1

'^tp—Y f—

tt^

cr-t-o-

^7<^L ,C^Cr\—3

-pf ^

r-T

.

Articles impounded on Internment (Cash, notebooks, letters, valuables, kuives etc. to be recorded hereon)
//ssv

/cyt /Vs. A/cTZl* .

PcrtAJ <rrv~A. /

I certify that particulars in Part III are correct.

■M
Signature of Internee

....d

f

Date,

8.th.. June.,.. ..1 .SU-Q^ignat ure
(Custodian of Enemy Property in O.C. Camp)

ry

k.

STANLEY,
FALKLAND ISLANDS.

11th June 9 1940.

We, having examined 2* J. Hamm personally
as well as his papers, and in view of the known
activities of the man here, advise His
Excellency that the "best steps to he taken with
him are that he he detained until he can he
deported to England and that his contract he
cancelled in accordance with his agreement.

-L

Chairman

M*i.
Members

Advisory
Committee.

1

!

{KWiSHUU!? HOOSSf

jr

ir.;LAr,aa.

STAHL jX*

SGGH2T.
20th July, 1940.

..y Lord,
I have tiie iionour to aciaiouledge the

11

i

receipt of :;r. secretary : MacDonald* a secret despatch
of the 15th of April, on the subject of Hr. Sdv/ard
Jeffery Kuian, anu at the same time to refer to your
Secret Giro lar Telegram, ho. 12 of the 28th of say,
1940, regarding the amendment of the Defence (General)

|
I

Regulations, 1939.
potion was tal:on in connection with the latter

i!

-

under a local Defence Regulation, Ho. 17 (1A) iooued
in the terms of the telegram referred to.

Ao a result

of this regulation and the Information conveyed in
,,r. secretary .MacDonald’s despatch together with
local reports concerning hr. Hasaa's activities hero,
I ordered his detention.
The Order for hr. Hama's detention was issued

**?

on the 29th of hay, 1940, hut he was absent from
htanley carrying out his duties as a Travelling
Teacher in one of the Comp districts, anti it was not
until the 6th of June that he was brought into Stanley.
4.

He has exercised his right to ask for on

interview before the Advisory committee in accordance
with Regulation, Ho. 17 (3).
5.

That committee consists of the colonial

secretary*
alia

as

Chairman, the Laval Officer in Charge,

tiie Officer commanding the Falkland Islands

^efenco i:iareo»
6.

The committee reported as follows
"Yi€9 having examined
J# Iiomm
^personally as well as his papers* and in

5,1.; KlOiffi nMWH

view/

i

2 —

7.

"view of the known activities of tne man J}G^V »
"advise His Bxeelloncy that tho best steps
"be taken with him are that he he uetaineu
"until he can he deported to iSnelonu ana tnat
"his contract be cancelled in accordance with
"his agreement."
1 do not propose for the moment to deport

,;r. Hainm as suggested, as, in my opinion it would he
safer to detain him here and not send him at this
his activities might he
juncture to Great Britain where
more dangerous than in this colony.
! enclose for the possible use hy the 3 olice
8.
authorities the following documents founu in tho
would aslc you to give tlieva
possession of :.ir* Kaiara and I
into the custody of Scotland fard*i-lKHlBlT "A".

A Pocket diary, 1940.

EXHIBIT " j”.

An Address Book.

il.iv

t'b

EXHIBIT --'--H—»-

British Union membership Card
completed to 1939.
AiSo«nation0rega?aiSg0m?in^"
dedication of a book to Oswald
Mosley.

EXHIBIT ".Si.

Omnihus letter, undated.

exhibit

.extract from latter from hiss
Boris iilidin.

EXHIBIT "&!•

Letter from 213, Lyon Parle Avenue,
Wembley, dated 4th . area, 1940.

exhibit

"II"-

Letter to II. .T. llibberd, dated
26th fay, 1940.

I have the honour to oc,
My Lord,
Your Lordship’s most
obedient, huniblo servant,
(SGD.) Ii. HENNIKER HEATON.

1

§ .V

/
/

7

/

r/

EXHIBIT "A”.

*

A Pocket Diary, 1940, issued for the British Union
from which the only entries of an unusual character
are as follows.
Haim’s explanations as noted "by
the Committee are also given.
Entries.
1st February.

Meet men from "Graf Spee".
Harm’s explanation is that he met
They did not
them in a restaurant,
He
knew
they
were
off the
speak.
"Graf Spee" because they were in
uniform.

12th February.

See part of Football Match between
"Alcantara" and a supply ship. A
chat with a sailor. (Latter a
curious entry as the diary is made
up almost entirely of routine
entries.)
Hamm states that this entry was made
because the sailor was apparently
under* the influence of alcohol.

!

21st March.

Hear American version of Sylt.
Haim states that the entry ’just
happened.’

8th April.
•I

The fateful 8th passes with nothing
more eventful than MeCallum shaving
off his moustache.

The fateful "8th" merely records a
series of coincidences which occurred
on the "8th".
15th April.

The Shorts of Douglas Station arise.
"arise" - "arrive".

;

23rd Mav.

Hear that tire Leader and others have
been arrested.
HAIL MOSLEY *
Just affection and sympathy with
Mosley.

At the end of the Diary the following letters
and figures which appear to be a Code are written
thus :
£34A5678K910 J Q

597 859J 42 I 10
&

3
i

s

L

6

2

5»Q»7»A,8,3*9»J,K,4*2,6,10.
So-called Code * card-trick by which one can produce
cards as spelt.
This is true and
the Committee was aware of this
before Harm was examined.

j

V

EXHIBIT »n»i
An Address Book.
Entries.
Baker A. E. Jr.,
Buckley Works,
Buckley Rd,
London, K.w. 6.

Cross, Alias E.
1» St. Mathew*s Rd,
Pontypool.

A. G. Baker is a Printer who nrints for the British
Union.
Alisa IS. Cross - vide letter marked (1).
Hamm says
she uses expressions he would not use himself.
Gross, Mss 21.
Fritz, G. Fraulein,
9a, Southview Avenue, Heidelberg,
Dudden Hill, H.W.10.
Zahringerstrasse 32,
Deutschland.
Hiss A!. Gross - Babel and not referred to as Hoy.
Fraulein Frits of Heidelberg - Hamm was in correspond
ence as "pen-friend” with Bertha Popping, q.v., who
having too many such friends, feave an alternative girlfs
address.
Popping had 76 friends and so had to cut
out some.
22iGS Fritz was an out-and-out Hazi and held
some post*
Hamn asked at Harrow Post Office after
war broke out whether he could commmicate a personal
letter - hut the eventual letter was returned opened by
Censor.
Ganft remember whether he had put address
outside, but thinks ho did.
This he thinks was in
October.
;

Griffiths, J. R.
80, Edward St •»
Pontypool.

\\
l

■.

Hibhard, H. J.
213, Lyon Park Avenue,
Wembley.
20, Peterborough Rd,
Harrow,
Middlesex.

J. R. Griffiths - school friend - no connection with
British Union.
!
;

II. J. Hibbard - action member, district organiser,
Harrow, employed at Headquarters.
About 38 years,
unmarried.
20, Peterborough Rd, Harrow, is the
British Union Office address (Letters (2) and (3)).
Henshaw, G. F. W.
A2, Hafton Rd.,
Catford, S.E. $•

Hayward, Hilda & Albert,
796, Rochester Wa$,
Faloonwood park,
Sidcup,
Kent.

G. F. w. Henshaw, - no connection - colleague at King’s
School, Harrow.

I,

I
-

i

'

l
1

Albert and Mpb Hilda Hayward - not connected, with
British Union but relatives of Miss Doris Wilkin.

^4

2 -

Jennings, D. B.
29* Anglesmede Crescent,
Pinner,
Middlesex.

Jones, R. Ivor,
West Mon. School,
Pontypool,
Mon.
D. B. Jennings - colleague - no connection with
British Union.
R. I. Jones ~ headmaster of school where Hamm was
educated.
I

Jones, Stanley, Rev.
St. John’s,
, Wainfelin,
Pontypool.

Jarvis, Mrs,
15, Bryn Wem,
Pontypool.
!

Mrs Jarvis - neighbour' - not connected with British
Union.
Rev. S. Jones - Hanm's Parson.
Lewis, J. P.
Town School,
Pontypool,
Mon.

ii

ii

ii

Leader, Mrs.
35, Warhworth St •»
Cambridge.

J. P. Lewis - old schoolmaster - not connected with
British Union.
Mrs Leader - a Cambridge boarding-house keeper.

MaeKay, K.
Winclle Hill,
Heaton, Wirral,
Cheshire.

Montgomery, W.
Bilbao 38il6,
Montevideo,

Uruguay.

K. MoeKay, - a former colleague - not connected with
British Union.
Montgomery, VI. - ? an old man.
Mullet, A. II*
Supt. St. John del Ely,
Co., Ltd,
Villa Mova de Lima,
Minas Geraes,
Brasil.

Morris, Mrs.
56, Victoria Rd,
Bbbw Vale.

A. II. Mullet - Hamm states this address was given him
by an unlonov.11 American or Canadian-speaking man in
the British Union bookshop as one
might give
Hamm employment.
Mrs Morris — an old friend — not connected with
British Union but her son Alfred is.
Parker, II. W. Rev.
11+3, Marlborough Hill,

Weaidstone,
Middlesex.

Palfrey, A. C.
park Lodge,
Pontypool.
\

H. W. Parker - A former colleague - not connected
with the British Union.

i
I

A. C. Palfrey - old school friend, not connected with
British Union.
Popping, Bertha,
OoBterwalde, Friesland,
Nederland.

Rieple, J,
(no addroas given)•

-3Bertha Popping - a pen-friend in Holland - no
knowledge of her politics.
Rieple, J - ? lives at King's School, Harrow not
connected with British Union.
Salter, W.
Rice, R.
101, She Hundred,
12, Trafalgar Rd,
Romsey, Hants.
Wallesey,
Cheshire.
R. Rico - exchanged addresses at the interview no
the Crown Agents when applying for the post.
W. Salter - former colleague, not connected with
British Union.
Warner, L. A.
Stockton, C. E.
33, sandgate Rd,
9, Hoorlond Avenue,
Pou2ton-le-E(?F)ylde,
Blaclqpool,

Polkstone,
Kent.

Lancs.
C. E. Stockton - former colleague, not connected
with British Union.
L. A. Warner -

tf

Wootton, C. J.
Westcott Green,
Dorking,
surrey.

I*

1f

I»

V/aterton, Rev. F,
The King's School,
St. John's Rd,
Harrow.

C. J. wootton - former colleague, not connected with
British Union.
Rev. Waterton - former headmaster, not connected
with British Union.
Wilkin, Lon & Gladys, Wilkin, Bert & Floss,
367, Hurst Rd,
50, Park Avenue South,
Albany Park,
Hornsey, N. 8.
Sidcup, Kent.
L* & G«:
B* & F

V/illcin---- in-laws#

i
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1# St# Mathew1 s R&,
Pontypool,
Thursday, April 4th#

il

Dear Jeff,
..
_ ,
wanks very much for your letter.
I was very
pleased to hear from you.
Ifm glad you had a good trip#
ly must he on experience to sail and live in the Southern
hemisphere#
You111 have to set about converting the
Falkland Islanders.
i».r»
sure you1!! he thrilled to know that Pontypool is
lull of Nazis’'#
At least that is what a man went into
Driscoll1 s shop and said.
By "Nazis11 he meant Blackshirts.1
Evidently sufficient literature has been distributed to male©
the locals think that,
So you can judge - the Fascists
are not going to seed#
Miss Hayes stayed v/ith me for Easter and we went to
Ahergauenny and sold "Actions” and "British Peace" on Easter
Tuesday morning - local market day.
We sold 15 "Actions"
and 7 B#P# which we thought wasn't too bad.
If only some
one could sell there every week a marvellous pitch could be
worked up#
Miss Iiayes spoke with Hugh Ross-Williamson in Poole,
E
Dorset in February.
The subject was of course peace.
0#M# spoke there too in March#
It was a grand meeting packed out#
They roped in 15-20 new meiribers after#
lie is
to speak at Winton, Bournemouth in May.
Whitsun Sunday
probably because during Whitsun week the Labour Party
Conference is being held at the Pavilion there.
Ifm going down for Whitsun.
We are going to have a
whale of a time, sell "Actions", foster parades, etc# And
with the inspiration of a Leaderfs meeting to get us goingl
This war is getting more boring than ever#
Most
people are dreadfully fed up with everything#
Such as
cars and no petrol.
I bought myself a bicycle on Monday
and I'm a bit stiff from learning to ride it#
I pegged
away on Tuesday and Wednesday evening and I can go now# Am
hoping to use it tc come to school through the summer
months#
Not to save money • I’m not saving any, hardly
seems worth it#
Pontypcol is still in the same jjlace - with the locals
as wooden as ever#
Forgot this - we have posters put up
every week on the hoardings to advertise B#P# We have a th&e
month contract#
And they don’t get defaced#
I suppose you have arranged to have an "Action" sent
you every week#
1*11 send you a "Free Press" sometimes#
If there is anything in it - usually there is not#
It is
just about as stupid now as the daily rags#
The "Daily Sketch", in its leader yesterday made an
attack on us and the C.P# Our Peace desires annoy the dear
people at Kemsley House - also we should be made say where
we get our funds from.
Naturally they didnTt'mention that
0#M# has offered our books to the Government for examinat
ion about three months ago#
Dirty lot of swine aronft
they ?
Our local membership is now 16 members - wish it ima
would grow a bit faster though.
Still it has grown from
4 in a year, but that isn’t fast enough.
Miss Hayes and Gwyn wished to be remembered to you.
Yours In Union,
(Sgd#) Edna#

io
EXHIBIT "C". - British Union. Merbership Card completed to
December, 1939.
EXHIBIT "D". - A sheet of note-paper containing inform
ation regarding the dedication of a ho ole
to Oswald Mosley.
Hamm had nothing to say in explanation of this.
EXHIBIT llB". - Omnibus letter, undated, addressed from 19,
St. John’s Rd, Harrow.
This letter contains innuendos capable
of quite innocent interpretation.
(Note. From another letter dated March 12th,
1940, and addressed from 17, St. John'B
Rd, it would appear that EXHIBIT "E" was
being written on the same date.)
EXHIBIT "F". — An extract from a letter from Miss Doris
-----------------Wilkin, 32, Fr-orne St., Islington, II. 1,
dated the 18th of March, 1940.
This wbb
a love letter from his financee, who, he
stated, was not in sympathy with the move
ment.
Ilmira’s explanation which seemed
reasonable was as follows :
"May is the sister of Haiira’s fiancee - aged about 30.
Wally is a brother of poor physique and did not
expect to be accepted by the Military authorities.
He therefore wanted to join the merchant service and
so wanted to Xea3?n raorse#
Hamm did not iniow what
he
wanted
in
the
merchant
service# - suggested
job
Wally
was
of
very
poor physique#”
•wireless’.

1,

►.

The letter was given to Ilaxnra#
exhibit "G". - A letter from 213, Lyon Park Avenue,
---------------- Wembley, Middlesex, dated 4th March, 1940.

Hamm attributes no
Stokes is a member at Harrow,
meaning to German Measles.
Ilamm does not know
William is a member at Harrow,
whether this is his real name or not.
Pennell is a member at Harrow.
•weather’ not understood.
Miller, Stokes, Peregoe, wulllan, Hansbury and lemell
"are all British Union - but Hamm does not know
Ilansbury nor can he place him at all.
EXHIBIT "H". - A letter to H. J. Ilibberd dated May 26th,

1940.

Hamm’s reference to "coolie—boss" is to Sir John
Anderson and the 'cowardly action’ referred to is
the arrest of Mosley and his associates.
iho
•danger' in which Hibberd stood was "that he was
employed at the Headquarters raided and was a district
organiser".

Other notes made at the interview before the Advisory
Committee are
Timm had informed the Committee he had failed at the
London Intermediate (external) B.E. in French.
He
had passed in Latin, History (Mod. E and EM.) and
English.
started to learn French at about 9 years
old
passed the Oxford school in 1931, taking
T!
........................

1

;4

'

•

*

French.
„
,
?Qn™ 8n"k first for the Intermediate in
fallir^in^’FrenSh'1 again in July» 1939» 1301111 lines

.
.
Hamm spent k days in Prance, tout
nas toeen for one month at Kie&eltoerg staying with
Fraulein Fritz at address as in tooolc, in 1937f August*
who was then atoout 17 or 18,

;
:

!
:

i
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EXHIBIT »TV'-

Qn Feb. Qth 13l\0, i arrived at port Stanley*
Falkland Islands * to take up a post as a Travelling
Teacher.
For five years prior to that date I had been
a member of British Union* and I arrived in the Falkland
Islands convinced that only the principles and policy of
hOBley and British Union could solve the problems of the
present age.

I was convinced* too* that true happiness

was only to be found in a life of service to one's fellowcountrymen.
During my fir3t few days in the Falklands I became
aware of a vague feeling of disatisfaction with the
economic condition og the islands.

By the end of my throe

years' stay I was firmly convinced that here was an out
post of British Empire suffering under the yoke of
political and financial jobbery, raid democratic neglect.
There could be but one solution - National Socialism.
the earnest hope that this brief survey may play some
small part in drawing attention to the problem of the
Falklando* and thus assist a future British Union Govern
ment in solving those problems, I dedicate thi3 book to
Oswald Mosley, Leader of British Union.

IT #.
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EXHIBIT »E».
19 $ St» John1 s Rd,

Harrow.

Dear B.J.,
As you would say we do so ciiss your absent
£ace2 Ifxa glad to hear you are having an enjoyable trip-i
you will nov/ have found your new country - I hope the
Argentinians haven*t raided it yet and imposed as a
Let us know what
precautionary measure a black-out.
your nag is like and how sore you are after a few trips
on it. I hope you donft find any mutton rationing in
force - such as only about 1-J lbs per head per week.
We are now in the middle of reports - at least Ifve
nearly finished and Woot, etc., have nearly begun. The
Gross Country Race is on Thursday and there is a very
even entry.
Vi/e have so many runners that we can hardly
get enough pickets.
Vie have to find someone to take
your place
The Case is altered this year - preferably
one who won,t stay inside until it is all over.
I managed to catch German measles. Jean had it
il.
Shows by the fact
shortly after and now Basil lias it.
that they are German measles that the country is not so
violently patriotic as Mr. Halifax, Chamberlain & Co.,
would wish.
Christopher Robin Friar Woolton has just
come in so 1*11 leave him to carry on.
(Sgd.) Stocky.
Dear E.J.,
Heil. I suppose by now you are on the Falkland
Isles, and getting used to the mutton and v/hale blubber.
At least you v/on*t be rationed on that.
This term has
passed more or less peacefully, especially as half the
school has been away with one complaint or another. I
think the Stamp Club is still functioning under the able
leadership of Master Coldham.
I saw in the Observer
that your wall pa toting friend has got caught with the
paint pot at last, and got fined £2.
Do you reraerilber
him sticking all these tickets on that lamp-post when
we were waiting for the bus on our way from that Pacifist
\l
meeting ?
I was glad that copper clidnH stop.
I hear
you had quite a pleasant crossing, but I should not have
been put off by the husband Thoring holes in the h'tt'f- e»iff
I think ho
back of my neck.
Plum is now at Bpping,
has been v/orking his high temperature dodge again, for
Jean.,
we heard that he has had a v/eck or two side leave,
has now come in, and Ifm sure you v/ould like to hear from
her.
Well, cheerio, and all the best.
Don*t fall off
the horse too many times.
(Sgd.) Friar.
Wotcha, E.J.,
Tills is little ’Sunshine’ signing on •
How is life treating you, you old scoundrel ? You have
no idea what it is like here without you, so quiet ••
Especially in the evenings, or should I say mornings,
oneishj. By the way, have you met any more lu-u-uvely
white dogs ?
Well there is no more room to write any more so
cheerio l
This is little ’sunshine’ signing offi Keep
smilingj.

\

■

2U
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Ilello S.o. ,
This is 'llench' taking over the line Tor a
We were all very glad that you hadn’t to ,
swim part of the way and now hope the horse isn't rais
ing too many blisters.
As you know I "became resident this term and I must
say that I have thoroughly enjoyed being here despite
the snow, german measles and so on.
We have had some
good times and hope to have some more.
It seemed rathei
strange at first not having Bill, Plum and you around
but once work began we had no time to think. (You know
£w hSd we all work don’t you.’) After you had sailed
t discovered that the fattier of a friend of mine had
scent two years on the Islands.
He told me to warn
^ nbout the strength of the beer - but I reckon you’SShSSJ discovered^that for yourself by now.
He also
mediBB many vests, pants, shorts, waistcoats,
told me ^
oilskins he used to wear in
jackets, °
you»n know something about that soon
winter.
maybe y u ^ fGelingB with further details.
BO
How T’il have to get back to exam, marking (what a

fev/ raora nts.

game - everything was roarveilous
in the heart os: ? Ken o.
^ow 1
uniformed escort hue it’s fimny
After all the v/orld Has
much as I thought I would.
plenty more friendship s in
go hungho# for now*

i

Yoursp
(Sgd.) ’liench1.
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EXHIBIT "l?11.
Extract from a letter from Miss Doris Wilkin, 32, Frorae
St., Islington, H« 1., dated the 18th of .'larch, 1940.

"May is working the new morse code apparatus that
Wally bought to-day.

She is an o:q?ert on transmitting

and sending morse, as she used to send telegrams that
way in the old days."

EXHIBIT "G".

4th March, 1940.

213, Lyon Park Avenue,
Wembley,
Middlesex.

Dear Huron,

Thanks very much for your letters, but don’t
curse me ’two’, much for being so long winded in renly
ing. It certainly is fine to hear you had a good
voyage and I soon hope to hear you have settled down
to your mutton.
Things are going on viuiie good here,
Action sales
have increased. Stokes of Wembley has got German
Leas es. Yvullian and peonell got caught stocking bills,
und fined 32 each, rather a blow.
B.U. got well beaten
at Silvertown and on top of all this the Women are
trying to boss the men around,
The Social and Danceheld at St. George’s Hall, SuHbury, was a real success,
a jolly good crowed, in spite of the fact that it
started snowing in the afternoon and kept on all night,
did not get a drink the whole time,
I doubt ’weather’
you will beleave this. Miller, Stokes, Peregoo,
Wullian, Hansbury and i ernell will soon be in the Array,
so I think you are better off were you are.
All the Members wish you the best of luck
including Miss Penn.
Don’t forget if you want Action
let me know also I will send you any new publication
that comes out.
Well all the best for the present will write you
aguin as soon as possible.
./
Yours in Union,
>/

Harry.
/

A

r

.■•v

\
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A letter to £.

nn^erd, dated the 26th of May,

Falkland Islands,
Sunday, Hay 26th.
hear Harry,
IIany thanks for jour letter and for the good
wishes of all my friends at Harrow,

please tell them

that I ora thoroughly enjoying lif* here,

In fact, I feel

a rotter when I think how easy life is for me and how
tough it is for you all*

You will remember I had mis

givings before I left about walking out on you, and I fel
I had lot you down very badly when I heard a few clays ago
of the cowardly action of the "ooolie-boss".

still,

although I am 8,000 miles away, my best wishes

ehe

you all, all the time*

with

I hope that you yoursel

and I shall he looking out for a letter from you
as possible.
I am wondering how the funds are standing in v"
recent events.

If membership continues on a norm

(or in any other way) please keep me on your reco;
When I get into Stanley towards the end of the yeJ
send you my subscriptions for this year, and any till
extra I can afford.

a

I have not troubled to order the paper, as
so long to arrive here*
But I would be very grl
you could send rne any important copies, and any J
publications, for which I will pay you as soon
I

Here • s wishing you strength to your arm l

and bottom* o up i
! I

ft

I
Yours,
(Sgd*) E* J* Hamm.

(i

P

i

i
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HEADQUARTERS,
FALKLAND ISLANDS DEFENCE FORCE,
STANLEY.

Mr. E. J. Ilamrri,
"Fennia"

In reply to the request contained in your
letter of the 21st inst •

0

I have to inform you that

the matter has been referred for instruction, and
I will communicate with you in due course. y

'

point out however that you must anticipate some
loss of spiritual as well as physical comfort while
in detention.

Major.
Officer Commanding,
Falkland Islands Defence Force.

4

P/232.

40.

3rd August,

Sir.
I arn directed by the Honourable the Colonial
secretary to aclcnowledge the receipt oi your
letter of the 28th July, 1940.
2.

It seems that you do not quite realize

either the reason or the manner of your detention.

3.

Under the Defence Regulations you have

been detained by order of His Excellency one
Governor on the grounds that you have been a
member of an organization the policy of which
is in sympathy with that of a Government with
which His majesty is at war.

4.

There is no provision for open trial

and. your appearance before the Advisory Committee
set up for the purpose of that regulaoion
replaced the procedure usual in peace time.
Your continued detention here is a
question which concerns His Excellency the
Governor and the authorities in the United

5.

kingdom.
Yard./

These latter include those at Scotland
I am,
Sir,
Your obedient

l'vant,

0
Hr. E.J. Hamm,
STANLEY.
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Colonial Secretary’s Office,

M.P. No. S/3V40.

Stanley,
20th August, 19U0.

Sir,
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary
to aclmor/leclge the receipt of your letter
of the 16th of August, igijO.
I am,
Sir,
Your obedient/servant,

Assistant

Hr. S. J. Hamm,
STANLEY,

Secretary.
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MINUTE.

(It is requested
that, in any refer
ence to this minute,
the above Number
and the date may
be quoted).

23rd August,

From <pj10 of f icer Gorman dlngv

To

Falkland Islands
Defence Force,

13. J. Harm, Esq • •
Stanley,

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Falkland Islands.

I an in receipt of your letter of the 18th inst • •
and h?5ve to inform you as follows with regard to the five
points you raise.
1. As there is not at the moment any alternative

accomodation for internees it is not possible
for you to be interned ashore. The administrative
side of you" internment would be much simpler
if you could be interned ashore and some
arrangement may be made in the near future,
for this reason.
2. Your rations are as nearly as possible the same
scale as laid down for the Defence Force on outoost.
You are at liberty to augment them oersona.ly
as the troons do should :/ou so wish. I personally
have had no green vegetables for several weeks
now as they are not procurable.
3. 1 will see what can be done as to news bulletins.
4. Adeems to fuel sunply has been issued and your
statements in this connection are not strictly
accurate.
5. It is not nossible for you to attend Church
Services. The Rev. Lowe has seen you on this
point I beleive.

Major,
Officer Commanding,
Falkland Islands Defence Force.

47

M'. To ,

s/3h/i\o*

10th September,

ifO*

Sir,
Kith reference to your letter of the 3rd of
September, I an directed by the Governor to
inform you that His Excellency has considered
your application for your release or for trial
by some tribunal other than that provided by the
law and is unable to grant your request.
I am,
Sir,
Your obedient servant,

Colonial Secretary.
'>

Lir. E. J. Hamm.
STANLEY.
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Law Report, Aug. 12
HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE
KING’S BENCH DIVISION
DEFExNCE REGULATIONS : APPLICA
TION FOR HABEAS CORPUS
EX PARTE LEES
Before Mr. Justice Humphreys, Mr. Justice
Oliver, and Mr. Justice Croom-Johnson
The Court adjourned an application for a
writ of habeas corpus by Mr. Aubrey Trevor
Oswald Lees, of His Majesty’s Prison Bnxton.
By his application Mr. Lees asked that the
Court might order that a writ of habeas corpus
should be issued, directed to the Home Sccictary, Sir John Anderson, to have the applicant
before the Court immediately after the receipt
of the writ for the consideration by the Court
of all the necessary matters concerning the
applicant’s detention.
Mr. Gerald Gardiner and Mr. J. W. William
son appeared for the applicant.
Mr. Gardiner, opening the application,
said that Mr. Lees had been detained by the
Executive without charge or trial and therctore
| in a manner prima facie contrary to the liber
ties granted by the Great Charter and the Bill
I of Rights.
. , _, T
Counsel read an affidavit by Mr. Lees, in
which Mr. Lees stated that he was a British
subject by birth. Since June 20, 1940, he had
been detained in Brixton, Liverpool, and
Stafford Prisons by the order of the Home
Secretary. At the moment of his arrest he
was given a copy of what purported to be an
order whereunder he was detained. He had
no means of knowing whether or not such an
order had in fact been made. The order
stated that whereas the Home Secretary had
reasonable cause to believe that he (Mr. Lees)
had been or was a member of, or that he had
been or was active in the furtherance or the
objects of, an organization in respect of which
the Home Secretary was satisfied (a) that those
in control of the organization had had asso
ciations with persons concerned in the Govern
ment of a Power with which his Majesty was
at war; and (b) that there was danger of the
utilization of the organization for purposes
prejudicial to the public safety, the defence
of the Realm, the maintenance of public order,
the efficient prosecution of a war in which
his Majesty was engaged, or the maintenance
of supplies or services essential to the life oi
the community, therefore, in pursuance of the
powers conferred on him by regulation
18 B (1a) of the Defence (General) Regula
tions, 1939, the Home Secretary directed that
the applicant should be detained.
;
Mr. Lees submitted, the affidavit continued,
that the order, if made, was bad for ambiguity,
as it was impossible to tell whether it was made
on the ground that Sir John Anderson had
reasonable cause to believe that he (Mr. Lees)
had been or was a member of an organization
of the kind referred to in it, or on the ground .
that he had reasonable ground to believe that
he (Mr. Lees) had been active in the furtherance |
of the objects of such an organization.
Mr. Lees further stated that the Home Secre
tary never had reasonable or any cause to
believe that he had been or was a member ot
or active in the furtherance of the objects of
any such organization as mentioned in regula
tion 18 B (1a).

1940

A DOCUMENT
Over a month after his detention, Mr. Lees
stated, lie was given a document from the
advisory committee at the Home Office
appointed under the Defence Regulations in
which the order against him was stated to have
been made for the reason, among others, that
the Home Secretary had reasonable cause to
believe that lie (Mr. Lees) had been a member
of rhe organization now known as the British
Union ; that he had been active in the further
ance of its objects; and that it was necessary
to exercise control over him.
The particulars given in the document, Mr.
Lees stated, alleged that he had expressed proFascist views; had furnished the organization
with materials f<?r propaganda; had attended
meetings at which Sir Oswald Mosley was
present, such meetings being held for the pur
pose of coordinating Fascist and anti-Semitic
activities in Great Britain, and for negotiating
a peace with the leader of the German Reich •
and that lie (Mr. Lees) had been propagating
anti-British views and endeavouring to hinder
Hie war effort in Great Britain with a view to a
Fascist revolution.
“\
Mr. Lees, dealing with those particulars,
stated that he did not know whether the1
allegations made against the British Union and
Sir Oswald Mosley were true or not, but that 1
lie (Mr. Lees) was not, and never had been
a member of that organization. His political
views, he stated, could best be described as
Radical. He had never been a member of
any political party. He had never been a
member of any organization other than the
Colonial Civil Service, the Regular Army
Reserve of Officers, and others which he
specified, nor had he ever subscribed to the
funds of thte British Union or furnished it
with material .for propaganda. He had
attended meetings at which Sir Oswald Mosley
had been present, but they had not been held
for the purposes alleged, and he (Mr. Lees)
had only attended the meetings by chance and
out of curiosity. So far from propagating antiBritish views or hindering the country’s war
effort with a view to a Fascist revolution,
which, he said, he would not welcome at all,
he had for some 23 years been continuously in
the service of the Crown. When arrested he
was awaiting his ship in order to take up a
new post to which he had been appointed on
the Gold Coast.
A COMMITTEE MEETING
At a meeting of the committee charged with
the duty of inquiring into his detention he was
severely interrogated, and his denial that he
was a member of the British Union was, he
said, accepted, no evidence to the contrary
being adduced.
Mr. Lees admitted that he did not like Jews
and thought that they had too much power in
Great Britain, and he admitted to the com
mittee that he had said so. Referring to a
letter which the committee had produced in
which lie had said that he did not like Lord
Halifax, Mr. Lees admitted that that was so,
but he submitted that nothing in regulation
18 B (1a) entitled the Home Secretary to detain
his Majesty’s subjects without trial for express- ,
ing in correspondence with friends the view j
that they did not like Jews, or a view adverse j
to a particular member of his Majesty’s
Government.
I
That concluded the affidavit.
Mr. Justice Humphreys asked how the
Court could go into matters of fact of the *
kind referred to. All that the Court could do
was to decide whether the applicant was
illegally detained. He could not be illegally
detained if the Home Secretary had power
under the regulations to detain him.
Mr. Gardiner referred to Rex v. Halliday
(33 The Times L.R., 336; [1917] A.C. 260)
and submitted that, if it were established that
the facts on which the detention order was
based did not exist, the order was invalid and
the subject was entitled to his liberty. If that
submission were correct, then, counsel sub
mitted, on the evidence at present before the
Court the applicant was entitled to the writ,
when the' matter could be fully argued on the
return.
*
Mr. Justice Humphreys said that the
decision of the Court was that the application
should be adjourned so that notice might be
given to the Home Secretary of the matter.
If counsel for the applicant asked for the
matter to be expedited, the Court would
consent.
The Court directed that Mr. Lees’s solicitors
should give notice of the application to the
Home Secretary forthwith, and also to the
Governor of Brixton Prison, and refused an
application for bail which counsel said that
he made in order that Mr. Lees should be
present in Court when his application was
being argued.
Solicitors.—Messrs,
Oswald
Hickson,
Collier and Co.

#
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Law Report, Aug. 22
HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE
KING’S BENCH DIVISION

considered the information. and
comc to
the conclusion that there were clear grounds
for believing that Mr Aubrey Trevor Oswald
Lees was a member of, and was and had been
active in the furtherance of. the objects of an
organization as respects which he (Sir Jonn
Anderson) was satisfied.
had

DEFENCE REGULATIONS : APPLICA
TION FOR HABEAS CORPUS
IN RE LEES
Before Mr. Justice Humphreys. Mr. Justice
Oliver, and Mr. Justice Croom-Johnson
The Court refused the application for a
writ of habeas corpus by Mr. Aubrey Trevor
Oswald Lees, of his Majesty's Prison, Rrixton,
and said that they would give their reasons
later.
, . ,
,
By his application Mr. Lees asked that the
Court might order that a writ of habeas corpus
should be issued, directed to the Home Secre
tary, Sir John Anderson, to have the applicant
before the Court immediately after the receipt
of the writ for the consideration by the Court
of all the necessary matters concerning the
applicant’s detention.
Mr. Gerald Gardiner and Mr. J. W.
Williamson appeared for the applicant; the
Solicitor-General (Sir William Jowitt, K.C.)
and Mr. Valentine Holmes for the Home
Secretary. Mr. G. D. Roberts, K.C., and Mi.
H. K. Sadler held a watching brief.
It was staled on August 12 by counsel tor
ihc applicant when applying ex pane for the
rule that Mr. Lees had been detained by the
Executive without charge or trial and there
fore in a matter prinw facie contrary to the
liberties granted by the Great Charter and the
Bill of Rights.
.
,. .
The Court directed that notice should bt
given to the Home Secretary and adjourned
the hearing for that to be done.
Mr. Gardiner to-day said that notice had
I now been given as directed by the Court.
1 Mr. Justice Humphreys said that the most
‘ convenient course would be To deal with the
matter de novo.

MR. LEES’S AFFIDAVIT
Counsel read an affidavit by Mr. Lees,
which was more fully set out in The I tines
of August 13, and in which Mr. Lees stated
that he was a British subject by birih.
He said that the order stated that whereas
the Home Secretary had reasonable cause to
believe that he (Mr. Lees) had been or was a
member of, or that he had been or was active
in the furtherance of the objects of, an organi
zation in respect of which the Home Secretary
was satisfied

jaWA.-sns

public order, the efficient prosecution of a war in ,'vhiv.n
his Majesty is engaged or the maintenance of supplies or
services essential to the life of the community.

In a supplemental affidavit Sir John Ander
son stated that, on consideration of the reports
and information referred to in his previous affi
davit, he had come to the conclusion that in
the national interest it was necessary to
exercise control over the applicant, and accord
ingly made the order.
The Solicitor-General said that if that
affidavit were true, and there was no reason
to suggest the contrary, that was, in his sub
mission, an end of the matter. It was im
possible for the Court to embark on a
consideration of what the reports received by
the Home Secretary were, and he (cminscl)
would take the responsibility of informing the
Court that it would be quite impossible for the
reports and the names of the persons making
them to be disclosed. It would obviously be
against public policy that that should be done.
It was sufficient for him to say that Sir John
Anderson, having had those reports from re
sponsible persons, had reasonable cause for
the belief which he held regarding the appli
cant. He (counsel) was not controverting
any fact set out in the applicant's affidavit or
referring to any event which took place after
the order was made, but was simply saying
that, if the Home Secretary had reports before
him which led him to a certain conclusion, that
was what he was bound to act on.
Mr. Gardiner replied.
Mr. Justice Humphreys said that all the
members of the Court were of opinion that
the application must be refused. They would
give their reasons at a later date.
Oswald
Hickson,
Solicitors. — Messrs.
Collier and Co.; the Treasury Solicitor.

(ci) that those in control of the orga nization had
had associations with persons concerned in the Govemment of a Power with which his Majesty was af war.
and (b) that there was danger of the utiliza1*10111 of U«
organization for purposes prejudicial to the pubhc saiciy.
the defence of the Realm, the maintenance of public
order, the efficient prosecution of a war 1"
^ .^5
Majesty was engaged, or the maintenance of supplies
or services essential to the life of the community,

therefore, in pursuance of the powers conferred
on him by regulation IS B (1a) of the Defence
(General) Regulation. 1939, the Home Secre
tary directed that the applicant should be
detained.
_
Mr. Lees stated that the Home Secretary
never had reasonable or any cause to believe
that he had been or was a member of or active
in the furtherance of the objects of any such
organization as mentioned in regulation lo B
(1a).
The particulars given him in a document
from the advisory committee at the Home
Office appointed under the Defence Regula
tions over a month after his detention, Mr.
Lees stated, alleged that he had expressed proFascist views; had furnished the organization
with materials for propaganda; had attended
meetings at which Sir Oswald Mosley was
present, such meetings being held for the pur
pose of coordinating Fascist and anti-Semitic
activities in Great Britain, and for negotiating
a peace with the leader of the German Reich ;
and that he (Mr. Lees) had been propagating
anti-British views and endeavouring to hinder
the war effort in Great Britain with a view to a
Fascist revolution.
. , _
Mr. Lees, dealing with those particulars,
stated that he did not know whether tne
allegations made against the British Union and
Sir Oswald Mosley were true or not, but that
he (Mr. Lees) was not, and never had been,
a member of that organization. His political
views, he stated, could best be described as
Radical. He had never been a member ol
any political party. He had never been a
member of any organization other than the
Colonial Civil Service, the Regular Army
Reserve of Officers, and others which he
specified, nor had he ever subscribed to the
funds of the British Union or furnished it
with material for propaganda.
He had
attended meetings at which Sir Oswald Mosley
had been present, but they had not been held
for the purposes alleged, and he (Mr. Lees)
had only attended the meetings by chance and
out of curiosity. So far from propagating antiiews or hindering'the country’s war

iiii

tea

whfch, he said, he would not welcome atTIT
he had for some 23 years been continuously in
the service of the Crown. When arrested he
was awaiting his ship in order to take up -a
new post to which he had been appointed on
the Gold Coast.
At a meeting of the committee charged with
the duty of inquiring into his detention his
denial that lie was a member of the British :
Union was, he said, accepted, no evidence io
the contrary being adduced.
.
Mr. Lees admitted that he did not like Jews
and thought that they had too much power in
Great Britain. Referring to a letter which the
committee had produced in which he had said
that he did not like Lord Halifax, Mr. Lees
admitted that that was so, but he submitted
that nothing in regulation 18 B (1a) entitled
the Home Secretary to detain his Majesty’s
subjects without trial for expressing in corre
spondence with friends the view that they did
not like Jews, or a view adverse to a particular
member of his Majesty’s Government.
f
Mr. Gardiner submitted that the order made
was bad on the face of it. The regulation pro
vided for the detention of a person who had
been guilty of being a member of a particular
association or had been active in furtherance of;
I the objects of the association. The present
order was made on either one or other of those
grounds, and an order which did not specify,
as this did not, on which of two possible
1 grounds it was made was a bad order. Counsel
further submitted that the applicant was
i entitled to a writ if he could show that he had
not done anything which would justify the
making of an order, or if the Court held that
the Secretary of State had in fact no reason
able cause for believing that the order should
be made. The evidence was that the applicant
was not and never had been a member of the
British Union or active in the furtherance of
its objects; that he did not like Jews; and
that he did not like one of the members of
his Majesty's Government.
Mr. Justice Croom-Johnson.—The facts
set out in the applicant’s aflidavit may be only
a percentage of the evidence on which the
Home Secretary acted.
Mr. Justice Humphreys.—I understand
you are saying that this Court may inquire
into the reasonableness of the action taken by
the Home Secretary, and your submission is
that there is no evidence on which a reasonable person could have arrived at the conclu
sion reached by the Home Secretary ?
Mr. Gardiner.—That is my Submission.
ARGUMENT FOR HOME
SECRETARY
The Solicitor-General, for the Home
Secretary, said that lie disclaimed at once the
j view that the Court was bound to accept the
! evidence of the Home Secretary, and he
I accepted the view that the foundation of the
power of the Home Secretary to make the
order was whether he had reasonable
to believe the information he had received.
It followed, therefore, that he agreed that
if the applicant could establish that at the
material time the Home Secretary had no
i reasonable cause for his belief, the applicant
would be entitled to his release. The Home
: Secretary could not in the nature of things make
! personal investigations himself. He must rely
on others. Supposing, as a mere hypothesis
that he received from a person whom he
believed to be a reputable and reliable corre
spondent information that the applicant was
a member of the organization or active in its
affairs, it was obvious that so long as the Home
Secretary believed the reports which he re
ceived he would have reasonable grounds for
believing that the applicant was a member of
the organization.
He (counsel) had thought it right to get Sir
John Anderson to prepare an affidavit, and that
had been done.
In that affidavit Sir John Anderson stated
that before he made the order he had received
reports and information from persons in re
sponsible positions who were experienced in
investigating matters of the kind in question
and whose duty it was to make such investiga
tions and to report the same to him confi
dentially. lie had carefully studied the reports,

OSD E R.
FAUELAtTO ISLAIJDS DEFENCE REGULATIONS.

Governor.

WHEREAS "by an Order dated the 29th day of Kay, 19I1O,
one EDUARD J
HAJffil, a British Subject, was detained
under the command and control of the Officer Commanding
the Falkland Islands Defence Force;
AND UHSEEAS it appears to the Governor that it is
expedient in the interests of the public safety and the
defence of the realm that the said British Subject
should be detained but that his detention in the Colony
is inexpedient;
AND '7HEREAS arrangements have been made with the
Union of South Africa for the removal of the said
British Subject to that Country and for his detention
therein;
NOW, THEREFORE, His Excellency the Governor in
exercise of the powers in him vested by the Falkland
Islands Defence Regulations, 1939, i3 pleased to order
and it is hereby ordered that the said British Subject
shall be placed on board the British sliip "Lafonia" and
be detained under the command and control of the Master
and after his arrival in the Union of South Africa be
delivered over to the charge of the Union Authorities.
Dated this 26th day of October, 19i|0«
By Command,
Colonial Secretary.

U.

1
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ORDER.
FALKLAND ISLANDS DEFENCE REGULATIONS.

Governor*.

In exercise of* the pov/ers in him vested by the
Falkland Islands Defence Regulations, 1939* His
Excellency the Governor is pleased to order and it is
hereby ordered as follows 2The Order made on the 29th of May, 1940, for the
detention and control of the person therein mentioned,
to wit
EDWARD JEFFERY HAMM,
is hereby rescinded.
Dated this

day of October, 1940.
By Comm^d,/"

./

A
/

u,Colonial Secretary.
4 ‘

H/LP« No* S/34/4P*.
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Law Report, Sept. 9
HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE
KING’S BENCH DIVISION
DEFENCE REGULATIONS: HABEAS
CORPUS REFUSED
\
IN RE LEES
Before Mr. Justice Humphreys, Mr. Justice
Oliver, and Mr. Justice Croom-Johnson
The Court delivered judgment giving their
reasons for refusing, on August 22, the appli
cation for a writ of habeas corpus by Mr.
Aubrey Trevor Oswald Lees, now in his
Majesty’s Prison, Brixton.
It was stated on August 12 by counsel for
the applicant when applying ex parte for the
rule that Mr. Lees had been demined by the.
Executive without charge or trijj'flnd there
fore in a manner prima facie contrary to the
liberties granted by the Great Charier and the
Bill of Rights.
When the matter was argued counsel read
an affidavit by Mr. Lees in which lie stated that
he was a British subject by birth.
He said that the order stated that whereas
the Home Secretary had reasonable cause to
believe that he (Mr. Lees) had been or was a
niember of, or that he had been or was active
in the furtherance of the objects of, an organi
zation in respect of which the Home Secretary
was satisfied
(«) that those in control of the organization bad
had associations with persons concerned in the Govern
ment of a Power with which his Majesty was at war:
and (ft) that there was dancer of the utilization of the
organization for purposes prejudicial to the public safety,
the defence of the Realm, the maintenance of public
order, the efficient prosecution of a war in which his ;
Majesty was engaged. or the maintenance of supplies
or services essential to the life of the community,

therefore, in pursuance of the powers conferred
on him by regulation 18 B ( 1a) of the Defence
(General) Regulations, 1939, the Home Secre
tary directed that the applicant should be
detained.
The particulars given to him (Mr. Lees) in a
document from the advisory committee at the
Home Office appointed under the Defence
Regulations alleged that he had expressed
pro-Fascist views. Mr. Lees said that he
was not, and never had been, a member
of the British Union of Fascists: so
far from propagating anti-British views or
hindering the country’s war effort with a view
to a Fascist revolution, which, he said, he
would not welcome at all, he had for some 23
years been continuously in the service of the
Crown. When arrested he was awaiting his
ship in order to take up a new post to which I
he had been appointed on the Gold Coast.
!
An affidavit by the Home Secretary was
read in which Sir John Anderson stated that
before he made the order lie had carefully
studied the reports made to him. had con
sidered the information in them, and had come
to the conclusion that there were clear grounds
for believing that Mr. Lees was a member of,
and was and had been active in the furtherance
of, the objects of an organization as respects
which he (Sir John Anderson) had come to the
conclusions slated.
The Court then intimated that the applica
tion must be refused, but that they would give
their reasons later.
Mr. Gerald Gardiner and Mr. J. W.
Williamson appeared for the applicant: the
Solicitor-General (Sir William Jowitt, K.C.)
and Mr. Valentine Holmes for the Home
Secretary. Mr. G. D. Roberts, K.C., and Mr.
H. K. Sadler held a watching brief.

JUDGMENT
Mr. Justice Humphreys,
in giving
the judgment of the Court, said that the first
ground of objection to the Home Secretary’s
order was that it was bad for duplicity in that
the two allegations of membership of, and
activity in connexion with the objects of, the
organization were staled in the alternative.
It was said that they afforded separate grounds
for making the order, and that one or other
or both of them should appear as the reason
for making the order. There was nothing in
that point. The order, which followed strictly
the language of the regulation, was not a con
viction, nor an indictment, nor even a charge.
There was nothing in the statute or the regu
lations requiring that the order should be in
any particular form, and it was not invalid
on that ground.
The only other point taken was that the
order was invalid'because the Home Secretary
never had any reasonable cause to believe
that the applicant was a person to whom the
regulation applied. There was no doubt that (
on an application for a writ of habeas corpus
the Court had power to inquire into the validity
of the order of detention and for that purpose
to ascertain whether the Home Secretary had
reasonable cause for the belief expressed in the
order. But the Home Secretary was bound
to act on information supplied to him by
others, and that information was necessarily
confidential. The disclosure of it to the
applicant and to the public, together with the
identity of the informants, might well be
highly prejudicial to the interests of the State.
In the present case the Court had before
them an affidavit by Sir John Anderson stating
that he had carefully considered the matter and
had come to the conclusion that there was
clear ground for believing, and that he sin
cerely believed, that the applicant was a per
son to whom Regulation 18B (1a) applied.
The Court accepted those statements and were
satisfied that the Home Secretary had reason
able cause for believing that the applicant was
a person to whom the regulation applied.
The application was, accordingly, dismissed,
with costs. *
Solicitors—Messrs. Oswald Hickson, Col
lier and Co.; Treasury Solicitor.

+
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Law Report, Oct. 2
COURT OF APPEAL
AN APPLICATION FOR HABEAS
CORPUS : APPEAL
IN RE LEES
liefore Lord Justice MacKinnon, Lord
Justice Goddard, and Lord Justice
du Parcq
The Court dismissed this appeal by Mr.
Aubrey Trevor Oswald Lees from a decision
of the Divisional Court dismissing his appli- '
cation for a writ of habeas corpus. The appli-1
cation.had been made in respect of his deten
tion in Brixton Prison under the Defence
Regulations, and it was stated when the appeal !
was called on that he had been released.
j
Mr. Gerald Gardiner and Mr. J. W. Wil- 1
liamson appeared for the appellant; the
Solicitor-General (Sir William Jowitt, K.C.)
and Mr. Valentine Holmes for the Home Secre
tary.
It was stated on August 12 by counsel for
, the applicant when applying ex parte to the
Divisional Court for the rule that Mr. Lees
had been detained by the Executive without
, charge or trial and therefore in a manner j
prhna facie contrary to'the liberties granted
by the Great Charter and the Bill of Rights.
When the matter was argued counsel read
an affidavit by Mr. Lees in which he stated
that he was a British subject by birth. He
said that the order stated that whereas the
Home Secretary had reasonable cause, to
believe that he (Mr. Lees) had been or was a
member of, or that he had been or was active
in the furtherance of the objects^ of, an
organization in respect of which the Home
Secretary was satisfied (a) that those in control
of the organization had had associations with
persons concerned in the government of a
Power with which his Majesty was at war;
and (b) that there was danger of the utiliza
tion of the organization for purposes pre
judicial to the public safety, the defence of the
realm, the maintenance of public order, the
efficient prosecution of a war in which his
Majesty was engaged, or the maintenance of
supplies or services essential to the life of the
community, therefore, in pursuance of the
powers conferred on him by regulation 1 SB.
1 (a), of the Defence (General) Regulations,
1939, the Home Secretary directed that the
applicant should be detained.
The particulars given to him. (Mr. Lees) in
a document from the advisory committee at
the Home Office appointed under the Defence
Regulations alleged that he had expressed proFascist views. Mr. Lees said that lie was not.
and never had been, a member of the British
Union of Fascists: so far from propagating
anti-British views or hindering the country’s
war effort with a view to a Fascist revolution,
which, he said, lie would not welcome at all,
he had for some 23 years been continuously
in the service of the Crown. When arrested
he was awaiting his ship in order to take up
a new post to which he had been appointed
on the Gold Coast.
An affidavit by the Home Secretary was
: read, in which Sir John Anderson stated that
before he made'the order he had carefully
' studied the reports made to him, had con
sidered the information in them, and had
come to the conclusion that there were clear
grounds for believing that Mr. Lees was
member of, and was and had been active in
the furtherance of, the objects of an organiza
tion as respects which lie (Sir John Anderson)
had come to the conclusions stated.
The Court then intimated that the applica
tion must be refused, and gave their reasons
on September 9.

APPLICATION FOR COSTS
When ihc appeal was called on, Mr.
Gardiner stated that it would not be effective
because Mr. Lees had been released from
prison. But he (counsel) asked for the costs
of the appeal. Allegations had been made
against Mr. Lees that he was a member of a
certain body and had done certain things. Mr.
Lees had denied those allegations in an affidavit
which he had presented to the Divisional
Court.
Sir John Anderson, the Home Secretary, had
also sworn an affidavit in which it was not
suggested that Mr. Lees had in fact done any
of the things alleged, but which only staled
that the Home Secretary honestly believed that
he had done them at the time when the order
for his detention was made.
Sir William Jowitt said that it was a
fallacy to say that the Home Secretary's action
in releasing Mr. Lees indicated that he had
been wrong in detaining him, or that the view
which he now took of the matter was different
from the view which he took at the time of
making the order. Since the order made by
the Divisional Court dismissing Mr. Lees’s
application, the advisory committee had made
a recommendation for the release of Mr. Lees,
and ihc Home Secretary, having decided to
act on that recommendation, had suspended
the order by which Mr. Lees had been
detained. The order had not been cancelled.
The Home Secretary had merely suspended its
operation.
The Divisional Court had considered the '
question whether there was reasonable cause
for the Home Secretary’s belief that Mr. Lees
had been a member of the body known as the
British Union, or had had any connexion with
it. The Court had decided that the Home
Secretary had had reasonable cause, and that
decision had not been shown to be wrong.
Mr. Gardiner said that, since his applica
tion for costs was opposed, lie wished to argue
the appeal. Mr. Lees had never been informed
what the advisory committee had thought i
about the matter. The Solicitor-General had
merely stated (hat he understood that Mr. Lees
had been released.
If it were considered sufficient, in order to
detain a person under those regulations, merely
to make an affidavit of the kind made by the
Home Secretary, then it was virtually useless
■ for any person to make application by way of
! habeas corpus. Were such a person as
innocent as the day or a true patriot, however
wrongly he was in prison the Home Secretary
had only to make an affidavit saying that, at
the time, lie reasonably believed certain allega
tions to be true to prevent the person being
released.
Lord Justice du Parcq said that he was
inclined to think that it was a condition prece
dent to the exercise of the power in. question
not only that the Home Secretary at the time
believed the allegations made against Mr. Lees
but also that he had reasonable cause for
believing them. Supposing that a Home Secre
tary made an obvious blunder, lie (his Lordship) was inclined to think that an order for
detention in such circumstances would be bad.
If the Home Secretary stated that lie had
materials before him which he had considered,
then, even putting the matter most favourably
| for the applicant, the applicant would have to
adduce strong evidence to show that the Home
Secretary did not have reasonable cause.
Mr. Gardiner submitted that it was easy
for the authorities to make another regulation
giving the Home Secretary an absolute dis
cretion in matters of that kind. If, however,
it was not right for the Home Secretary to
take it on himself to decide the question which
the Court had to decide—namely, whether the
Home Secretary had reasonable cause for his
the applicant had a right to his
I belief—then
writ.
Sir William Jowitt said that he had him
self seen the reports on which the Home
Secretary had acted, and lie (counsel) regarded
it as obviously against the public interest that
the names of the informants should be
disclosed.

1940

iimmirxiT
JUDOMbNT
Loro JusticeMacKinnon, giving judgment.
said that the Divisional Court had dealt with
the matter on the basis of an affidavit by
Mr. Lees and two affidavits of the Home
Secretary, and on those materials they had
refused the application. The appeal was really
academic, because since the hearing before
the Divisional Court the applicant had been I
released under certain conditions imposed by
(lie Home Secretary. It was suggested that he
was entitled to the costs of the appeal because
lie had been released and so had, it was said,
in substance won the fight. It had therefore 1
been necessary to examine the merits of the
appeal.
He (the Lord Justice) agreed with everything
which had been said by Mr. Justice Humphreys
in delivering the judgment of the Divisional
Court. It was obvious from the terms of
the regulation that if the Home Secretary
honestly believed with reasonable.cause that
the applicant was of the character described
by the regulation he was authorized to make
the detention, and this decision was not sub
ject to review under the Habeas Corpus Act.
The appeal must be dismissed, with costs.
Loro Justicf. Goddaro and Loro Justice ,
du Parcq agreed.
Solicitors.—Messrs.Oswald Hickson, Collier j
and Co.; Ticasury Solicitor.
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TELEGRAM.

i'To.129.

From ...Hi gh.. G orarnis s i oner.. S ou th Afr Ac a,
To.... .ala ..Excellency.. the..MfiT*...Falkl and 1 si ands.
Despatched:

7th January

19 40

Time :

Received:

7th January

19 40

Time :

17.30.

Addressed to the Governor of the Falkland Islands Q 7 repeated to
Dominions Office 13.
1.

S.J.Hamm is a British subject, late Government schoolmaster

Falkland Islands is now interned here having been transferred from the
Falkland Islands at the request of the Governor. He is stated to helong to the British Union of Fascists.
He has applied to Union Director of internment for permission
to appeal against internment on the ground that he was arrested without

2.

just cause, that he was not informed of the reason for arrest in time
to allow him to prepare defence, that he was refused the right to give
evidence on oath or call witnesses, that chairman of tribynal which
■\

i

heard appeal displayed unwarranted prejudice, and that he was reiusec
Colonial Service to appeal to the Secretary
the right as officer in the

:

i | of State.
enquired vtpChat action it is desireci
Appears the Union Authorities have
to reply that
should he taken and I should he grateful for guidance as
In particular what procedure would have heen ad—
Islands and made similar appeal.
opted had he remained in the Falkland
should he returned,

%

Order.
Falkland Islands Defence Regulations.

Governor.
In exercise of the powers in him vested by the Falkland Islands Defence Regulations,
1939, His Excellency the Governor is pleased to order and it is hereby ordered as follows
The Order made on the 29th of May, 1940, for the detention and control of the
person therein mentioned, to wit
Edward Jeffery Hamm,
is hereby rescinded.
Dated this 26th day of October, 1940.

By Command,

Colonial Secretary.
M.P. S/34/40.

%

Order.
Falkland Islands Defence Regulations.

Governor.
WHEREAS by an Order dated the 29th day of May, 1940, one Edward Jeffery
Hamm, a British Subject, was detained under the command and control of the Officer
Commanding the Falkland Islands Defence Force;
AND WHEREAS it appears to the Governor that it is expedient in the interests of
the public safety and the defence of the realm that the said British Subject should be detained
but that his detention in the Colony is inexpedient;
AND WHEREAS arrangements have been made with the Union of South Africa
for the removal of the said British Subject to that Country and for his detention therein;
NOW, THEREFORE, His Excellency the Governor in exercise of the powers in
him vested by the Falkland Islands Defence Regulations, 1939, is pleased to order and it is
hereby ordered that the said British Subject shall be placed on board the British ship
“Lafonia” and be detained under the command and control of the Master and after his arrival
in the Union of South Africa be delivered over to the charge of the Union Authorities.
Dated this 26th day of October, 1940.

By Command,

Colonial Secretary.
M.P. S/34/40.
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TELEGRAM.
AVw?iHi.s..3xcellency....the...Governor,
To...High....Comm iss. loner..for..South. Africa.
10th January,

Desjxitched:
Received:

•

o

«
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•

• • •

19
• • •

41. Time: • • • • •

19___

Time :

Your telegram of 7th January.
1. S. J. Hamm’s objections to internment were fully considered by a
committee composed of the Colonial Secretary theNaval Officer in Charge
The Committee unanimously
and the Officer Commanding the Defence Porce.
recommended internment.
2. Hamm wrote while interned numerous letters of complaint to Senior
In miasma none of these did
Officials and appealed to me for a new trial,
he complain that he had not had sufficient time in which to prepare his
defence or that he had been refused the right to call witnesses nor did
he at any time aslc to appeal to the Secretary of State.
p. I suggest that Union Authorities be advised that Hamm’s remedy is
either to write to the Secretary of State for the Colonies through me
or to exercise his further unquestioned right of petitioning the King.
It does not appear that he would have had any other resource had he
remained in the Colony.
GOVERN OR *
I.D.

Decode.
*

TELEGRAM.

No.332

From...Secretary... of... State.,.
To...... His...Sxc.ell.ency. ..the..Govemar.,...Ealkland l siands.
Despatched: loth danuary

19 41

Time :

16th January

19 41

Tim e : 17.20.

Deceived:

ITo* 11 Secret Reference to telegram No. 18 from United Kingdom High
Commissioner in South Africa repeated to you.
As you will have seen from my circular telegram Ho.219 this transfer
was affected without legal authority and persons concerned in it have
probably rendered themselves liable to penalties of llafi\eus Corpus Act
and to claim for damages for wrongful imprisonment,

In order to

enable me to consider question further please telegraph whether person
named was in fact refused right to give evidence on oath or to call
witnesses before committee and to appeal to me and also indicate as
fully as possible what were precise character of his activities in the
colony to which reference is made in paragraph 6 of your despatch of
July 20th and my telegram saving No.10 to which I have not yet received
a reply.

%

TELEGRAM. MMFrom.

.IIi.s...Exc.e.llency...the Governor-,-- Falkland I slands,

To...... Secretary..of.....State..
Despatched: l6th January

19

Received:

19

41

Time :
Time :

Your saving telegram No. 10 Secret received today undecypher-able table
destroyed.

I.D.C.O.

i

k

r

TELEGRAM.

^9

SENT.

1

From...His... Mxc.e.ll.e.ncy. the... Governor..Falkland Islands,
To...Secretary..of.State.
Despatched:

20th January

19

41

19

Deceived:

Time :
Time :

No.10 Secret Your telegram ; o.11 Secret.
Action against Hamm v/as taken under local Defence Regulation

1.

17(1) as amended "by Regulations of 29th March 2Sth May 1940.
He was made fully aware of his position and rights by Advisory

2.

Committee the Regulations being read out to him carefully,

He offered

to give evidence on oath but Chairman said that the Committee would
be satisfied with his word.

I am not aware that Committee had any

statutj£*y or inherent right to take evidence on oath.
Committee was composed of Colonial Secretary, Chairman, Naval

3.

Officer in Charge and Officer Commanding Defence Force,
that the hearing was most fairly conducted,

I am satisfied

It is rjreposterous as it
A

is untrue to say that Hamm was refused the right to call witnesses or
to appeal to you.

His activities consisted in using his position as travelling

4.

schoolmaster to inculcate fascist, doctrines into farm workers and
children.

Exhibit D enclosed in my despatch of 20th July illustrates

his intention of making this his life's work here.
After due consideration of all factors including report of

5.

Advisory Committee I was satisfied fully that internment was necessary
in the interests of defence.
Hamm was sent to South Africa und.er the provisions of section2

6.

of Defence Regulations (.Amendment No.4) made on 25th October (sent to
you by despatch No.129), Union authorities having agreed to receive
hirn.

Copy of the Order sent to you by my despatch of 9th January.

7.

I informed you in m# XX/:X telegram 109 of 28th October that I

had availed myself of an opportunity to transfer internees to South
Africa.

They were sent on 26th October,

lour circular telegram 219

instructed me on 8th November for first time that transfer to a
Dominion would require legislation and that in future no such transfer
XMXX/X should be made.

Your circular despatch of 27th September

I

E-

TELEGRAM. MFrom.
To__
Despatched:

19

Time :

Received:

19

Time :

No. 10
2.

deferring and your XXX telegram saving No. 10 were received "by me on the
16th /X/XX instant.
8.

I informed you on that date that I had no decypher.

v

I suggest that no action under Haheus Corpus Act can possioly

lie against any persons in this Colony,

No order issued or could have

issued from the Colony for his detention in South Africa.

I.D.C.O.

i

*

THE TIMES WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 23 1940
within such time as seemed reasonable to the
Court the applicants were not brought before
the advisory committee and their eases -heard.
The Lord Chief Justice.—Then your ap
plication really is to have those proceedings
HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE hastened
?
Mr. Wallace said that that was so. Deal
KING'S BENCH DIVISION
ing with a doubt expressed by Mr. Justice
Hawke whether procedure by way of habeas
APPLICATIONS FOR WRITS OF
corpus was appropriate to such an object,
HABEAS CORPUS
counsel contended that the basic guarantee
Before the Lord Chief Justice, Mr. Justice of the liberty of the individual was the express
Hawke, and Mr. Justice Humphreys
provision in the Habeas Corpus Acts of a
The Court adjourned the application by Sir time within which he should be brought to
regulation did not abrogate that
Barry Edward Domvile, and refused applica trial. ofThe
the subject.
tions by Mr. Harold Henry Alexander de right
The
L
ord Chief Justice said that he had
Laessoc, D.S.O., M.C.; Mrs. Rita Kathleen great sympathy with the view that the
Shelmcrdinc, of Greenway,
Wilmslow, machinery under the regulation should be
Cheshire; Miss Emily Dorothea Vavasour made to work more quickly, but proceedings
Durcll; and Mr. William Edric Sherston, de which had begun as applications for orders
tained in various of his Majesty’s prisons, for of habeas corpus had now become applica
writs of habeas corpus.
tions to hasten the procedure under Regula
Mr. B. B: Stenham (for Mr. Gerald tion 18B.
Gardiner) nppeared for Sir Barry Domvile;
Mr. Wallace said that his case was that
Mr. Frederick Wallace and Mr. J. W. William the working of the regulation had been so
son for the other applicants; the Attorney- dilatory that it amounted to a denial of justice.
General (Sir Donald Somervell, K.C.) and Mr. There was no means of getting the Home Secre
Valentine Holmes for the Crown.
tary or the advisory committee to act except
Mr. Stenham, applying that Sir Barry Dom- by coming to that Court. He (counsel) asked
vile’s application should be adjourned, said foF an order of habeas corpus in order that
that his client was detained on July 12, 1940. the bodies of the applicants should be brought
On October 10. practically three months after before the Court, and he asked that an order
his detention, his advisers had received par should follow for their release unless the pro
ticulars of the grounds for his detention, and cedure under the regulation were pul into
an intimation that his objections to his deten opera lion.
The Attorney-General then referred to
tion would very soon be heard by the Advisory
Committee to the Home Office. In those cir an affidavit by Sir John Anderson, in which
cumstances, and with the consent of the Crown, he explained that the delay with regard to
he (counsel) applied that the Court should the applicants was due to the great number
adjourn the application generally with liberty of similar cases which had to be dealt with,
to either party to apply to have it restored and that advisory committees were dealing
with appeals in rotation ; and to an affidavit
to the list.
The Lord Chief Justice said that the sworn by Mr. Herbert Morrison since his
taking office as Home Secretary in which he
application would be granted.
that he was satisfied everything was being
Mr. Wallace, opening the remaining appli said
done to dispose of the .eases with the utmost
cations, said that all four persons concerned expedition,
and that the eases of all the appli
had been detained under regulation 18 B of cants would shortly come before the advisory
the Defence (General) Regulations, 1939.
committee.
He (counsel) complained of the inordinate
Asked by the Lord Chief Justice whether
delays in affording to the applicants their rights he was satisfied by that explanation, Mr.
under the regulation. They were loyal lieges Wallace said that the fact of the delays re
of the Crown, and the regulation did not. he mained. If the Home Secretary were free to
submitted, expressly or impliedly abrogate their decide what was due expedition in such a
right at common law or by statute to speedy matter and what was not, abuses might creep
trial before the appropriate tribunal.
into the system. He submitted that when 90
Mr. Justice Humphreys.—Speedy trial for days elapsed without anything being done the
what ?
detained person had a grievance.
Mr. Wallace said that speedy trial was
JUDGMENT
desired of the allegations which the Crown
was making against them.
The Lord Chief Justice, giving judgment,
The Lord Chief Justice.—What is “ the said that there was no ground for making an
appropriate tribunal ” ?
Mr. Wallace said that it was the advisory order of habeas corpus. The Court did not
committee. If the procedure under regulation accept the contention that there had been a
18 B were delayed, then the only right which greater delay than there should have been. If
affidavits of the present Home Secretary
those parlies had under the regulation would the
his predecessor were accepted there was
be denied to them. It was true that the deten and
ground on which the applicants could con
tions were not punitive but protective, and no
rights had been denied to them.
that to that extent the advisory committee tend that any
said that, he wished to repeal that,
were not, in the normal sense, a Court of law. in Having
eases of the liberty of the subject, it
Nevertheless it was the only tribunal to wasthese
essential that all possible expedition
which those four loyal subjects could slate should be used. Nothing which he had said
their ease. There was no procedure known to or was saying must be taken as reflecting on
the law, except that by writ of habeas corpus, the Home Secretary or on the chairmen of
which could avail any subject of the Crown the advisory committees which had been
who was placed in detention by the Home appointed, but he took the opportunity of
Secretary.
once more putting on record the view which he
Mr. Justice Humphreys.—But there is no believed that the Court would always take,
aucstion of any right to be tried for any that, when powers of that sort were exercised,
offence here. No offence has been alleged. it should be with due regard to the fact that
Mr. Wallace submitted that the applicants the liberty of the subject was involved, the
had, under the regulation, a right to make subject therefore being given the full rights
objection to the advisory committee.
contained in the regulation conferring on the
Home Secretary the powers under which he
POWER OF THE EXECUTIVE
Even the two applicants who had received acted.
Mr. Justice Hawke and Mr. Justice
the grounds had a grievance which only pro
ceedings by habeas corpus could remove. The Humphreys agreed.
On the Attorney-General’s asking for the
Executive had been empowered by law to do
certain things—namely, to deprive members dismissal of the applications, with costs, Mr.
of the public of their freedom in certain con Justice I-Jawke called attention to the fact
ditions.
It was, he (counsel) submitted, a that these proceedings would have the effect
duty of the Court to inquire whether the sub of allaying the anxieties of a great many people
ject’s liberty was being interfered with in who were waiting to have their eases heard.
The Attorney-General said that if their
accordance with' the law or not. And if the
result of the regulations was that those per Lordships felt that it was reasonable to order
sons were for 90 or 100 days detained without that each side should bear its own costs, he
any form of redress, he asked the Court to would consent to such an order without
formally agreeing to it.
' declare that such delay was inordinate.
In making no order as to costs, the Lord
• The Lord Chief Justice.—Do you say that
tlr • !;as been so much delay in getting these Chief Justice said that he wished it to be
'co. is before the advisory committee thaUthc understood that the taking of that course
‘detention of these four applicants is illegal implied no reflection whatever on the Home
Secretary.
ab initio, or at any rate has become so.
Counsel said that that was his submission.
Solicitors.—Messrs. Fowler, Legg and Co •
In his submission, the Court ought to say
T« Sot ito"^50"' C°"icr and Co'; >hc
that writs of habeas corpus should issue if

Law Report, Oct. 22

r

*

MALSBURY

Volume 10.

Page k2.
Para. 9?!>

A writ of habeas corpus is inapplicable

if the illegal detention has ceased before application
for the writ is made.
When it is clear that a person unlawfully
detaining another has de facto ceased to have any
custody or control the writ ought not to issue.
Pa -e ho.
Para. 100.

The habeas Corpus Act 1862 enacts that

no writ of habeas corpus shall issue out of England
by authority of any English judge or court of justice
into any Colony or foreign dominion of the Crown where
the Crown has lawfully established courts of justice
having authority to grant or issue the writ.

{
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TELEGRAM.

Ho. 417

From.....See.r.ei.ary:....a£... State.,..........
To..His.J3xce3JL.ency-..the..Governor'-,...Falkland Islands.
Despatched:

22nd January

19 41

Time :

Received:

22nd January

19 41

Time : 10.30.

Important
Unnumbered

Following is repetition of ray telegram Ho.10 Saving 1940

Begins.
Your despatch 20th July Ilamm.

I agree that it is preferable that

person named should not he removed to United Kingdom for the present
hut should be grateful/ for further information as to the precise
character of his Falkland Islands +

/

to which reference is made

in paragraph 6 of your despatch.
+

Word omitted in telegram presumably activities.

G.T.C.

No.
(It is requested
that, in any refer
ence to this minute,
the above Number
and the date may
be quoted).

MINUTE.

23rd August,

From The Of f1 cer Commanding,
Falkland Islands
Defence Force,

To

19 40.

E. J. Hanrn, Esq
Stanley,

Falkland Islands.

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

I am in receipt of your letter of the 18th inst
and have to inform you as follows with regard to the five
points you raise.
1. As there is not at the moment any alternative
accomodation for internees it is not possible
for you to he interned ashore. The administrative
side of you1'- internment would he much simpler
if you could he interned ashore and some
arrangement may he made in the near future,
for this reason.
2. Your rations are as nearly as possible the same
scale as laid down for the Defence Force on outpost.
You are at liberty to augment them personally
as the troops do should you 30 wish. I personally ~
have had no green vegetables for several weeks
now as they are not procurable.
3. I will see what can he done as to news bulletins.
4. Adequate fuel supply has been issued and your
statements in this connection are not strictly
accurate.
5. It is not possible for you to attend Church
Services. The Rev. Lowe has seen you on this
point I beleive.
• t

k

/
(/'

'A

Major,
Officer Commanding,
Falkland Islands Defence Force.

V

1

[

aA

. :is\D -uvisnRo,
:• .1 :jl :d

.-

z) «

:r.-z::vs.:. forces,

:iau,vi9

,?fenn±a '

hi reply to the request contained in your
letter of the 21ot inst *

i

5

1 have to ini’ora you that

the matter has been referred for* instruction* and

I will cormnunicate with you in duo course,

I would

point out however that you caist anticipate some
loss of spiritual as well as physical eorifort while
In detention.

i
l

Major.
Officer Ccrananding 9
Falkland Islands defence force.

/
''1

Decode.

TELEGRAM.
ifym.High...G.cai!mis.si.oner. ,-S outh- Af rica

To...His..Excellency..the... Governor .
Despatched: 28th January,

19 41.

Time: 1858.

28th January,

19 41.

Time :

Eec&ived:

Addressed to Dominions Office 111 repeated to the Governor of Falkland
I have now
Hamm*
Islands Q 59 with reference to rny telegram Ho* 60.
received through the Union Authorities letter to Secretary of State for
the Colonies from person named*
Letter alleges (i) that he addressed
appeal to Secretary of State in October through the Governor hut that the
latter declined to forward the appeal and returned it. (2) Have learnt
appeal in Question protested against internment on the ground that it was
against public interest that statement of case against him was not supplied,
that the right to call witnesses for defence was not granted et cetera
(generally as in Paragraph 2 of my telegram ITo. 18 January 6th) letter
goes on to ask for reference at which he could appear with legal adviser,
with a view to release and financial compensation miscarriage of justice*
I should he glad to learn what action Secretary of State for Colonies
would wish rne to take.
HIGH COMMISSIONER.
C.O. 1.

i

J

Decode.

TELEGRAM.
From Secretary- of. State for the Colonies,
To

No* 32.

His Excellency the Governor,

Despatched: 16th March,

19 41. Time : 2126.

Received:

19

Secret,

16 th March,

41. Time:

1030.

With reference to your telegram No* 10 Union

Authorities have been informed provided they see no objection Hamm may he

released and sent hack to the United Kingdom,

As regards Paragraph 8

of your telegram I am advised that Section No* 2 Defence Regulations
(Amendment No. 4) is ultra vires the provisions of Emergency Powers
(Defence) Act, 1939.
SECRETARY OP STATE.
I.D.C.O.

1
• Decode.

TELEGRAM.
From .. Secretary...of ...Stat e for. the Colonies,
To ... His...Excellency the Governor,
Despatched:

18 th July,

19 41.

Time :

1450.

Received:

19th duly5

19 41.

Time :

1030,

In order to enable
With reference to my telegram No. 32 Secret
No. 81.
me to deal with representations from person named please telegraph whether
appointment in the*Falkland islands was formally terminated under clause
No. 6 agreement and material to enable me to reply to complaint that he
was interned under excessively harsh conditions, confined for four months
Please
on a ship, denied exercise and not allowed to attend church,
also furnish by despatch statement of evidence available to Advisory
Committee and source from which it v/as drawn which led Committee to conclude
he was using his position as a teacher to spread doctrine amongst school
children.
SECRETARY OF STATE.
G.T.C.

1
Decode.

TELEGRAM.
From...His....Excell.ency.....the .Governor.,

To.
Despatched :
Received j, .

Secretary.of State for the Colonies.
19 41.

21 s t Jul *• r ?
• a a

• a a

a a a

.J9

...

£

Time:

• a «

Time :

a a «

HO. 92a
Your telegram Ho. 8i appointment of person named was formally
terminated on July 24th under Clause 6 of the agreement with effect from
June 11th.
There were no escessi^y hard conditions his treatment "being
He was confined with the others on
the same as for other internees,
hoard a ship until a "building could he prepared for them on shore as the
Every facility for exercise was
only alternative was the local gaol,
given him and when weather conditions were favourable he came ashore for
The period on hoard the ship was from June 6th until September
exercise.
He was regularly visited "by Church of England Chaplain who had
22nd.
access to him at all times and the Chaplain informs me that he was a
regular communicant at the cathedral missing so far as he can remember
Despatch
only three Sundays during the whole period of his detention,
asked for will follow as soon as possible.
GOVERNOR.
G.T.C.

/

> Decode.

TELEGRAM.
From
To

Sec re t ary.... of. 3 t ate... f or...the...C ol oni e s.

His Excellency the Governor.

Despatched:

26th August,

19 41.

Time:

1625.

Received:

28th August,

19 41

Time:

1030.

ITo 94. .Vith reference to your telegram No. 92 substance was communicated
to person named who has now mad' the following points in reply
(1 ) For
S weeks was allowed to leave internment ship once a week only and then only
for a "bath.
2. V/as visited on one o ccasion only hy the Chaplain and though
arrested on June 3rd was not allowed to attend Church until October, Is in
possession of 2 letters from V/oodgate Officer Commanding Defence Force
stating he ’'must be prepared to suffer some loss of spiritual comfort as
well as physical” ana that it was "not possible” for him to attend Church.
3. Lade an appeal in triplicate to the Secretary of State which was shown
to Sollner and several privates of Defence Force and which was returned to
him by O.C. Defence Force who stated that he had no further right o± appeal.
Please expand despatch promised in your telegram so as to cover^ ohese
points and also to contain fullest possible information to supplement that
already in my possession regarding reason for^ internment. Copies of
correspondence with the person named follows oy by mail.
G.T.C.

Secretary of State.

GOVERNMENT HOUSE,
STANLEY,

FALKLAND ISLANDS.

3 n n i.

4th September, 1941.

:;y Lord,

with reference to your telecoms* Hob. 81
of the 18th July and 94 of the 26th August and to ray
telegram, Ho. 92 of the 21st July, 1941, on the sub
ject of the internment of hr. S. J. Karan, Travelling
Teacher, 1 have the honour to inform you that no
direct evidence was available to the .dvisory
Committee but it was common knowledge that this man
was using Mb position as a teacher to spread fascist
doctrines amongst farm workers and children.

Exhibit

which formed an enclosure to Sir Henniker-Heaton’s
Secret despatch of the 20th July, 1940, would appear
to bear out Hamm’s intentions in this regard.
2.

The ll.C.o. of the Defence Force detailed to

detain and escort Hamm from the Causp to Stanley re
ported that the people in the camp were not at all
surprised when they heard that the person in question
had been detained,

He also stated that it was known

throughout the Gamp that Hamm refused to listen to th<
English news preferring the German or any other
foreign or anti-British news.

It was known too that

os a result of Ills disloyal attitude he had received
a 'thrashing at the hands of one of the camp workers.
Similar incidents took place in Stanley and on board
the vessel which conveyed him from the colony to
South Africa when ho became involved with a member of
the crew.
3.

Ham was a source of trouble during the

whole of his period of detention.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE
LORD MOYNE, P.C., D.S.O • »
SECRETARY OF STATS FOR THE COLONIES.

He complained of 1

his/1

_ 2 Hie

his quarters, sleeping accommodation and food,

He
statements in every case were much exaggerated.
the other internees
woe supplied with rations the same as
based on the same scale as members of the Falkland
It may
islands defence Force who acted as Ms guard,
bo of interest to record that on one occasion after
complaining about the lack of vegetables, he was told
by the Officer commanding Troops that the latter too
could not procure them most days,

Kara® replied by

sending ashore some peas and beans to help the Officer
out »4.

when giving evidence before the Advisory

Committee, not on oath, he at first denied Ms intention,
after leaving Great Britain, of continuing Ms member
ship with the Fascists - but faced with the documents
already in your possession, admitted this was wrong.
Prevarication and equivocation permeated the whole of
his statement, which was not taken down in writing as
the committee considered they were not a court but

l

merely an Advisory body.
The overwhelming nature of the documentary evidences,
the almost insolent attitude of the man before the
Committee, and the general knowledge of Ms activities
which had angered the people, and the contents of your
A

U!

Secret despatch of 15th April were such that the

Advisory Committee could not possibly come to any other"
decision other than to support the Governor's Intention
to intern him.
In that despatch it was written that Hamm "is
stated to have said that he intended to further the
movement in the Falkland I elands1',

Documentary proof

of that lias been sent you, and confirms Ms then
intentions.

The attitude of the public made it

abundantly clear that ho had been at Ms subversive
work.

5. From the nature of Ms occupation he was
never/

I

parols to tho o&ten& of ;..u*:>ur5tns vioiO;vx:.; v;no xt;rcvitably hoard ana llSuChod to h:j those children .x-o
lixivo Xio other roosi as a mile tha& the Xiv&ngHrocra os?
Che wife of one of the men in whose ho/ae

the cottage*

itva,; was staying ordered ::.imzu to atop 'talhla& or she
would liiive him thrown out'-of-doox*o in opitc o>? the
weather end *&hreatoned to reduce to cooh dor Ivii.u

Tho

Go-v-mi j*.*. so aid not inow of till a incident ao it only oa-io
V Kt

to Xidht later.
I attach a copy erf a latter written. *>y Hamvi

.■«

to the

•olonlai

i'.'Ue a te t clients therein

cone

avion oo;pv.rod with the notoD ol evidence ‘before tl.o
;0 £o;ooo:'u.;;d you 50 to saov? ite’s

V '■' •'•

l)Oiit towards t./i:vri

- a

h the le nt paragraph hut two with

hi a oxi/iaxu'divioa uleut •..via connection with Frauleln
t; ic Ciddro • > a oooi c«}

t'ri ta ;l:.:

l Iten hy i.yself as

> r Vi '

doloniol • oarotarp to tko covorv.xor which may he
pertinent.
o

;■ ,. hlaoh c cov.y a:, a letter addressed t»gr Huran

Ivo the aoveraar, :W;d,\vOd.

•.

third pti?.\:CPa2>h ic; r

as oUov.r«vin the evidoueo submitted to you, not time
vido /&hiuit
9.

• i ,t;»

I'utanticea on the " Joania^ v/a© "by no raeane so

savoy© tto Ka.-ai: Mafcoo oat*

?: vv c.ltuJKiutive was the

gaols find oe coon as it v/no P oacihlo a ”>u:Lldin;.;; or* the
dace Course*. wood nu the eporto Assoolattan'o Store
and Offives, v;r,," prepared.

i

.3 for oaioroioo, Ifsu-iu’s own resort:© in hie

J

letter to tho Officer easaamiding .Defence pore© about

m

10.

weather* conditions is - an ©newer.

The decl: of the

/

’’Ponaia'* is an in all ©ailing voanolo of her also,

Bl

V •' /

some it GOO tox:

ona far greatw in spaed than
Incidentally one
on a a team vessel of i0s000 tom,
could from ray borne hear i£ie sunning and other exercises
enjoyed 'by the detainees5 and to judge from the nightly
sessions of jasz the evenings were not unsocial.
Arrangements vvere made for oona baths once c wool;
in the public Baths at Stanley and the opportunity for
other exercise when favourable weather obtained was
then taicen.
11. As soon as the request was made arrangements
were made for church attendance and the Chaplain's
For obvious
statement has been telegraphed you.
reasons if he attended the early service a boat could
not be provided for a second attendance.
1 attach a copy of a letter from Hamm to the
officer com-landing Defense force.
The question, of "news bulletins" was insoluble,
leone are issued here except over a telephone diffusion
from London to subscribers5 and the local news is
purely local in character printed on a mimeograph
machine and contains no -.vorld news.
12. In a letter to the officer Commanding Defence'
Force dated 13th September*, Hamm mentions Ms intention
to submit an appeal to the secretary of bate bus no
such appeal appears ever to have been received But the officer
certainly not in the 'Secretariat.
Commanding Defence Force ronierabero iiamm discussing *Sio

I
1

idea with him mad advised Hamm of tho course to take.
Hamm left the colony * without presenting such a
petition* on October 26th#
I have the honour to bo,
::y Lord,
Your Lordship’s most
obedient, livable aopvan

i,
:

*

I /£IW
CtYV

T?
O/" d.uarrcJ was with the way in which theorganiza- any such case itself to see whether it would
XyCpUrL-JUHC
JLO l,on °f the British Union was run.
have come to. the same conclusion as the
-------7
— itat/.J“ was, counsel submitted, perfectly plain on Home Secretary. It had, nevertheless, the
HTnu rAnn-r
llc cv,dcncc that Mr. Stuart was a man in right under its habeas corpus jurisdiction to
J-VjxI tUUKl OFJUSTICE
sympathy with the objects of the British Union sec that the powers conferred on the Home
KING’S BFNfH niVictAN
of Fascists, and that, although he ceased to be Secretary by the regulation were properly
An'io-vi
1JiV1MUIN
a member because he quarrelled with the exercised.
a^iion AGAINST A FORMER AND THE organization, he continued active in promoting
It was sought by the action to invite the
PRESENT HOME SECRETARY
National Socialism, and the anti-war and pro- Court to go beyond that and to inquire into
STUART v ANnFRsnw A\in a wrvrucn
parl of ils activities.
the case on its merits and ascertain whether or
n /
N AND ANOTHER
Evidence was then given for the defendants not there was reasonable cause for the belief
aejore Mr. Justice Tucker
[hat the decision to dismiss Mr. Stuart from that it was necessary to detain Mr. Stuiyt.
. J,lc hearing was dismissed in: the action his employment was taken by an official of the The Court had in his (his Lordship's) opinion
in which Mr. John Roland Smeaton Stuart P£troI company employing him who did not no jurisdiction to embark on any such inquiry,
claimed damages for alleged false imprison- *jnow at the lime that Mr. Stuart had been Mr. Stuart mpst satisfy the Court that the l
ment from Sir John Anderson, Home Sccrc- detained.
order for his detention was wrongly made on
tary until October, 1940, and Mr. Herbert
Mr. Wallace, addressing his Lordship, sub- the ground of some irregularity in it, with the s
Morrison, Home Secretary thereafter.
muted that the onus must be on the defendants addition that it was open to him to establish I
Mr. Stuart’s case was that on May 30, 1940, JjJ? showt,iat Mr. Stuart’s detention was lawful, that the Home Secretary had failed to apply
Sir John Anderson, purporting to act under T , evidence, he submitted, in any case re- bis mind to one of the matters .essential under
paragraph 1a of regulation 18B of the Dc- vealed facts which had the effect of shifting the regulation 1 SB, in which case he would have a
fence (General) Regulations, 1939, made an onus back on 10 lhc defendants.
claim for ejamages.
order for his detention on the'grounds, stated
’ JUDGMENT
H[s Lordship, having reviewed the evidence ]
in it, that the Home Secretary had reasonable
Mr. Justice Tucker nivine iudement «iid
, f,pomt’ s,a,d- lhaVhe Yas^uite l*nab,c t0
cause to believe .that those named in the that,in adecent ffitertocK
.conclusion that the Home Secretary
]
members £or acliv^fn (lie furtherance"ofThC fn*lho prcsenU-iaioC'th!;'Co™hadlnSuZ over^M
^^^‘'S'ro'i
rt Min^eTwaTsai^Lr"11’ ^ ‘° 'VhiC'’

Ks'^gcll

pcrsons^conccrncd TZ £? belief °.™ S“ w^nSss^w*”' ^ ‘h!lt iSf^S'^ISd £en"° memberof
Government of. or sympathies wiih ihc sysicm of govern- ,or oeiicl that it was necessary to exercise the British Union. It would depend on the
Power with which his Majesty was at war. control over the detained person. In the particular facts—for examnle the narr whirls
SM
SeSon^’nJ thC
prOVcd hi5 a.“d ”crson h* P'^d in thaCoVgani^C
the defence of the realm, the maintenance of public Heicnuon, and tne dclendants then proved non. 11 was not necessary for the Home Secreordcr. the efficient prosccutmn of the war. or the main- mat he was detained by an order made in pur- tary to be satisfied that Mr Smart afirr hv
S^£nftUyPPHCS °r SCrviCCS CSSCnl,a' 10 thc Hfc °f SCfnOfM,he/fgU^li0n’ £ere
be jifdg- ing^he British Union,‘had bce^ Tparfy to some
Mr. Stuart complained that lie was, on
11C dc >endanlJs- .The defendants had overt act rendering it necessary to exercise conJune 4, 1940, arrested by police officers and
an.order made by the Home Secre- trol over him. There was clearly evidence on
detained until November 15, 1940, his deten- .or P I?01’1™/8!.10 bc pi,adc lmdcr regulation whicn the defendants had been entitled to
lion up to October 3, 1940, being caused by .™r* WaIla?c, said that he had estab- exercise their discretion as they had exercised
Sir John Anderson,, and after that dale by nn..c
ui
in any case shifted the it. There would be judgment for the deMr. Herbert Morrison. He said that his arrest u“i« P .
uk.10 l,2c defendants. If the fendants,with costs.
and detention were without lawful, justifica- w,_ h.jCC[ena,7 hJd Produced an order whichSolicitors.—Messrs.
Oswald
Hickson
ti°n.
2*5 ?adh°"
fa<* °f ' • il would follow Collier and Co.: the Treasury Solicitor.1
The defendants denied that thc detention onus whirh^m’inht Spmc,enut!y discharged any
order ot May.30, 1940, or Mr. Stuart’s arrest oniSs!n ?" h,Jn’vl ,
and detention were without lawful justifica- contention rW.l , lrdeCS'd against a
contention, raised by Mr. Stuart, on an
lion.
Mr. F. VV. Wallace and Mr. Williamson amendment of his statement of claim, that
appeared for Mr. Stuart ; the Attorney- the detention order was bad because it was
General (Sir Donald Somervell, K.CJand Mr. a general order in which a series of alterna
tive allegations had been made against more
Valentine Holmes for the defendants.
The Attorney-General, opening the than 300 persons and not directed to the pardefence, said that it was plain from thc wording ticular ctise of thc plaintiff, said that regula
of regulation 18B and the Act under which the tion I SB made it clear that thc person to decide
arising under it was not to bc any
Defence Regulations were made that the Home matters
hoc tribunal or any of his Majesty’s Judges,
Secretary was made the judge in these matters, ad
but the Home Secretary himself. The Court
and that on him rested the responsibility, fo had
to sit as an appellate tri
suggest that any person detained could, by bunalnoonjurisdiction
decision reached by thc Home
bringing a false imprisonment action, place thc Secretary, any
much less had it any .power to try
onus on thc Home Secretary so as to make him
particularize and place before the Court ihc
materials on which he had acted, the Court
judging whether he had had reasonable cause
for his actions, would be in direct conflict with
the Act and the regulations. It would place
on the Court a duty which Parliament clearly
did not intend, and would infringe the prin
ciples on- which the constitution was based.
The exercise of the wide discretionary powers
conferred by regulation 18B must lie on the
shoulders of someone responsible to Parlia
ment. To place the burden of exercising those
: discretionary powers on'the Judiciary would
. bc wrong. Counsel referred to Ex pare Lees
- (57 The Times L.R. 68; [1941] 1 K.B. 72).
s
Mr. Stuart’s evidence, even without crossexamination, disclosed nothing to shift the
onus of proof. Each case must be judged on
its facts, but it was not enough to shift the onus
for the plaintiff to come to the Court and give
evidence that the Home Secretary ought not
to have suspected him. That, if it were enough
would make the Court a Court of Appeal in
every case where a detained person went into
the witness-box and said that he- was a loyal
citizen who ought no.t to.have been suspected
Thc Attorney-General submitted that, un
less there had been anything to shift the onus
of proof, and he contended that there had not
Mr. Stuart’s case failed, on his main point—
namely, absence of reasonable cause. Mr
Stuart was presented as a person who had
sown some Fascist wild oats four years ago,
and had since completely repudiated Fascist
He
i doctrines and become a Conservative.
(counsel) submitted that that was not true, arid
that Mr. Stuart’s own evidence in chief showed
it, Mr. Stuart had admitted that he remained
to a great extent a supporter of NationalSocialist views. In a.letter which Mr. Stuart
wrote to Sir Oswald Mosley at the time of his
resignation he had said that he remained, with
* his friends, a loyal repository of Fascist or
| National-Socialist ideals, and that his real
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KING’S BENCH DIVISION
C'™N C. H. B. ISUDD: WR,T OF

Home**?0? SaY h° r-cason 10 doubt that the
-nside^K ' h=

sav

1

*hl?lic? Macnaghtcn had asked him to

hjJJPfl? aT;d information which appeared to MR. JUSTICE STABLE’S VIEW
Of he
Se.CrCtary) to
his belief. mcUr'sTid^af vfBLE* in a disscntine iudg1
requiredI hy regulation
h,uC ^grCCine in substance with
ibB (IA), two seemed to him (the Lord Chief the statement K
by the Lord Chief Justice of the
JustK»)10 have been clearly satisfied. The first
"“J1™1 fe Sccrc'ary of Stale had reasonable principles which regulated that Court in dealing
rn^T CaUOnS °C lhat kind’ his divergence
from the views expressed was more as to the
application of the principles than the principles
themselves. The only questions for the Court
WCre:~(1) Did the Secretary of
tin^cV681' aUJn 8b.oC l,ie Defence Regula- Secretary of State was to be satisfied’that thlrS State hold a particular belief ? (2) Was there
!yu0rdcrcmadc by Sir John Anderson, was a danger ot the utilization of the orean reasonable cause for this belief ? And (which
!l*act lCn ,H?mc Secretary, in June, 1940. He ization for purposes prejudicial to the nuhliV is an ancillary matter) (3), what material in
a Wf,t?f- habcas corpus and was safety; and, secondly, that the Secretan^df this Particular case ought to be before the
W^hvVn «IHPOrrCCl,lV'T/jC Timl5 of May 28 Stale had reas°nable cause to believe that it Court to enable it to provide the proper answer
ill
dcr °i lhc ?ourt madc on May 27• was necessary to exercise reasonable control
first and second questions ?
He was rearrested on June 5 on an order of over the applicant. The Secretary of Sta?e had t0
thc first question, he did not
ft? hSS? Mny lhC PrC^Cm ^°Se Secretary, declared on oath, as well as stated in the orde? Ski-*?1 lhe,lcSecretary
of State entertained
wn
Mrsn', Captain Budd applied that he was satisfied as to the first of those the belief on whictvhe acted. On the question
in T,fU?rCrWnp
hab^ corpus (as reported conditions, and, as to the second, that he was of reasonable belief, thc Court of Appeal had
in The Tunes of June 11).
satisfied, or had reasonable cause to believe said that no general rule could be laid down
Mr. J. Scott Henderson appeared for the l*lat was necessary to exercise control over Tor deciding the question, whether thc Secretary
applicant; the Attorney-General (Sir Donald [he applicant. It was said that the applicant ol State had reasonable suspicion for his belief
Somervell, K..C.) and Mr. Valentine Holmes iad not been furnished with the precise and that each case must be decided on its own
for the Home Secretary.
grounds of his detention, but in his (the Lord facts.
In the particular circumstances of the case
HJnr.MFNT
Chief Justice’s opinion he had so been furnished
TI 1
JULnjMUNI
on this application, though he was not so he (his Lordship) found the material before
I he Lord Chief Justice, in a written judg- furnished on the first proceedings. That the Court insufficient to enable him to come to
rnent, said that the case raised questions of being so, as he (the Lord Chief Justice) was not a conclusion one way or the other as to the
first importance affecting not only the applicant aware of any reason for thinking that the stalc- existence of reasonable cause. In his opinion,
and the duties and powers of the Secretary of ment of the Home Secretary could not be if the matter came to be determined on such
Slate but also the public safety. Jhc fact that accepted, he had come to the conclusion that material as they now had Captain Budd should
wa? not an isolated case, but in some degree when the Home Secretary madc the order he be released.
In conclusion, Mr. Justice Stable said that,
was likely to determine the rights of a number had reasonable cause to believe as he did.
t?ivrrPrif'Sh SU,bjeC,tS at Present deP”ved
With regard to the contention that it was being m ignorance of any fact relied on as con
of their liberty, made the questions even more illegal to rearrest the applicant on the same stituting reasonable cause for the belief which
deserving, if possible, of the gravest con- grounds as those on which he was arrested on was the foundation for Captain Budd’s deten
smeration.
the first occasion, the Court having already tion other than the facts, such as they were,
His Lordship having reviewed the facts in ordered his release, in his (the Lord Chief which were before the Court in the earlier pro
thc sufficiency of which were doubted
connexion with the previous detention of Cap- Justice’s) opinion it was lawful to make a ceedings,
two members of the Court, he was unable
tain Budd and his release as the result of second order for the applicant’s detention in by
say that he was satisfied of the existence of
p.occedings by way of application fora writ of such circumstances and in such proper form to
cause for the belief entertained by
habeas' corpus, said that a few days after as to admit of a different result. He also reasonable
the Secretary of State, and that accordingly
t-aptain Budd s release a fresh order was made thought that in any case the second detention Captain Budd was in his (his Lordship’s)
by the present Home Secretary, Mr. Herbert was not for the same cause as the first
opinion entitled to be restored to liberty.
Morrison, that the applicant should be
On the whole, therefore, he held that the
Oswald Hickson, Col
detained;
„
answer of the Home Secretary to the applica- lierSolicitors.—Messrs.
and Co.; Treasury Solicitor.
A true copy of that order was handed to the
applicant when rearrested on June 6. The
present application was based on four
grounds: firstv that the Home Secretary had
no reasonable cause for thinking that it was
necessary to exercise control over the appli
cant ; secondly, that there had been a failure
^Hjply w‘th the requirements of regulation
18b (4); thirdly, that the Home Secretary had
no reasonable cause for being satisfied that
the British Union of Fascists (the organization
referred to in the order) was an organization
ot the character described in regulation 18b
’ and, lastly, that it was illegal to arrest
the applicant on the same grounds as those
on which he was arrested on the first occasion,
the Court having already ordered his release.
The Court of Appeal had said that it
was not the function of the Court to
act as a Court of Appeal from the dis
ci ejionary decision which had to be made
, by the Secretary of Slate. Captain Budd had
sworn an affidavit in which he said that no
further information beyond that contained in
the Secretary of State’s order handed to him
| 0,1 ,Junc 6 had been given to him, and that he
could not make the representations authorized
to the Secretary of Slate unless he was informed
of the precise grounds on which the Home
Secretary was satisfied that it was necessary
to exercise control over him. He said that he
had done nothing which would give any
; ground to the Home Secretary to think that it
was necessary to exercise such control. The
Home Secretary, in his affidavit in reply, said
that, when he made, the order of detention,
he had reasonable cause tc believe the facts
• set out therein.
If the Court were to enter on an inquiry
as to the truth of the denials by the applicant
of any acts in furtherance of or in sympathy
with the object of the British Union of Fascists,
they would be engaged on precisely that in
vestigation which the Court of Appeal said
was not the function of that Court.
If on the face of the order it was apparent
that the Secretary of State had not reasonable
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Colonial Office,
Downing Street,
S.W.l.
%Q August, 1941,.

13l22/3(9)/4i.
Sir,

With reference to your
letter of the 16th of August on
the subject of your internment in
the Falkland Islands, I am directed
by Lord Moyne to inform you that
a copy of your letter is being sent
to the Governor of the Falkland
Islands for his comments.
I am, &c.
(Signed) J.A. CALDER.

E.J. HAMM, ESC*.
j

COPY.
90 Thornton Rd,
Morecambe,
Lancs.
16-8-41.
Under-Secretary of State,
Colonial Office,
London, S.W. 1.

o

Your Ref: 13122/3(9)/4l.
Sir,
I thank you for your letters of the 18th and
28th July, replying to my questions re. my arrest and
internment in the Falkland Islands, I should be grateful
if you would convey to' Lord Moyne my appreciation- of the
steps he has taken to obtain from the Falkland Islands a
report on the subject-matter of my allegations,
Unfortunately, Lord Moyne has been grossly mis-informed, “and any
reports which he has received can be described only as
the most blatant exhibition of lying it has ever been my
misfortune to encounter.
His Excellency the Governor of the Falkland
Islands is obviously relying.upon the information supplied
to him by‘Mr. Cardinal1, and it is the latter whom I
accuse of submitting reports.which bear to ressemblance
to the truth. I would quote.the three following
instances:
. I
1. Mr. Cardinall states that I was given every facility
for exercise. I can call witnesses to prove that for
9 weeks I was allowed to leave the internment ship once
a week only, and then only for a bath.
2. to. Cardinall states that I was regularly visited by
a Chaplain, v/ho is alleged to have reported that I attended
Holy Communicant every Sunday except three. I was visited
on one occasion only by the Chaplain, and although I v/as
arrested On June 3rd. I was not allowed to attend Church
until October.
I cannot believe that a Clerk in Holy
Orders would disgrace his calling by lying in this manner
and I am forced to the conclusion that Mr. Cardinall must
be

♦ '

*•

X

be given the credit for this too. In support of* my'
statements I am able to produce two letters from
Major Austin Y/oodgate, Officer Commanding Falkland
Islands Defence Force.* In one he states that Inmust be
prepared to suffer some loss of spiritual comfort as well
as physical”, and in the other that it was "not possible”
for me to attend Church.
5. Lord Moyne has been informed that it is untrue that I
was refused the right to appeal to the Secretary of State.
In accordance with Colohial Regulations I,.made an appeal '•
in triplicate. This appeal was. shown to Andreas Sollner !
(a German national now interned in Andalusia Internment
Camp, South‘Africa,)and to several privates of the
Falkland Islands Defence Force, before being handed to one
of the latter. It was returned to me by the Officer
Commanding, who informed me that I had no further right of
appeal.
- )

’

r

I-trust that I have supplied sufficient evidence
to justify a further inquiry into my allegations. If
Lord Moyne is not prepared to take this course, I should
be grateful if I might be so informed as soon as possible,
so that I may instruct my solicitors to take action on
my behalf.
Thanking you in anticipation,
I remain,
Sir,

r
;J

s.

Yours faithfully,
*'
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X
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(Signed) . E.J. HAMM./'’
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COPY.
ll?22/3(9)/4l.

Colonial Office,
Downing Street,
S. W. 1.

J1

28 July, 1941.

Sir,
With further reference to the letter from
this Department of the 18th July, I am directed by
Lord Moyne to inform you that a reply has now been
received from the Acting Governor of the Falkland Islands
on the subject of the statements made in sub-paragraph
3 of the third paragraph of your letter of the 18th June,

2.
Mr. Cardinall states that the treatment accords
to you during the period of your detention in the dolony
was the same as for other internees, and that your
confinement on board a ship last only until a building-'’
could be prepared for use as an internment camp on
shore, since the only alternative was that persons
detained under the Defence Regulations should be
imprisoned in the local goal. The Acting Governor
further states that every facility for exercise was
given you and that you were regularly visited by a
Church of England chaplain, who has stated that you
were a regular communicant at the cathedral and that
during the v/hole period of your detention, so far as
he can remember, there were only three Sundays on which
you did not attend.
I am, &c •
(Signed)

E.J. HAMM, ESQ.

J

K.E.ROBINSON.

COPY.
Colonial Office,
Downing Street,
S.W. 1.
l3l22/5(9)/4l.
18 July, 1941.
L

Sir,
I am directed by Lord Moyne to acknov/ledge
the receipt*of your letter of the 18th of June and to
inform you that the answers to the questions asked
in the last paragraph of t&at letter are as follov/s:-

d)

You were arrested and interned on an Order
made by the Governor of the Falkland Islands
under the Falkland Islands Defence
Regulations.

(2)

The Governor of the Falkland Islands has been
consulted and has reported that he was
satisfied that the hearing of your case before
the Advisory Committee was most fairly
conducted.

(3)

The Secretary of State is in communication
with the Governor as regards the complaint
that you were interned under excessively
harsh"conditions and a further letter will
be sent to you in due course.

(4)

Lord Moyne has been informed that it is
untrue that you were refused the right to
appeal to the Secretary of State.

(5)

The Governor has reported that you were sent
to the Union of South Africa under an Orde
made by him in accordance with Sub-Section 1
of 'Regulation 17 of the Falkland Islands
Defence Regulations as amended by the
Falkland

3.J. HAMM, ESi*.

I
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Falkland Islands Defence (Amendment)
(No,4) Regulations, 1940.

i

(6) Lord Moyne cannot see his v/ay to offer you
further employment in the Colonial’Service,
V-

I am, &c •

9

(Signed) K.E, ROBINSON,
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COPY,
90 Thornton Rd,
Morecambe.
Lancashire,
His Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State for the Colonies*
The Colonial Office,
Whitehall.
LONDON.S.W.l.
Sir,
I am anxious to obtain further information concerning
my case ( which has been referred to you), and I therefore beg
to remind you of the relevant facts.
In December 1939 I v/as selected by the Crown Agents
for the Colonies for appointment as a Travelling Teacher to
the Falkland Islands. I left England in January 1940 and
arrived in the Colony in February. I carried out my duties as
Travelling Teacher until June 3rd., 1940, when I was arrested
and interned on the grounds that I had been a member of the
British Union of Fascists, In October I was transferred to an
internment in South Africa, On 1st. May, 1941, on your
recommendation, I was released and provided with a passage to the
United Kingdom, where I arrived on June 15th.
I would be extremely grateful if you could inform me:
1.

On whose instructions I was arrested and interned.

2. What steps have been taken or will be taken to inquire
into my allegation that the Colonial Secretary to the Falkland
Islands exhibited personal bias against me and conducted the
hearing of my appeal in a manner prejudicial to the administration
of justice.
On whose authority I v/as interned in the Falkland
3.
Islands under excessively harsh conditions, being confined for
four months on a ship and denied exercise and even the right to
attend Church.
On v/hose authority the Colonial Secretary to the
4.
Falkland Islands refused to forward to you an appeal I made in
accordance with Colonial Regulations.
On v/hose authority I, a British Subject by birth, was
5.
transferred to a German internment camp in South Africa, and
there detained for over five months.
What is the Government’s attitude to my re-instatement
6.
in the Colonial Service.
Thanking you in anticipation,
I remain,
Sir,
Your humble and obedient servant,
(Signed) E.J. HAMM.

Despatch No.
Secretary of State's
-Goverflop-i-s
Transmitted* with the Compliments V
of The Secretary of State>
/
the Governor’s information,
for

the Govoppo-p-hs- consideration-*
•of-the- Governor'
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house of lords
REGULATION 18B : ONUS OF PROOF
L1VERS1DGE v. ANDERSON AND
ANOTHER
Before Lord Maugham, Lord Atkin, Lord
Macmillan, Lord Wright, and Lord
Romer
The House began the hearing of this
appeal by Mr. Robert William Liversidge. of
St. James's Close, Regent’s Park, N.W., and
of Brixton Prison, from a decision of the
Court of Appeal (Lord Justice MacKinnon.
Lord Justice Luxmoorc, and Lord Justice du
Parcq) dated June 20, 1941, upholding,
on an interlocutory appeal, a decision
in Chambers of Mr. Justice Tucker, who
had affirmed a refusal of Master Moseley to
order the defendants to an action brought by
Mr. Liversidge to give certain particulars of
the defence.
*
Mr. Liversidge issued a writ against Sir John
Anderson and Mr. Herbert Morrison claiming
a declaration that his detention in Brixton
Prison was unlawful, and damages for false
imprisonment. Paragraph 3 of the defence
stated: “ The defendants admit that the firstnamed defendant ordered that the plaintilT
should be detained under the Defence
(General) Regulations, 1939, Regulation 1 8b.”
Mr. Liversidge thereupon took out a summons
before the Master asking, inter alia, for an
order that the defendants should give par
ticulars of paragraph 3 of the defence—
namely (a) of the grounds on which the first
defendant had reason to believe Mr. Liver
sidge to be a person of hostile associations,
and (b) of the grounds on which he had
reasonable cause to believe that, by reason of
such associations, it was necessary to exercise
control over him (Mr. Liversidge).
i
The Court of Appeal, dismissing Mr. Liversidge's appeal, held that the particulars sought
should not be ordered because the onus did
not lie on the defendants to prove (/) the
various facts which Sir John Anderson con
sidered justified him in making the order, or (ii) £
his reasonable and honest belief that it was *
necessary to make that order.
s
Mr. D. N. Prill, K.C., and Mr. G. O. Slade <
appeared for .Mr. Liversidge; the Attorney- i
General (Sir Donald Somervell, K.C.) and s
Mr. Valentine Holmes for the defendants.
i
i
TWO QUESTIONS
Mr. Pritt, opening the appeal, said that ]
it raised a short but important mailer, which <
resolved itself into two questions. If the Home i
Secretary had power to order the detention
of a man under Regulation 18b of the Defence c
Regulations because he had reasonable cause i
to believe certain things about that man, must t
he not accept the burden of proving that such
reasonable cause did exist ? And must he
not. if that burden were on him, give such
particulars constituting that reasonable cause
as would enable the detained person to know
(he case which he had to meet ? Those ques
tions involved construction of the relevant
regulation and not any question of policy.
Counsel submitted that when a regulation
gave the Home Secretary or anyone else power
to detain citizens on his having reasonable
cause to believe certain things, there was a
power and a duty in the Court which had to
try a false imprisonment action to decide on 5
the existence or otherwise of reasonable cause.
The Court must decide whether or not the con
dition laid down by the regulation had been
fulfilled—namely, that the Home Secretary
must have reasonable cause to believe. Once
the Minister had such reasonable cause, he
was free to accept it or not as he pleased and
to take such action as he thought fit.
Lord Atkin observed that an official,
whether a police constable who made an arrest,
or the Home Secretary who ordered a deten
tion under Regulation 18b, stated that he had
acted on reliable information that certain evid
ence existed. If the Court trusted the .official,
then the official had satisfied the Court that he
had reasonable cause for his belief. He was
not bound to disclose the identity of his in
formant or the actual source of the informa
tion. It was necessary to distinguish between
the question where the onus lay and the ques
tion of the way in which the onus must be
discharged.
i
Mr. Pritt submitted, in reply to a question I
,from Lord Wright, that the test of reason- 1
ableness in relation to the Home Secretary’s
belief under the regulation was really the same
test as the familiar one of the hypothetical
ordinary reasonable man.
Mr. Ppitt then read the pleadings. Mr. I
Liversidge stated in his statement of claim,
inter alia, that he was a British subject by
birth, that he was arrested on May 29, 1940,
and that he was and remained in detention
in Brixton Prison.
■

“VERY STRICT
INTERPRETATION ”
I Reading Regulation 18b (1a), Mr. Prill subI milted that the word “ associations ” in the
phrase “ hostile origin or associations ” was
so wide as to require a very strict interpreta
tion.
.
Counsel submitted that there must in fact
be reasonable cause the existence of which
rmild he tested by the Court. The regulation
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HOUSE OF LORDS
REGULATION 18B : ONUS OF PROOF
LIVLRSIDGE v. ANDERSON AND
ANOTHER
Before Lord Maugham, Lord Atkin, Lord
Macmillan, Lord Wright, and Lord
Romer. •
.
The House continued the hearing of the
appeal by Mr. Robert William Liversidge, of
St. James’s Close, Regent's Park, _N.Vv., and
of Brixton Prison, from a decision of the
Court of Appeal (Lord Justice MacKinnon,
Lord Justice Luxmoore, and Lord Justice du
Parcq) dated June 20, 1941, upholding, on
an interlocutory appeal, a decision in Chambers
of Mr. Justice Tucker, who had affirmed a
refusal of Master Moseley to order the de
fendants to an action brought by Mr. Liver
sidge to give certain particulars of the defence.
Mr. Liversidge issued a writ against Sir John
Anderson and Mr. Herbert Morrison claiming
a declaration that his detention in Brixton
Prison was unlawful, and damages for lalse
imprisonment. Paragraph 3 of the defence
stated: “ The defendants admit that the hrstnamed defendant ordered that the plaintur
should be detained under the _ Defence
(General) Regulations, 1939, Regulation 18b.
Mr. Liversidge thereupon took out a summons
before the Master asking, inter alia, for an
order that the defendants should give par
ticulars of paragraph 3 of the defence
namely (a) of the grounds on which the hist
defendant had reason to believe Mr. Liver
sidge to be a person of hostile associations,
and (b) of the grounds on which he had
rcasonable'cause to believe that, by reason ot
such associations, it was necessary to exercise
control over him (Mr. Liversidge).
The Court of Appeal, dismissing Mr. Liversidge’s appeal, held that the particulars sought
should not be ordered because the onus did
not lie on the defendants to prove 0) tne
various facts which Sir John Anderson con
sidered justified him in making the order, or (ii)
his reasonable and honest belief that it was
necessary to make that order.
c. ,
Mr. D. N. Pritt, K.C.. and Mr. G. O. Slade
appeared for Mr. Liversidge; the AttorneyGeneral (Sir Donald Somervell, K.C.) and
Mr. Valentine Holmes for the defendants.
Mr. Pritt continued his argument.
Replying to a question by Lord Maugham
whether he (counsel) did not really mean by
“ onus ” an onus on the Secretary of State
first to produce the detention order as jus111?"
ing the detention (which would usually be
admitted), and then to take the further step
of proving the validity of the order Mr.
Pritt said that he feared the word validity •
in that context, but agreed that the question
really was who had the burden of proving
that the order was rightly made under Regula
tion 18b.
The condition precedent, he
(counsel) submitted, to the order s being
rightly made was that the Home Secretary had
reasonable cause to believe the matters set

1

°1Lord Maugham suggested that Regulation
18b must surely have been framed m con
templation of the possibility that the Home
Secretary had received some secret communi
cation which caused him to make a detention.
Counsel submitted that, this being a civilized
country living under Courts of law, trie
Legislature had in effect said that the
had not yet been reached where the Ho*1?®
Secretary could say: “I hav®-JM ™;nnot
custody, and I have reasons which I will not
disclose, and which may be right or wrong,
which cause me to keep him in custody.
Replying to Lord Macmillan. Mr. Pritt
agreed that the question at issu.c.^e"[ f*f
beyond a mere matter of form ansmg ont
the question of onus. He agreed that he inust
logically submit that, if the Home Secretary in
the witness-box refused to answer the question
what was the reasonable cause on which fie
formed his belief, judgment should thereupon
be for the plaintiff, because the defendant had
failed to discharge the onus lying on him.
Mr. Pritt referred to authorities for
his proposition that to detain a man against his
wish was a trespass to his person, and that if
anyone so detained him the burden was on the
person detaining to show that what was appa
rently done improperly was in fact done pro
perly. The Crown’s argument, he said, would
.be that what seemed, prima facie, to be unlaw
ful was really lawful.
Mr. Slade addressed the House on the
same side.
.
,.
,
The Attorney-General, opening his sub
mission on behalf of the respondents, said
that, as the statement of claim alleged nothing
except the detention and- its illegality, and the
defence merely traversed the illegality and set
up the order under which the detention was
made, the case raised the question of onus in
its simplest form. If their Lordships decided
that, where an order, prima facie regular, was
either proved or admitted, the onus was on the
plaintiff to allege, particularize, and prove
special facts which might establish its in
validity, then, as Mr. Pritt admitted, the appeal
failed. If their Lordships decided that there
was some, onus on the defendants, different
views were possible how that onus nught be
discharged. One view was that it might be
fnr thf» Home Secretary to state that

HOUSE OF LORDS REGULATION 18B : ONUS OF PROOF
LIVERSIDGE v. ANDERSON AND
ANOTHER
Before Lord Maugham. Lord Atkin, Lord
MacMillan, Lord Wright, and Lord
Romer.
The House continued the hearing of the
appeal by Mr. Robert William Liversidge, of
St. James's Close, Regent's Park, N.W., and
of Brixton Prison, from a decision ot the
Court of Appeal (Lord Justice MacKinnon,
i Lord Justice Luxmoore, and Lord Justice du
Parcq) dated June 20, 1941, upholding, on
an interlocutory appeal, a decision in Chambers
of Mr. Justice Tucker, who had affirmed a
refusal of Master Moseley to order the de
fendants to an action brought by Mr. Liver
sidge to give certain particulars of the defence.
Mr. Liversidge issued a writ against Sir John
Anderson and Mr. Herbert Morrison claiming
a declaration that his detention in Brixton
Prison was unlawful, and damages for false
imprisonment. Paragraph 3 of the defence
stated: “ The defendants admit that the firstnamed defendant ordered that the plaintiff
should be detained under the Defence
(General) Regulations, 1939, Regulation 18b. ’
Mr. Liversidge thereupon took out a summons
before the Master, asking, inter alia. for an
order that the defendants should give par
ticulars of paragraph 3 of the defence—
namely (a) of the grounds on which the first
defendant had reason to believe Mr. Liver
sidge to be a person of hostile associations,
and (b) of the grounds on which he had
reasonable cause to believe that, by reason of
such associations, it was necessary to exercise
control over him (Mr. Liversidge).
.
The Court of Appeal, dismissing Mr. Liversidge’s appeal, held that the particulars sought
should not be ordered because the onus did
not lie on the defendants to prove (/) the
various facts which Sir John Anderson con
sidered justified him in making the order, or (i0
his reasonable and honest belief that it was
necessary to make that order.
Mr. D. N. Pritt, K.C., and Mr. G. O. Slade
appeared for Mr. Liversidge; the AttorneyGeneral (Sir Donald Somervell, K.C.) and
Mr. Valentine Holmes for the defendants.
j
Continuing his argument, the AttorneyGeneral said that he would submit three pro
positions: (1) In construing Regulation 18b
it must be emphasized that the detention fol
lowed on an order made by a duly constituted
authority under statute. (2) If the argument
advanced for the plaintiff were right, the effect
would be to substitute the opinion of the Court
for that of the Home Secretary. On the true
construction of the regulation, however, the
person who had to have reasonable cause was
the Home Secretary, whose opinion or decision
was final. But he (counsel) accepted that the
Home Secretary could not act unless he had
such cause for belief as to his own mind
appeared reasonable. (3) The admission or
proof of an order under Regulation 18b which
appeared to be regular was a complete answer
to a claim for damages for false imprison
ment.
Lord Maugham said that there seemed to
be, apart from the question of construction
of the regulation, the separate question what .
the Home Secretary had to prove, if anything.
The Attorney-General said that in his sub
mission the Home Secretary had to prove
nothing.
Lord Atkin observed that apparently the
Home Secretary had to prove nothing, and
the detained person could not prove anything.
(Laughter.)
The Attorney-General said that he could
not accept what he called the half-way argu
ment—namely, that there was an onus on the
Home Secretary which might be satisfied by
his placing certain, but not the whole, of the
facts before the Court. He submitted that
the Court had no jurisdiction to inquire into
those matters, but that if such a jurisdiction
existed it entitled the Court to inquire into all
, the facts.
In 99 out of 100 cases where a police
constable arrested a man on suspicion criminal
proceedings followed. If the arrested man was
convicted no proceedings for false imprison
ment were possible. But even if he were
acquitted he would be very ill-advised to bring
an action if the tribunal had not ruled that
there was no case to answer. The Home
Secretary, however, would spend all his time
in defending actions if an action for false im
prisonment lay for a detention under Regula
tion 18b. A person detained under the regula
tion could bring an action against the Home
Secretary the next day, the result of which!
Judge
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“VERY STRICT
INTERPRETATION ”
Reading Regulation 18b (Ia). Mr. Pritt sub
mitted that the word “ associations ” in the
phrase “ hostile origin or associations ” was
so wide as to require a very strict interpreta
tion.
Counsel submitted that there must in fact
be reasonable cause the existence of which
could be tested by the Court. The regulation
provided that there must be reasonable cause
for the Home Secretary’s belief. It did not
provide that there was to be reasonable cause
of which the Home Secretary was alone to be
the judge. The Home Secretary must satisfy
the Court that hc had reasonable cause to
believe. The ‘Court might decide that there
was no material in existence on which it was
reasonable for the Home Secretary to form his
belief.
On its true construction. Regulation 18b em
powered the Court to decide whether or not
there was reasonable cause to believe. Another
possible construction was that which took it
away from the Court and left it entirely to the
Home Secretary to decide. The one construc
tion which seemed impossible was that of the
defendants, which was that, while the Court
had to consider the question of reasonable
ness, the burden of proof on that point lay
on the plaintiff. There could be no legal basis
for such an argument. There was nothing in
the regulation to support it, and it ran counter
to the whole history of English law. It would
have been easy to insert an express provision
to that effect in the regulation had it been
intended.
Lord Macmillan said that hc could con
ceive of a construction of the regulation whicn
placed the onus on the person detaining.
Bui how that onus was to be discharged was
another matter. It might. Tor example, be a
sufficient answer for the Home Secretary
simply to say that hc had reasonable cause.
The question was whether the Minister's
ipse dixit was enough ; whether the regulation!
by “ reasonable cause ” meant cause which
the Minister regarded as reasonable, or cause
which the Court regarded as reasonable.
The hearing was adjourned.
Solicitors.—Messrs. Buckcridge and Braunc J
Treasury Solicitor.

)

beyond a mere matter of formarisingoutof
the question of onus. He agreed that he must
logically submit that, if the Home Secretary m
the witness-box refused to answer the question
what was the reasonable cause on which ho
formed his belief, judgment should thereupon
be for the plaintiff, because the defendant had
failed to discharge the onus lying on him.
Mr Pritt referred to authorities tor
his proposition that to detain a man against his
wish was a trespass to his person, and that it
anyone so detained him the burden was on the
person detaining to show that what was appa
rently done improperly was in fact done pro
perly. The Crown’s argument, he said, would
be that what seemed, prima facie, to be unlaw
ful was really lawful.
Mr. Slade addressed the House on the
same side.
.
,
The Attorney-General, opening his sub
mission on behalf of the respondents, said
that, as the statement of claim alleged nothing
except the detention and its illegality, and the
defence merely traversed the illegality and set

up the order under which the detention was
made, the case raised the question of onus m
its simplest form. If their Lordships decided
that, where an order, prima facie regular, was
either proved or admitted, the onus was on the
plaintiff to allege, particularize, and prove

special facts which might establish its in
validity, then, as Mr. Pritt admitted, the appeal
failed. If their Lordships decided that there
was some onus on the defendants, different
views were possible how that onus might be
discharged. One view was that it might be
sufficient for the Home Secretary to state that
he had considered reports and documents and
believed them.
The question at issue must be considered
from different angles. He (counsel) would
first consider it on the terms of regulation 18B,
that was. apart from the general background
of the subject-matter. He agreed that, having
detained the appellant, the Home Secretary
must show some legal warrant for his action.
Lord Macmillan said that the point
emerged very crisply as one of pleading—
namely, whether it was enough for the respon
dents to set up an order which, prima facie,
complied with the regulation.
The Attorney-General submitted that, if
Mr. Prill’s contention were correct, the result
would be that an order made by the Home
Secretary under regulation 1SB would, prima
facie, be illegal.
The hearing was adjourned until Monday.
Solicitors.—Messrs. Buckeridge and Braune;
Treasury Solicitor.

Lord Atkin observed that apparently the
Home Secretary had to prove nothing, and
the detained person could not prove anything.
(Laughter.)
The Attorney-General said that he could
not accept what he called the half-way argu
ment—namely, that there was an onus on the
Home Secretary which might be satisfied by
his placing certain, but not the whole, of the
facts before the Court. He submitted that
the Court had no jurisdiction to inquire into
those matters, but that if such a jurisdiction
existed it entitled the Court to inquire into all
the facts.
In 99 out of 100 cases where a police
constable arrested a man on suspicion criminal
proceedings followed. If the arrested man was
convicted no proceedings for false imprison
ment were possible. But even if he were
acquitted he would be very ill-advised to bring
an action if the tribunal had not ruled that
there was no case to answer. The Home
Secretary, however, would spend all his time
in defending actions if an action for false im
prisonment lay for a detention under Regula
tion 18b. A person detained under the regula
tion could bring an action against the Home
Secretary the next day, the result of which
might be that proceedings before-the advisory
committee under the regulation would be
simultaneous with proceedings before the
Judge.
Counsel submitted that there was a great
difference between particulars as ordered by a
Court of law apd the particulars which, under
Regulation 18b, were to be supplied by the
chairman of the advisory committee to the
detained person to enable him to present his
case.
Supposing, by way of example, that the
Court decided that the Home Secretary had
had no reasonable cause for believing it neces
sary to detain a certain man who, having
consequently been released, at once gave the
i
enemy information resulting, say, in the sink
ing of one of our ships. In such a case the
whole weight of public opinion would fall on
the Court.
Lord Atkin said that he thought that it
would not do so more than where the Court
acquitted a man of a criminal charge and he at
once went and committed a crime.
Continuing, the Attorney-General sub
mitted that the question whether it was neces
sary to exercise control over a man, apart from
other questions of fact arising under the
regulation, must be one for the Executive to
decide.
Referring to Ex parte Benicoff ([1920] 3 K.B.
72), lie submitted that words might bear
different meanings in different contexts, and
that on the terms, the machinery and the
subject-matter of Regulation 18b, the decision
of the Home Secretary on the question of
reasonable cause was final and could not be
brought before the Court. The question
whether the words “ reasonable cause ” bore
the construction which he (counsel) claimed,
or that for which Mr. Pritt contended, de
pended on the context. It must be possible for
Parliament by the use of that phrase to signify
that tx. matter was one for the personal atten
tion of the Home Secretary.
Concluding his argument, the AttorneyGeneral submitted that, having regard to the
purposes of the regulation, to the nature of
the duty given by the regulation, and to the
person charged with the duty, the reasonable
belief of the Home Secretary was a matter for
him alone and not one on which he should
have to satisfy the Court.
Mr. Holmes, following, submitted that the
general importance of the case was that, if
the whole of Mr. Pritt’s contentions were
accepted by the House, the Home Secretary
would be placed in the grave dilemma of
having to choose between releasing persons
whom he believed to be a public danger, and |
giving information which he believed to be1
pejudicial to the safety of the State for him :
to give. Apart from the main question of the
construction of Regulation 18b, there was the
question whether the burden lay on the Home
Secretary of proving not only that he had
made the order, but that the condition prece
dent to the making of the order (reasonable
cause to believe) had been satisfied.
On that point, he (counsel) had been startled
by the proposition which flowed from Mi.
Pritt’s argument that every detention of A by
B was prima facie illegal. He (counsel) had
been unable, after exhaustive search against
himself, to find any authority for that pro
position.
On the main question (that of construction),
he would conclude his argument by sub
mitting six simple propositions: (1) The order
was to be made by the Home Secretary, who
was subject to Parliamentary control, and
whose position under Regulation 18bwas quite
different from that of a police-constable who
made an arrest. (2) The topics which fell to
be considered by the Home Secretary under
the regulation were proper for Executive
investigation and not for investigation by the
Court, the detention being preventive and not
punitive. (3) The regulation itself provided
the detained person with ample safeguards.
(4) The regulation was really designed fo r a
state of invasion. (5) Sub-section (8) of the
regulation was fatal to Mr. Pritt’s contentions.
(6) If the Court were entitled to be given any
of the Home Secretary’s reasons for his belief
it would be entitled to them all, •but, on the
true construction of the regulation, the Court
was not intended to have any.
Mr. Pritt had not concluded» his reply
when the hearing was adjourned.
Solicitors. — Messrs.
Buckeridge
'and
Braunc; Treasury Solicitor.
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Law Report, Nov. 3
house of lords
Romer

'

Maugham. Lord Atkin. Lord
L0RD Wk,cu,t' ""</ Lord

REGULATION 18B ; ONUS OF PROOF
LIVERS1QGE v. ANDERSON AND
ANOTHER
™c HJ.l,su. by R majority, Lord Atkin disWilH.m (,.,s.m,ssFd l,le appealiby Mr. Robert
Reinn - nTxfe of St;, James’s Close,
Regents Park, Nw and of Brixton Prison,
Inc -V1 MCT-n °f th? Court of Appeal (Lord
Justice MacKinnon Lord Justice Luxmoorc,
‘ oai L°rf1 ,Ji‘-sl,cc du P.arccl) dated June 20,
, . * upholding, on an interlocutory appeal, a
d<*'sioni m Chambers of Mr. Justice Tucker,
who had affirmed a refusal of Master Moseley
° ^ ,tbe defendants to an action brought
of the1 defenceid8C l° fi'VC CCrlain Particu,ars

Tuesday

novembef

of Stale in that and like matters for the de
fence of the Realm. The power of the Court
(under section 6 of the Act) to give directions
for the hearing of proceedings in camera woidd
not prevent confidential matters from leaking
out. since such matters would become known
to the person detained and to a number of
other persons.
The person primarily entrusted with these
most important duties was one of the principal
Secretaries of Stale, and a member of Govern
ment answerable to Parliament for a proper
discharge of his duties. He was not at all in
the same position as, for example, a police
constable.
Jf any appeal from the decision of the Secre
tary of Slate had been thought proper, it would
have been to a special tribunal with power to
inquire privately into all the reasons for the
Secretary's action, but without any obligation
to communicate them to the person detained.
' The result was that there was no pre
liminary question of fact which could be sub
mitted to. the Courts, and that in effect there
was no appeal from the decision of the Secre
tary of Slate in those matters, provided only
that he acted in good faith. It followed that
the application for particulars must fail.
As for the question whether an onus was
thrown on the Minister who made the order for
detention to give evidence to show that he had
reasonable cause to believe Mr. Livcrsidgc to
be a person of hostile associations, and that
by reason thereof it was necessary to exercise
control over him, the well-known presumption
omnia esse rite acta applied to the order, and
accordingly, assuming the order to be proved
or admitted, it must be taken prima facie to
have been properly made, and that the requi
site as to the belief of the Secretary of State
was complied with.
The appeal should be dismissed.

I

:
i

i

Mr. Livcrsidgc issued a writ against Sir John
•i nH/f/iSOn,-ind Mr* Ljcrbcrt Morrison claiming
a dcclaranon that his detention in Brixton
Prison was unlawful, and damages for false
j
Paragraph 3 of the defence
(
stated. The defendants admit that the firslj
j
defendant ordered that the plaintiff
J* detained under the Defence
E
J.
Mr t ,WcSC8lMaU0ns’ 1939’ rc8ulation 18b."
H
hefnrV hS Is *t4hcreup,°.n took out a summons
M
c.|hcf Master asking, inter alia, for an
order that tljc defendants should give parTrloU.<° paragraph 3 of the defcnce2S f).° ilh<: grounds on which the first
defendant had reason to believe Mr. Liverth
nrnf/M r a,person °f hostile associations.
to
"d
thc grounds on which he had
LORD ATKIN’S VIEW
S
b C-C?-USC l<? bc,lcvc l|ial, by reason of
associalions, it was necessary to exercise
Lord Atkin, in the course of his dissenting pis
CO¥lIOU°ver lim (Mr. Livcrsidgc).
speech, said that the material words were iL
. I he Court of Appeal, dismissing Mr. Livcr- simple and, in his opinion, obviously gave wt.
sidgc s appeal, held that the particulars sought only a conditional authority to the Minister
should not be ordered because the onus did to detain any person without trial, the condi- CCf
nf
not lie on the defendants to prove (/') the tion being that lie had reasonable cause for
various facts which Sir John Anderson con the belief which led to the detention order. COI
sidered justified him in making the order, or (//) The meaning, however, which appeared to have
his reasonable and honest belief that it was found favour with some of their Lordships was ^-7
necessary to make that order.
that there was no condition ; for the words
Mr. Liversidgc appealed.
“ ,f lhc Secretary of State has reasonable p‘
Mr. D. N. Prill, K.C., and Mr. G. O. Slade cause merely meant if the Secretary of State J;
appeared for Mr. Livcrsidgc; the Altorncy- thought that he had reasonable cause. The •.
Gcncral (Sir Donald Somervell, K.C.) and result was that the only implied condition
Mr. yValcntine Holmes for the defendants.
was that the Secretary of Slate acted in good T;
faith. If he did that the Minister had been d
JUDGMENT
given
complete discretion whether lie should «
Lord Maugham, whose" judgment was
read by Lord Macmillan, stated:—The real detain a subject or not. It was an absolute G
object of the application was to raise at that power which had never been given before to
the Executive, and lie (his Lordship) would j
early stage the vital question what onus, if any, demonstrate
that no such power was in fact c
lay on the defendants in the action in the given to the Minister
by the words in question. R
circumstances of the case. If the order for the
It was surely incapable of dispute that the
detention of Mr. Livcrsidge was valid the words
If A has X ” constituted a condition
action, must clearly fail.
He accordingly
the essence of which was the existence of X
sought to throw on the defendants the burden and
the
having
of it by A. The words did b
of justifying the order.
and could not mean ” If A thinks that
Section 1 (I) of the Emergency Powers not
he has.”
Reasonable cause ” for an action ti
(Defence) Act, 1939, provided thaL his Majesty or a belief was
just as much a positive fact tl
by Order in Council
capable of determination, by a third parly as n
may make such regulations ... ns appear to him to
be necessary or expedient for securing the public safety, was a broken ankle or a legal right. That n
the defence of the Realm, the maintenance of public nieaning of the words had been accepted in c
order and the efficient prosecution of any war in which innumerable legal decisions for many genera- S
his Majesty may be engaged, and for maintaining supplies
tions : “ reasonable cause ” for a belief when ti
and services essential to the life of the community.
Subsection (2) enacted that Defence Regu the subject of legal dispute had been always v
treated as an objective fact to be proved by i’
lations might make provision for a number one
or other party and to be determined by N
of important purposes including regulations the appropriate
tribunal.
for the detention of persons whose detention ap nears
to the Secretary of State to be expedient in the inucrests
In the Defence Regulations themselves the
of the public safety or the defence of .the Realm.
persons responsible for the framing of them '
The Court of Appeal in the present had shown themselves to be fully aware of the
case were precluded by a previous deci true meaning of the words, and had obviously
sion from considering the main point used the words “ reasonable cause ” to indicate
argued before the House—namely, whether that mere honest belief was not enough, using .
there were in fact reasonable grounds different words where it was intended that the
for the beliefs (a) that Mr. Livcrsidge was a Executive officer should have unqualified dis
j person of hostile associations, and (/>) that by cretion.
reason thereof it was necessary to exercise
Having considered the various Defence
control over him. Here, however, the Secre Regulations as supporting that view, his Lordtary of State who made the order, and his shii* considered the wording of regulation I8B. ■
successor in office, had sworn no affidavit in and said that organizations were impugned if
the action, and Mr. Liversidgc was therefore the Secretary of State was satisfied as lo their
entitled to contend, and did contend, thpt nature, but the person was not to be detained
the mere production of an order signed by the unless the Secretary of State had reasonable i
Secretary of Slate was not a sufficient prima cause to believe that he was a member. Why <
facie defence to the action of false imprison the two different expressions should be used if 1
ment, and that an onus lay on the respondents they had the same “ subjective ” meaning no 1
to give evidence at the trial to prove that Sir one had been able to explain. He suggested
John Anderson had reasonable grounds for that the obvious intention was to give a safe- '
the belief recited in the order.
guard lo the individual against arbitrary jm- '
He (Lord Maugham) would first deal with prisonment.
the important question of the construction of
CONFIDENTIAL MATTERS
the words in the regulation: “ If the Secretary
It was« argued that if could never have been
of State has reasonable cause lo believe,” &c.,
that was, the question whether, as Mr. Livcr intended to substitute the decision of Judges
sidge contended, the words required that there for that of the Minister. But no one proposed
must be an external fact as lo reasonable cause either a substitution or an appeal. A Judge
for the belief, and one therefore capable of had the duty lo say whether the conditions
being challenged in a Court of law ; or whether, of the power of detention were fulfilled. If
as the defendants contended, the words in the there were reasonable grounds, the Judge had
context in which they Were found pointed no further duty of deciding whether he would
simply to the belief of the Secretary of Slate have formed the same belief, any more than,
founded on his view of there being reasonable if there was reasonable evidence to go to a
cause for the belief which he entertained. jury, the Judge was concerned with whether he
Secondly, he would express his opinion on the would have come io the same verdict. It was
question (which strictly speaking would not further argued that the grounds of belief might
arise till the trial) whether the order of the be confidential matters of public importance,
Secretary of Stale was in the circumstances and that it was impossible to suppose that the
sufficient prima-facie proof that the Secretary Secretary of State was intended to disclose
of State had acted lawfully and that the deten-. either his grounds or his information to the
tion of Mr. Liversidge was accordingly not Court. The objection was answered by the
very terms of the regulation itself, in its pro
illegal.
visions that the detained person had the right
LIBERTY OF THE SUBJECT
to make objections to an advisory committee,
Counsel for Mr. Liversidge truly said that and that the chairman must inform the
the liberty of the subject was involyed. They objector of the grounds on which the order
referred in emphatic terms to Magna Carla had been made against him.
and the Bill of Rights and contended that legis
The only argument as to expediency put
lation dealing with the liberty of the subject forward by the defendants which had any
must be construed, if possible, in favour of the weight was that it could not have been intended
subject.and against the Crown. He (his Lord- that the accumulated experience, instinct,
ship) held that the suggested rulcjiad no rele knowledge of the Minister in coming to a
vance in dealing with an executive measure by decision on this matter could be replaced by a
way of preventing a.public danger when the judgment of a Court of law. But before that
safety of the State was involved. The language decision was made there had to be a valid
of the Act of 1939 showed beyond a doubt that belief that the subject was of hostile origin,
Defence Regulations might be made which association, &c. Once that was established it
must deprive the subject “ whose detention was very unlikely that a Court would not in
appears to the Secretary of Slate to be ex most cases accept as reasonable the Home
pedient in the interests of the public safely ” Secretary’s decision to detain.
of all his liberty of movement while the regula
He (Lord Atkin) viewed with apprehension
tions remained in force.
the altitude of Judges who on a mere question
The Legislature obviously proceeded on the of construction, when face to face with claims
footing that there might be certain persons involving the liberty of the subject, showed
against whom no offence was proved nor any themselves more executive-minded than the
charge formulated, but as regarded whom it Executive. Their function was to give words
might be expedient to authorize the Secretary their natural meaning, although not perhaps
of State to make an order for detention. The in war-time leaning towards liberty. In this
only safeguards, if they were safeguards, was country amid the clash of arms the laws were
that detention “ appears to the Secretary of not silent. They might be changed, but they
Slate to be expedient in the interests of the spoke the same language in war as in peace. It j
public safety or the defence of the Realm,” had always been one of the pillars of freedom,
and that he himself was subject to the control one of the principles of liberty for which on
of Parliament. It should be added that the recent authority this country was now fighting, !
power concerned was to take preventive that the Judges were no respecters of persons, j
measures in the nature of internment which and stood between the subject and any
would only last for a limited time. There was attempted encroachments on his liberty by
the Executive, alert to see that any coercive
no charge against Mr. Liversidge.
In the absence of a context the prima facie action was justified in law. In this case he
•
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bc l\vo different expressions should be used if
they had thc same “ subjective ” meaning no
one had been able to explain He suggested
that the obvious intention was to give a8safcS&ST
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CONFIDENTIAL MATTERS
tho# *tC h‘?iS rcasonab,e cause to believe," &c., . ,l wu^argued ihat it could never have been
that was, the question whether, as Mr. Liver- intended to substitute the decision of Judges
sidge contended, the words required that there *?r that of the Minister. But no one proposed
must be an external fact as lo reasonable cause cither a substitution or an appeal. A Jud<*e
ror the belief, and one therefore capable of had the duly to say whether the conditions
being challenged in a Court of law; or whether, 9f the Power of detention were fulfilled. If
as the defendants contended, the words in thc tllcrfc w,erc reasonable grounds, the Judge had
context in which they were found pointed I10 fuytacr duty of deciding whether he would
simply to thc belief of the Secretary of Stale .favf '°rmed the same belief, any more than,
founded on his view of there being reasonable • theCe \vaf reasonable evidence to go to a
cause for thc belief which he entertained
jhc Judge was concerned with whether he
Secondly, he would express his opinion on thc fVOU.ld have come ‘o the same verdict. It was
question (which strictly speaking would not furlhcr argued that thc grounds of belief might
arise till the trial) whether thc order of thc be confidential matters of public importance.
Secretary of State was in the circumstances c
1 ial 11
lmP0Ssible to suppose that thc
sufficient prhna-jacic proof that the Secretary •‘i, a,!7 ol
,tc was intended to disclose
ot State had acted lawfully and that thc deten-. ^!lacr
grounds or his information to the
tion of Mr. Liversidge was accordingly not Courl' The objection was answered by thc
illegal.
vpry terms ol the regulation itself, in its pro
visions that the detained person had the right
LIBERTY OF THE SUBJECT
to make objections lo an advisory committee,
Counsel for Mr. Liversidge truly said that and that the chairman must inform the
the liberty of thc subject was involved. They objector of the grounds on which thc order
referred in emphatic terms to Magna Carta had been made against him.
and the Bill of Rights and contended that legis
The only argument as to expediency put
lation dealing with thc liberty of the subject forward by the defendants which had any
must bc construed, if possible, in favour of thc weight was that it could not have been intended
subject.and against the Crown. He (his Lord- that the accumulated experience, instinct,
ship) held that the suggested rule,had no rele knowledge of the Minister in coming to a
vance in dealing with an executive measure by decision on this matter could be replaced by a
way of preventing a . public danger when the judgment of a Court of law. But before that
salety of the State was involved. The language decision was made there had to bc a valid
of the Act of 1939 showed beyond a doubt that belief that the subject was of hostile origin,
Delcnce Regulations might bc made which association, &c. Once that was established it
must deprive the subject " whose detention was very unlikely that a Court would not in
appears to the Secretary of State to be ex most cases accept as reasonable the Home
pedient in thc interests of the public safety " Secretary's decision to detain.
of all his liberty of movement while the regula
He (Lord Atkin) viewed with apprehension
tions remained in force.
the attitude of Judges who on a mere question
The Legislature obviously proceeded on the of construction, when face to face with claims
footing that there might be certain persons involving the liberty of the subject, showed
against whom no offence was proved nor any thcmsejvcs more executive-minded than the
charge formulated, but as regarded whom it Executive. Their function was to give words
might bc expedient to authorize the Secretary their natural meaning, although not perhaps
of State to make an order for detention. The in war-time leaning towards liberty. In this
only safeguards, if they were safeguards, was country amid the clash of arms thc laws were
that detention " appears to the Secretary of not silent. They might bc changed, but they
State to be expedient in the interests of the spoke the same language in war as in peace. It
public safety or the defence of thc Realm," had always been one of the pillars of freedom,
and that lie himself was subject lo the control one of (he principles of liberty for which on
of Parliament. It should be added that the recent authority this country was now fighting,
power concerned was to take preventive that the Judges were no respecters of persons,
measures in the nature of internment which and stood between the subject and any
would only last for a limited time. There was attempted encroachments on his liberty by
no charge against Mr. Liversidge.
the Executive, alert to see that any coercive
In the absence ol a context the prima facie action was justified in law. In this case he
meaning of such a phrase as “ if A.B. has (his Lordship) had listened to arguments which
reasonable cause to believe " a certain thing, might have been addressed acceptably to thc i
ji should bc construed as meaning “ if there Court of Kings Bench in the time of Charles I.
is in fact reasonable cause for believing " that
He protested, even if he did it alone, against
thing and if A.B. believes it. But he (his Lord- a strained construction put on words with the
ship) was quite unable to take thc view that effect of giving an uncontrolled power of
the words could only have that meaning. It imprisonment 19 the Minister. Thc words had
seemed reasonably clear that if the thing to only one meaning: they were used with that I
bc believed was something which was essen meaning in statements of the common law and I
tially one within thc knowledge of A.B., or one in staples. They had never been used in thc I
for the exercise of his exclusive discretion, the sense now imputed to them ; they were used in I
words might well mcan if A.B. acting on what the Defence Regulations in thc natural I
he thought was reasonable cause (and of meaning.
course acting in good faith) believed the thing
He knew of only one authority which might I
in question.
justify the suggested method of construction. I
Having referred to ihe various matters which “ When I use a word,” Humpty Dumpty had I
under regulation 18B the Secretary of State said in rather a scornful tone, “ it means just 1
must have reasonable cause to believe, his 'what l choose it to mean, neither more nor
Lordship said that any one of those various less."
“ Thc question is.” said Alice,
circumstances was sufficient to satisfy thc first “ whether you can make words mean different
fact which the Secretary of State must believe things." “ Thc question is,” said Humpty
and that he did not doubt that a Court could Duniply, “ which is to bc master—that's all."
investigate the question whether there were (Looking Glass, c. vi.) After all Ihe long dis
grounds for a reasonable man to believe____
some cussion in that House the question was whether
at least of those facts if they could be pul thc words “ If a man has ” could mean “ If
before the Court. But the Minister must at a man thinks he has." He was of opinion that
thc same time also believe something very they could not, and that the case should bc
different in its nature—namely, that by reason decided accordingly.
of the first fact, " it is necessary to exercise
Thc plaintiff's right to particulars, however,
control over"-thc person in question. To was based on a principle which, again, was
his (his Lordshfp’s) mind that was so clearly a one of thc pillars of liberty, in that in English
matter for Executive discretion and nothing law every imprisonment was prima facie unelse that those responsible for the Ordcr-in- lawful, and that it was for a person directing
Council could not have contemplated for a imprisonment to justify his act.
moment the possibility that thc action of the
Lord Macmillan Lord Wright, and
Secretary of State might be subject to the dis Lord Romer gave judgments agreeing that the
cussion, criticism, and control of .a Judge in a appeal should be dismissed.
Court of law. If, then, in the present case the
Solicitors. — Messrs.
and
second requisite, as to the grounds on which Braune; Treasury Solicitor. Buckcridgc
the Secretary of State could make his order
for detention, was left to his sole discretion
without appeal to a Court, it necessarily fol A HABEAS CORPUS APPLICATION
lowed that the same was true of all thc facts
The House unanimously dismissed thc
which he must have reasonable cause to believe. appeal by Mr. Benjamin Greene, of the
What was of even greater importance was Hall Cottage, Berkhamsted, from thc deci
that obviously the Minister would in many sion of the Court of Appeal upholding
cases be acting on information of ihe most thc refusal by a Divisional Court of
confidential character, which could not be an application for a writ of habeas
communicated to thc person detained or dis corpus. Mr. Greene is at present detained ini
closed in Court without the greatest risk of Brixion Prison, under regulation 18B of the
prejudicing the future efforts of the Secretary Defence (General) Regulations, 1939.
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War and Habeas Corpus
The House of Lords gave judgment
yesterday in two cases, both of which
involved that cardinal principle of the
Constitution, the liberty of the subject.
The substance of Defence Regulation
18b is by this time widely familiar; it
empowers the Home Secretary to
imprison, untried, without intention of
rial and indefinitely, persons of whose
loyalty he has doubts. In order to
exercise this power he has only to be
reasonably satisfied ” that the person to
be arrested belongs to one of several
defined classes of suspected . (not
necessarily guilty) characters. The point
raised by different procedures in both
yesterday s cases was whether the Home
secretary can be made accountable to a
court of law for his exercise of this power.
It was common ground that no court could
inquire into the guilt or innocence of the
m CU,St?dy\ .for no tegal offence
n inJpUtfd.t0
^ bu* ^ was argued
“hcoVl re 5«verb ln lhe Phrase “ reasonably
satisfied gave the courts jurisdiction
to inquire into the reasonableness of the
H^1E Secretary’s satisfaction.
The House of Lords, by a majority of
our to one, affirming the unanimous
judgments of three Judges in the
Divisional Court and three more in
the Court of Appeal, has decided
against this contention. . The Home
Secretary has not to justify himself by
proving that the suspicions on which
he has acted are those which would
be entertained by the “ reasonable man "
of legal hypothesis; it is enough if his
opinion that the captive belongs to one
of the suspect categories has been reached
by a process of reasoning from the infor
mation he possesses; and evidently he
alone can say whether that is so. Lord
Dll^fnr d,fCnUn? opinion is a masterly
S nhi hn
pre!m,s lhc lanSuagc ot the
Statute harmoniously with the great tradition of the common law. But the majority
k whaf H bTnrd argument that the law ;
^ what the draftsmen of the enabling
Statute certainly intended it to be: the
Home Secretary’s decision is not subject
to judicial review.
J
Whether this ought to be the law is of
House offn'T question’ wilh which the
House of Lords was not concerned. The
first rule of the common law in time of
whoCehnthat "°.subiect shall be imprisoned
who has not been proved guilty of an
offence. In time of war however we arc
!?r?.ed,to subs!itute lhc rule that no one
shafi be at large whose liberty may
he a threat to a wider liberty a
danger to the commonwealth; and the
Executive must be granted all powers re
quired to secure that end. It is essential
dseeofeanvd desirab,e in war that the exer
cise of any power granted to the Executive to limit the liberty of the subject shall
be subject to judicial review; but the
application of this principle must clearly
stop short of defeating the object for
which the powers have been conferred
by the legislature.
Under the war
emergency legislation, that object is the
safety of the realm. Could it be preserved if persons imprisoned under Regu
lation I8b were allowed to appeal from
the Home Secretary to the courts'*
It goes without saying that the majority
of such appeals would have to be heard
in camera, since military secrets would be
involved. In many cases it would even
be necessary to exclude the appellant, lest
a presumed enemy of the commonwealth
s lould learn the secrets of the intelligence
wnniH6, A1 lr(ia! he,d in £l,ch circumstances !
would not strike most Englishmen as very
nUfd!hia • Add l0ilhis that lbe substance
ot the issue would nearly always be no
question of law, but the balancing of the
degree of suspicion aroused by the appel
lant against the possible wrong of im
prisoning an innocent man. This is an
issue of policy; and any Judge who
ordered the release of a prisoner in dis
regard of the Home Secretary’s opinion
that he was dangerous would in fact be

assuming a responsibility in the sphere of
national defence which can be borne only
by the Executive officer answerable to
Parliament.
The fact that a judicial review of these
administrative acts, through the machinery
of Habeas Corpus or otherwise, is imprac
ticable makes it all the more urgent to see
that everything possible is done to mitigate
any injustices that may proceed from the
suspension of the historic safeguards of
liberty. Under the Defence Regulations
there are two precautions against mis
carriage of justice. The first is embodied
in the Home Secretary’s advisory com
mittee, to which an imprisoned person
may have the consideration of his case
remitted. He may appear before it in
person to answer the allegations against
him, the heads of which will be communi
cated to him, although he cannot of course
claim to know, as he would in a court of
law, the sources and nature of the Home
Secretary’s information. The committee
will then advise the Minister, but naturally
cannot relieve him of the burden of
decision. He must, however, render to
Parliament a report of the number of
times he rejects their advice. The second
protection is in the conscience of the
Home Secretary himself, for the present
holder of the office has acknowledged his
duty to give his personal attention to each
individual case.
Those who are concerned—as who is
not ?—for the future of English liberty
will best serve it if they can ensure that
this system, amended if need be in detail,
is efficiently and conscientiously admini
stered. Would it, for instance, be improved
if the interned were allowed to appear by
counsel before the advisory committee ?
Is it true, as has been suggested, that
subordinates or other Departments try to
induce the Home Secretary to imprison
suspects on their certificate, without him
self investigating the case ? Questions of
this kind are perfectly legitimate, and it
is all to the good if Ministers are plied,
even pestered, with them in Parliament.
Neither Ministers nor Parliament must
ever forget, or be allowed to forget, that
the whole apparatus of the emergency
powers is an anomaly, though an anomaly
with a purpose, and must not be allowed
to strike any roots in our peace-time law.
By all the standards of centuries past sub
jection to an unchecked Executive is nor
mally intolerable. The nation is deter
mined not to tolerate it, but to spare no
effort to break free from the shackles and
overthrow the tyrant who imposed them.
His name, however, is not Herbert
Morrison but Adolf Hitler.
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LORD ATKIN’S
DEFENCE LAW
PROTEST
♦

ENCROACHMENT
BY MINISTERS
The House of Lords, by a majority i
pi four to one, yesterday dismissed ;
the appeal of Mr. Robert William j
S1j?ge, of St. James’s-close,
Regent’s Park, N.W., detained under
Defence Regulation 18B. No order
was made as to costs.
Liversidge had appealed
against the refusal of his application
for particulars of the grounds on
which the Home Secretary, Mr.
Herbert Morrison, believed him to be
a person of hostile associations.
Arguments in the case were heard in
September.
viscount; Maugham, givipg judgment dismissing the appeal, said he
thought that if there was a reason-1
able doubt as to the meaning of thei
j words used in the Regulation they
should prefer a construction which
would carry into effect the plain in
tention of those responsible for the
Order in Council rather than one
winch would defeat that intention.
To his mind this was so clearly a
matter for Executive discretion and
nothing else that he could not believe
that those responsible for the Order
}n Council could have contemplated
the possibility of the action of.the
Secretary pf State being subject to
the discussion, criticism, and control
0 rr Ji!dSe in a court of law.
If the ground on which the Secre
tary of State could make his order
lor detention were left to his sole dis
cretion, without appeal to a court, it
necessarily followed that the. same
. "'as true as to all the facts which he
■ must have reasonable cause to
believe when making an order for
detention.
“ EXECUTIVE-MINDED. JUDGES ’
Lord Atkin expressed the opinion
that the appeal should be allowed.
" I view with apprehension,” he
said, ” the attitude of judges who, on
the mere question of construction,
when face to face with claims involv
ing the liberty of the subject, show
themselves more executive-minded
than the Executive.
“ In this country the laws may be
changed, but they speak the same
language in war as in peace.
‘It has always been one of the t
pillars of freedom, one of the prin- I
ciples of liberty for which, on recent
authority, we are now fighting, that t
judges are no respecters of persons s
and stand between the subject and
any attempted encroachment on his
liberty by the Executive.
“ In this case I have listened to
arguments which might have been
addressed acceptably to the court of
the King’s Bench in the time of
Charles I. I protest, even if I do it
alone, against a strained construc
tion put upon words with the effect
of giving an uncontrolled power of
imprisonment to the Minister.
“ The words have only one mean <
ing. They are used with that I!
meaning in statements of common
faw and in statutes, and have
never been used in the sense now
imputed to them.
They are used in the Defence
Regulations in the natural meaning,
and when it is intended to express
the meaning now imputed to them,
different and apt words are used ini
the Defence Regulations generally'
and in this regulation in particular, j
WHAT HUMPTY-DUMPTY SAID I *
“I know of only one authority:
which might justify the suggested!
method of construction,
“' When I use a word,’ HumptyDumpty said in a rather scornful
tone,4 it means just what I choose it
to mean, neither more nor less.’
‘ The question is,’ said Alice,
■ whether you can make words mean
different things.’ ‘The question is,’
said Humpty-Dumpty, ’which is to 3
be master—that’s all.’ ”
Lord Atkin added that he was pro
foundly convinced that the Home
Secretary had not been given uncon
ditional authority to detain.
Lord Macmillan said that in a time
of emergency it might well be that a
regulation for the defence of the
realm might properly have a mean
ing which, because of its drastic i
invasion of the liberty of the subject, ,
the courts would be slow to attribute
to a peace-time measure.
PUBLIC SAFETY QUESTION
The purpose of: the regulation was
to ensure public safety, and it was
right so to interpret emergency legis
lation as to promote rather than
defeat its efficiency for the defence
of the realm.
He concurred that the appeal
should be dismissed, as did Lord
Wright and Lord Romer.
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18b
Five judges of the House of Lords,
Lord Atkin alone dissenting, yester
day held that in a case of internment
under Defence Regulation 18b there
is no appeal from the Home
Secretary’s decision, and that he
cannot be compelled by the Courts
to state the reasons for his action.
This is a strong decision; but on
grounds of war-time common sense
it will be welcomed by the public.
Lord Atkin held tnat the interpreta
tion of the regulation had been
strained in favour of the Executive,
and appealed to those principles of
liberty* for which we are fighting. It
is an argument which might be, and
has been, urged by less responsible
persons than Lord Atkin against
any sort of war-time restriction on
individual liberty; and the simple
answer tb it is that, when the whole
of our liberties are threatened, we
are willing temporarily to sacrifice a
part of them in defending them.
That may lead to isolated cases of
hardship; it is a risk that has to be
taken. We are able, fortunately, to
rely on the spirit in which our war
time laws are exercised for the
reducing of that risk to a minimum. 4
If the discretion given to a Minister
is wilfully abused, there are means
of bringing him to book; the power
of Parliament is unrestrained.
Neither in this nor any other case,
however, has such abuse been alleged.
We are at war. and the conditions
which the national security requires
have to be accepted.
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HOUSE OF COMMONS I
Thursday, March 14
The Speaker took the Chair at a quarter
past 2 o clock.

“RIDICULOUS” GATHERING
AT ALBERT HALL
HOME OFFICE REPORT

were addressed by one or two of their leaders.
MThcrrcUiwahsaioud laughter when he.said this
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but *
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advertised by the organizers, but these were at
the last moment withheld, and they eventually
paid to come in. (Loud and prolonged
laughter.) They were almost without e*cep-,
linn verv voung. They were clearly out for
an evening’s entertainment, and the proceedings had the air of a student rag rather than
a serious political demonstration.
As soon as Mr. Preen began to speak
Communists started to shout; “ Fascist and
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among them as to whether they should not
stop barracking the preliminary speakers and
wait for the more important ones.
ORGANIZED BODY
It was clear that they were an organized
body. One or two of their leaders were shouting: “ Comrades, orders are that we are to
keep quiet ’’-(loud laughtcr)-and there were
references to the London District Committee
and to discipline.
The rank and file would not however, be
kept quiet—(laughter)—and when Mrs. Lurnley
had been attempting to speak for about 10
minutes they surged round thc hall on to the
platform and occupied thc ^t-kehind the
speakers’ table. Mr. Preen and Mrs. Lumley
disappeared—(laughter)—and thc Communists
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Dear Feilow Briton,
HE Letters which I contribute to
Action News Service will, usually,
be topical comments on current
events. But, on this first occasion,
it is perhaps necessary for me to define
again our policy in relation to the immedi
ate problems of Peace and War. _
To most members of Action News
Service our general policy will be familiar.
It was expressed in such books as “ To
morrow We Live ” and remains not only
unchanged, but fortified by events which
have taken place since the war. My present
definition, therefore, will be directed to our
attitude upon the specific problems of the
present time.
Our attitude is two-fold: (1) We want
Peace and will do our utmost to persuade
the British people to make Peace; (2) We
want to make Peace with British Empire
intact, our people safe, and the forces of
Britain strong and undefeated. Therefore,
on the one hand we urge the people to make
Peace; on the other hand we relentlessly
criticise any incompetence in the conduct
of the war which may jeopardise the life of
Britain or our Empire. In fact, we want
Peace not through defeat, but through
strength. We want Peace not because the
British people have to make Peace, but
because the British people desire to make
Peace. If those principles are grasped our
attitude towards this war will be clearly
understood.* *
MIND BRITAIN’S BUSINESS
Happily, the same principles which we
believe can secure a just Peace are also
able, in our belief, to secure the present and
British
future safety of our country.
Union’s Peace terms rest upon a policy and
faith which have been unchanged through
out the Movement’s seven years of existence.
Our popular slogans, “ Mind
Britain’s Business ” and 0 Britons Fight
for Britain Only ” are based upon our
whole policy and philosophy of life. We
believe that the mission of the British is to
hold and to develop that quarter of the globe
which was won by the heroism of their
fathers. We further hold that the instru

T

ments of modern science can enable us to
build within that heritage the highest
civilisation that the world has yet known.
We, therefore, denounce as a criminal folly
any distraction from this task for alien
purposes and any dissipation of our produc
tive resources which weakens and exhausts
the Empire that should provide for our
people the fine life now made possible by
modern industrial science.
DESIRABLE AND POSSIBLE
Furthermore, by a happy conjunction
that is rare in human afFairs, it appears that
what is desirable coincides almost exactly
with what is possible. It is desirable to
concentrate upon the welfare of our own
people and the development of our own
Empire; in addition, this is all that is pos
sible in present conditions. For that same
science which has given to British Empire
an almost unlimited potential of wealth if
it is devoted to the tasks of Peace, has also
made it impossible for us to interfere effec
tively in other people’s business. Modern
science on the one hand has given to nations
a vast capacity for internal development,
provided that they have access to adequate
raw materials; on the other hand, it has
also given to the defence of their security
a great weapon power which makes both
hopeless and fatal the task of the external
assailant.
Long before the present war the best
military opinion of the world was describing
in some detail the enormous development in
defensive power. Where in the last war we
faced barbed wire, we now face concrete
and every form of mechanical device; while
the weapon power of the defence is multi
plied many times. Therefore, we have to
face the simple and ineluctable fact that a
frontal attack upon the modern fortified
positions of any great nation can only be
pressed home with such crushing losses to
the offensive that he who launches the
attack is liable quickly to lose the war.
These considerations were widely known
and discussed before the war ; since the war
they have been transmuted by experience
of this conflict into proved facts.
It is in the light, therefore, of facts
which are now established that we can
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review the conflicting policies of British
Union and the old parties of the State.

Our policy rested upon a fact; their
policy rested upon an illusion. This state
ment is now not difficult to substantiate.
If the overwhelming power of the defensive
be now proved, it must be admitted that it
is possible for us to defend British Empire,
but not to intervene effectively upon the
Continent of Europe. Consequently the
policy of Minding Britain’s Business be
comes not only desirable, but an absolute
necessity. On the other hand, what are we
to make of giving guarantees to such
countries as Poland, in view of the fact that
the main defensive positions of Germany
lay between us and any possibility of
coming effectively to their succour? In
private life it is regarded as a fraudulent
process for a man to give a guarantee which
he knows he cannot fulfill. Yet British
Government, in the last few years, have
been handing out such guarantees two a
penny to anyone who happened, for the
moment, to be the object of their roving
compassion or interest.
HOPELESS RESISTANCE
As a result many small nations have been
encourag-ed to a hopeless resistance instead
of reaching a relatively reasonable settle
ment with their more powerful neighbours.
For the power of modern weapons gives
overwhelming force to the great nation
which is organised for self-defence; but it
also provides great nations with a crushing
weapon power in operation against
weaker and more backward nations
who are not organised for self-defence
by modern method.
In fact, in the
period when democratic ideology was doing
its best to persuade the world that the voice
of the most backward should have the same
weight in the councils of mankind as the
voice of the most advanced, the ruthless
realism of scientific development supplied
the great nations with a power in relation
to the backward nations which history never
before had witnessed. Whether we like it
or not, recent scientific development leads
to a natural order of the world which, in
our view, is as practical and desirable as it
is anathema to the exploded ideologies of
the financial democratic world.
NATURAL LEADERS
Again, in the future of world civilisation,
as in our own domestic affairs, we find much
that is desirable coinciding with all that is
possible. It is desirable that the strong and
advanced nations should act as the natural
leaders of the weak and the backward, in
fact, the development of modern science has
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made this inevitable. If any order is to
prevail in the world each great nation is
bound in its own particular area of power
and influence to play this leading part. Thus
only can order be preserved or progress
attained. The old jealousies between »he
great powers, which led to continual inter
ference in each other’s business, are in pro
cess of liquidation, not by the wisdom of
many of their statesmen, but by the simple
development of science which has rendered
such interference a physical impossibility.
The progress of this war to date has gone
very far to opening the eyes even of the
most purblind to this now established fact.
Those who strove to solve every breakdown
in the world by establishing bigger and
better international committees will be
shocked; the method of confronting every
problem by increasing the height of the
Tower of Babel has come to an end. On
the other hand, we can begin to see the
fashioning of a world organised in days to
come on the best lines which we conceive
for our own Empire. Those who believe, as
we do, passionately in the maintenance and
development of British Empire, will not dis
sent from the conception that our race
within the Empire should act as the big
brother and natural friend of the more back
ward races in leading them along the path
of progress and development; in so doing
we help them and we help ourselves.
EVER HIGHER STANDARDS
The technical genius of the British can
open up their raw materials and undeveloped territories both for their benefit
and for our advantage. Raising ourselves
to ever higher standards of civilisation we
should lift them with us ; for our exertions
within a fully organised Empire will increase
the relative standard of life of all sections
of the Empire towards the full achievement
of the modern productive potential. It is
perfectly true that this conception of British
Empire is very far from present realisation.
British Union has denounced the crimes of
Financial Democracy within the Empire
precisely because we most love the Empire
and have the greatest vision of its ultimate
possibilities; but few would deny that the
right conception of British Empire is that
our own British people should act as the
natural leader within our quarter of the
globe which comprises so many diverse
races in such varying degrees of human
development. It is certainly a task that
will occupy all our time. No one in his
senses would be so foolish as to suggest
that we shall have much time for external
enterprises. Certainly no one outside a mad
house would try to rule the whole world; a
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quarter is enough for us. Therefore we
have to contemplate the rest of the world
either in a state of anarchy or organised on
similar lines. Let each great nation act as
the natural leader within its own normal
sphere of power and influence. Is not that
the natural and logical development from
the hopeless confusion of the attempts of
the last two decades to run the whole world
by an international committee of politicians
who were merely the mask behind which
operated the real power of international
finance?

OPPOSED CONCEPTIONS
Yet a world war is now being fought to
prevent this natural development taking
place and to impose in place of national
systems an international system which must
rest ultimately in the hands of the force that
has practised its manipulation for a good
many centuries—namely, international Jew
ish finance.
So we come to two sharply opposed con
ceptions. On the one hand the great
national blocks with no cause for friction
between them because they are the selfcontained entities which I first envisaged in
my book “ The Greater Britain,” published
some seven years ago; on the other hand, a
yet more complete internationalism emerg
ing from the world war which, in our view,
will finally establish over exhausted mankind
the perpetual domination of the Jewish
masters of world usury.
Therefore, in the natural fulfilment of
that faith which we have held so strongly
for the seven years of British Union’s life,
we urge Peace coupled with the mainten
ance and development of a strong British
Empire. The greatest disaster that we can
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conceive in the world is the overthrow and
the destruction of British Empire. The next
greatest disaster is the exhaustion of British
Empire in protracted war. Therefore we
ask the British people to make Peace and to
take every precaution to defend themselves
against all such calamities. We are against
all adventures which take Britons over long
and precarious lines of communication to
battlefields remote from home bases or home
interests. We want a strong Navy, Air
Force, and Army, but we want them to be
strong upon the defensive positions which
are the proper place to defend the British
Empire, namely the frontiers of that Empire.
TERMS OF PEACE
To the Germans we would say: “ We
have no interest in what you call your
‘living-room’ in eastern Europe or in the
Mandated Territories, for we have a quarter
of the world already which will take us all
our time to develop. If you will make Peace
on those terms we will give you peace forth
with. If at any time you sought to interfere
with our land or to destroy British Empire,
then, on the frontiers of British Empire, we
would meet you with the full defensive power
of modern science and forever we would
resist you.” As against such a suicidal folly
of western mankind we point towards the
conception of each great Nation acting as
the natural leader in its own natural sphere
on the march to ever higher degrees of civi
lisation. Let the rivalry and the race
between us in the future be confined to
answering the great question—that modern
science could make tne greatest enterprise
of all time—which of us can serve best the
country and the people whom we love ?

OSWALD MOSLEY

NEWS NOTES by “Action'' News Service

WITHHOLDING OF NEWS
The Manchester Guardian, April 17,
published the extraordinary statement that
“ Lord Liverpool (in the House of Lords) com
plained of lack of news about the loss of H.M.S.
Exmouth, a destroyer, six weeks ago. The
B.B.C. told him that the Admiralty withheld
information so as not to discourage the public.

This statement was so remarkable that
Action News Service consulted the actual
Hansard of the House of Lords Debate.
Lord Liverpool stated:
‘The whole question of withholding news
has been going on for some time. Although I
understand that the noble and learned Viscount
on the Woolsack is going to answer, I do not
expect him to give a definite reply to what I
have to say, but I hope he will take note of it.
V1 destroyer about six weeks ago—
li.M.S. Exmouth. The news came from the

Admiralty at seven o’clock and also at eight
o’clock in the morning, but it was not repeated
again throughout ther day. We heard no more
about it. Unfortunately at that time the news
papers were handicapped, because trains were
not running. It was the worst time of the
winter, and a great many of the relatives heard
nothing for sixty hours. I admit that parents
did, by telegram. Since that day we have not
heard anything about this destroyer.. In my
work in my own county I have come into con
tact with a number of people who have lost
sons and who would be grateful for some know
ledge as regards the loss of this ship. After a
certain time, as I did not wish to Dother the
First Lord of the Admiralty—he has too much
on his shoulders as it is—I wrote to the
Admiralty, and the Private Secretary told me
it was the fault of the B.B.C. I wrote to them,
and they said the Admiralty had told them that
this information was withheld so as not to dis
courage the public.”

»
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GERMANY AND RUMANIA
The extent to which the economic
system of Rumania is tied to that ot
Germany is clearly an important factor in
view of Rumania's great resources of oil
The Russian statement that she did not
desire the return of Bessarabia by war, and
die modification of the Hungarian attitude
followed the Hitler-Mussolini meeting on the
Brenner and the subsequent meetmg
between Hungarian andl Italian .representa
tives. On the other side the ban on Iron
Guard leaders appeared to be lifted1 in
Rumania and Dr. Clodius, the German
economic expert, returned to Bucharest.
Action pointed out at the time that all
this indicated a closer tie-up between
Germany and Rumania in return for German
protection, directly, or indirectly, exerted
to save Rumania from the immediate pressure of Russian and Hungarian claims. It
appeared likely that, by direct representa
tion to Moscow and by representation to
Hungary through Italy, modifications or
their attitude had been secured, and that in
return Germany would get substantial
economic concessions.
An agreement is reported now to have
been reached to which reference was made m
the Daily Telegraph on April 23. That paper
appeared at first to take the view that
Rumania had done very well and Germany
very badly out of this agreement; lor
instance, it was stated: “The German
demands for an increase in the leireichsmark exchange rate and for increased
credits are refused.” But it added:
c c Rumania obtains arms for oil,
and,
finally in conclusion, made the significant
statement: “ No official communication has
as yet been made regarding the present
agreement. Fantastic stories are current,
for example, of a whole trainload of oil hav-

ing to be delivered in exchange for one gun
from the Skoda works.”
It would not seem, therefore, to matter
very much to Germany if she accepted the
“rebuff” of an unfavourable exchange rate
provided that she received such highly
favourable terms in a direct barter transac
tion between arms and the oil which is the
chief commodity which she requires from
Rumania. It would be a very serious matter
if Germany had received such very favour
able terms as would make nonsense of
the further wave of optimism on this subject
released in much of the Press.
GARVIN CHANGES HIS MIND
As we go to press Mr. Garvin in the Sun
day Observer presents a rather different
picture of Norway from his article of the
week before. On the subject of the fight
for Dombaas he goes so far as to say :
“ If the enemy could grasp it firmly two
consequences would follow: First, the invaders
would be doubly sure of relieving Trondheun
from the south ; Second, it would become diffi
cult for the Allies to hold any effective footing
in Norway for long.”
BOtfBAST
Mr Churchill’s famous utterance on the
11th April, 1940, in the House of Commons
has now passed into history. But we do not
have to await the comment of posterity.
He stated: “All German ships in the Skaggerak and the Kattegat will be sunk . . .
on the evening of the 11th April.
In the Daily Express of the 23rd April
we find a short comment upon this bombastic utterance:
,
_
“ Stroemstad, Monday. .— German mine
sweepers have been active in the Allied mine
fields in the Skaggerak, according to reports
from islands near the west coast of Sweden.
The mines are being carefully swept up, so
that they can be used again.”
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Dear Follow Briton,
Only one consolation can be found in the
Norwegian scene to relieve the shadow upon
all who love the British name. That consola
tion dees not consist in having been proved
right. Tliis poor thought will never console
us when the folly of the Parties plunges
Britain into a tragedy in face of every
warning from British Union. Our only con
solation rests in the fact, now surely proved,
that it will be possible for efficient
Government in Britain to defend the coast
line of these islands or of any part of the
Empire at any time against any attack. It
has been possible for the Germans to
improvise such a defence from hastily seized
air bases in face of the most formidable
naval power in the world. How much easier
then for us to organise such defence from
long prepared air bases on the frontiers of
Empire, and with the strongest naval force
in the world not against us but on our side.
From this experience the power of the
defender and the power of the air has
emerged decisive. It is upon our belief in
the power of the defence and our recognition
of the newly developed power of the air that
our policy and strategy for the defence of
Britain against all comers has long been
based. Therefore, in this dark scene let us
realise that final proof is afforded of the
ability of modern Government in Britain to
defend the Empire against any foreign
nation or any combination of powers.
DEFENCE OF BRITAIN
In the light of that experience just con
ceive the task of a German Government
which desired to attack a properly defended
Britain. Let them try to take tneir trans
ports through a minefield stretching from the
North of Scotland to the English Channel
and defended by the British Navy; let
them take their transports across that long
sea route in the fact of bombers protected
by fighters operationg from home bases
which formed part of an Air Force that,
under British Union, would be at least the
equal of the German Air Force. Let them
pass these three barriers to encounter our
own madern defensive positions, built, if
necessary, along the entire coast-line of

Britain, and manned by a citizen army
inspired by the spirit of Britain reborn.
When we consider these possibilities in the
light of the Norwegian experience, can any
mind, even the most craven or the most
moron, contend that it is impossible to
defend Britain against the German power
unless we wage our battles on the Continent
with far flung foreign alliances?
Let anyone, too, regard the defence of
Empire in the light of this Norwegian experi
ence. I was asked the other day how we
could defend Australia against Japan, and
stated in reply that we could defend
Australia against Japan by naval and air
bases located on the coast of Australia,
which would very easily deal with a Japanese
invasion long before they landed on
Australian coasts.
This view that modern air power, located
on home bases, would be decisive, has been
overwhelmingly reinforced by the Norwe
gian experience. Granted a strong Navy
and a strong Air Force we could defend
Britain and the Empire against any attack,
provided that we rest this defence upon our
own frontiers. The air is a decisive factor
and operating as a defender from adjacent
bases its power is now proved to be
extraordinary.
MODERN AIR POWER
Let us, therefore, during a dark moment,
give to many of our countrymen this mes
sage of hope. We of British Union have
merely seen confirmed what we knew before.
It is possible for Britain forever to defend
her own Empire but not in present circum
stances to intervene on the Continent of
Europe. We could intervene effectively in
Norway, if anywhere on the continent of
Europe, because the long coast line of
Norway presents a target for naval power.
At the same time in recognition of the
immense power of a modern Air Force,
which could operate from nearer bases, I
was against any Scandinavian adventure.
This was my published view long before the
Germans by their more rapid movement had
seized the air bases of Norway. For a glance
at the map would reveal that Germany could
easily establish air bases which would com
mand the southern part of Scandinavia by

i
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reason of their greater proximity. Their
sea route was short and relatively protected;
their fighter planes could cover that sea
route against attacks which our bombers
could only deliver unprotected by fighters as
the distance was too far. At the same time
it was plain that British transports at many
points in the North Sea might be attacked
by bombers without any very effective pro
tection for our ships from fighter aircraft.
Because geography gave, even in the Scan
dinavian area, an immense advantage to the
Germans in the air, British Union was
opposed from the outset to any intervention
in that part of the world and recorded that
view in warnings long before the event.
We can only now enquire why such fac
tors, which seemed so obvious, were not
also apparent to the Government. Have
these old men no realisation of the enormous
power of the air in modem war? How else
can we account for their action ?
THE PARTIES
The simple fact is that the Norwegian
adventure was foredoomed to failure by
reason of the advantage of air power which
rested with the other side. A chorus of criti
cism and abuse on detail is now arising from
Parliamentary and Press critics who loudly
applauded the adventure when it was
launched. Let us set aside, for the moment,
all detail and grasp the one essential fact.
The decisive factor was the relative proxi
mity of the air bases of the other side to the
mam theatre of operation. This was just as
plain before the event as it is after the event.
Yet the Parliamentary critics and Press
critics praised an adventure which was foredoomea for that reason to failure, and now
only part company with the Government on
detailed issues which are irrelevant to the
main fact. It is now agreed and admitted
that the overwhelming air power which
Germany developed in Scandinavia achieved
the decision. That contingency should have
been apparent to anyone who had studied at
all the facts of modern air power. Therefore,
the critics who agreed on the main principle
of this foredoomed adventure cannot escape
their responsibility by criticising the Govern
ment for detail. All parties and practically
the whole of the Press are in it up to the
neck.
SLOW MOVEMENT
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reason of the closer German air bases
existed in any case, but this set-back was
greatly increased by the slow military action
of the Allies and the rapid military action of
Germany. Mr. Chamberlain’s statement
confirms the fact that a British military
landing did not take place until a full week
after Mr. Churchill’s mine laying in Norwe
gian waters; and a longer period apparently
elapsed before any landing in the southern
area. Yet the German military landing took
place within twenty-four hours; they thus
had a six days’ advantage. Their quicker
action enabled them to increase their initial
advantage in the air by seizing practically
every air base in Norway. This rapid mili
tary movement completed their advantage.
From that moment any effective military
landing by the Allies in the south of Norway
was foredoomed. We, therefore, enquire
why it was undertaken.
FORGES DISPERSED
Further, we still await an effective
answer to my question in Action of April 18
last, why a full week elapsed between the
mine-laying and the first military action?
Mr. Chamberlain’s partial explanation in the
House of Commons makes the matter the
more extraordinary and the position of the
Government the more culpable.
Quotations of previous statements by
Churchill and Chamberlain, stating their
fore-knowledge of the possibility of some
military action by Germany against Scandi
navia, or an adjoining country, were
published in Action of last week. Mr.
Chamberlain in his apology underlined this
admission. He stated in the House of Com
mons on Thursday, May 2:
“ We had been aware for many months
that the Germans were accumulating trans
ports and troops in Baltic ports and that
these troops were constantly being practised
in embarcation and disembarcation. It was
evident that some act of aggression was in
contemplation . .
But in the very same speech he stated
with reference to the force accumulated for
intervention in Finland:
“ After a certain period the greater part
of the forces which had been accumulated
were dispersed since both they and the ships
which were allocated for their transport were
wanted elsewhere.’*
REMARKABLE ANSWER

When we come to the actual conduct of
the campaign the slow action of the Govern
ment greaSy enhanced their initial dis
advantage. Our handicap in Scandinavia by

He, therefore, answered in a truly remark
able fashion Action’s question of last week
why the force which he had boasted was
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ready to intervene in Finland was not ready
to intervene in Norway, with the result that
the Germans got a clear six days’ start.
He now states, apparently, that this force
was dispersed, although he knew that the
Germans were practising “embarcation and
disembarcation,” with a force that was
“ equally available for attack upon Finland,
Sweden, Norway, Holland, or this coun
try ...” What an extraordinary moment,
in the light of that knowledge, to disperse
such a force! If he had knowledge that the
Germans were contemplating any such coup
in any such direction was it not his elemen
tary duty not to disperse such forces as
were available to meet them, but to redouble
his efforts to accumulate such forces ?—that
is, if he thought it his duty to intervene
wherever Germany struck on the Continent,
which he seems to have done.
INSANE
My view is well-known and was long ago
stated that we should indulge in no such
adventure, but should concentrate on the
defence of British Empire on the frontiers
of that Empire. But Mr. Chamberlain’s
view was exactly the opposite.
The
Government thought we should seize any
opportunities to combat the German power
anywhere. In fact, the Norwegian expedi
tion was an attempt to implement this
policy. Why, then, did they not prepare
for it? Why, having prepared for a Scan
dinavian adventure, did they go so far as to
disperse their preparations when both
Chamberlain and Churchill tell us that they
had precise knowledge of an impending
German blow? Originally the Government
appeared merely inept, but after their
explanation they appear insane.
FOREDOOMED FROM THE OUTSET
In summary it now appears beyond
question that the incompetence of Govern
ment enhanced our original disadvantage in
Norway.
The Government must bear
exclusive responsibility for this particular
muddle; but apart from their conduct of the
actual operation the whole venture was
fore-doomed from the outset for reasons
which are now proved. Those reasons are
that the power of the defender in modern
war is irresistible if properly organised and
that a power operating even in foreign
territory which is nearer to its own air bases
than that of its opponent, has an over
whelming advantage. The Germans could
use short range fighters to protect their
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communications from bombers and we
could not. So decisive was this factor that
the Prime Minister had to admit in the
House of Commons that it was not even
possible for us to land the necessary tanks
or artillery in face of air power. Therefore,
while the Government must shoulder
responsibility for the particular muddle
arising from their dispersal of available
forces and their delayed military action, all
parties and the whole Press, which sup
ported the venture, must equally bear
responsibility for launching British troops
into a theatre of war where they had no
fair chance for reasons which were plain in
advance. These reasons were obvious to
anyone who had studied at all the develop
ment of air power. After the lessons of
the Polish campaign, as reported in the
Press of the whole world, no excuse existed
for ignoring this immense new factor in
modern warfare. Therefore, in the parti
cular muddle of their special incompetence
the Government is to blame; but all Parties
and most of the Press stand condemned for
the criminal folly of sending British troops
under such conditions to such an enterprise.
A DECISIVE LESSON
British Union asks them now this ques
tion : If you cannot now intervene effectively
even in Norway against German power
operating on interior lines, what chance
have you of intervening effectively anywhere
else on the Continent of Europe?
We may be thankful that this campaign
does not present the British Empire with a
decisive disaster; but it does present a
decisive lesson. The very same power of
modern defensive force which prevents us
intervening effectively on the Continent,
even in Norway will, a fortiori, prevent
Germany intervening effectively, if she so
desired, against an effectively organised
British Empire. Again I repeat that the
whale cannot fight the elephant in its own
sphere, but with even greater force I urge
that the elephant cannot fight the whale in
another sphere.
We cannot easily break German power in
Europe. The Germans can never break
British power in our far flung Empire, if
Britain be modern in system and be inspired
again by her own brave spirit. Why, there
fore, exhaust the world in a meaningless
struggle of these giants of different
elements ? At its best it is a folly: when we
contemplate some of the factors promoting
this conflict it becomes the blackest crime
in history.
OSWALD MOSLEY, 3.5.40.
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NEW NOTES by * Action ’ News Service
(Sunday, 5.5.40)
This appears to be an amazing indis
LLOYD GEORGE
cretion on two grounds: (1) The Govern

Will they say ha is “ Fifth Column ”
now? On the 11 Democratic ” Cause, he
writes:

“Their leaders have utterly muddled their
case, and it will certainly be lost, if there is no
immediate change in direction.”
He refers also to : “This crazy guarantee
to Poland” and remarks that “Italy chortles
over German triumphs and prepares to join in
the sharing of the spoils.”
He speaks of invading the “ territorial
waters of Norway despite Norwegian protest,’*
and adds: “We ought to have anticipated a
swift counter stroke from Germany. When it
came we were utterly unprepared to parry it.”
Later he states of the Norwegian expedi
tion : “ It is a deplorable tale of incompetence
and stupidity.”
He winds up his indictment as follows:
11 There can be no doubt as to the extreme
gravity of the situation. The Cabinet have
failed conspicuously in their efforts to grapple
with it. It is now for the British Parliament
to take it in hand immediately. Sf they fail to
do so without delay they will be guilty of high
treason to the nation."
British Union must agree with much of
this in so far as Lloyd George merely says
to-day what we said yesterday. But what
about pie Sunday Pictorial, which prints
this article with the comment: " There are
some who will disagree ’ * because it believes
in free speech 111

RUMANIA
The possibility of an Italian and Spanish
intervention in the war is of acute interest,
in view of the position of the British army
in the Near East which has been so much
publicised in the Press.
A statement by the B.B.C., astonishing
in the present delicate situation, was pub
lished in the Daily Telegraph of May 3.
According to the Daily Telegraph'.
“ An urgent appeal to Rumania not to delay
a request for Allied aid was made by the B.B.C.
in its Rumanian bulletin broadcast last night.
‘ In Palestine, in Syria and in Egypt are mass
ing great armies of England and France,1 said
the announcer. 1 Hitler understands nothing
but force, and the Allies have enough force in
the Near East to smash utterly any Balkan
adventure Hitler may undertake. i ii

ment is evidently concerned to keep Italy
out of the war and statements like that
about the Balkans seem to be merely coattrailing in front of Italy. (2) The same day
that the Prime Minister was compelled to
explain in the House of Commons how our
Government had failed to protect Norway
was scarcely the occasion to select for
encouraging another small power to launch
into the adventure of their protection.

In fact, a singular piece of ineptitude,
even for the B.B.G.

ITALY
Rumour and counter-rumour circulate
concerning Italy. Mosley’s statement in
Action, April 25, still holds: “ The proba

bility is that both Italy and Spain will enter
the war when it suits them, and that they
will enter the war on the other side.”
A tremendous Press campaign against
the Allies appeared recently to be reaching
its culmination, but at the moment indica
tions exist of some pause.
It is just possible that before coming in
Mussolini may make another Peace effort.
This possibility is lent some colour by his
interviews of May 1 with Mr. Phillips, the
American Ambassador. If he makes any
such last move we can only urge our Govern
ment to consider long and earnestly before
lightly rejecting it, with the probable
result that war will blaze throughout the
Mediterranean and the Near East.
Even the threat of such a possibility does
not improve our position when an extra
strain has to be thrown on merchant ton
nage by the longer journey round the Cape
route—which decision is published in the
Press as having been taken by the Govern
ment.
INDEX
It will be noted that the pages of this issue
are numbered 5 to 8. All future issues will be
numbered consecutively for the purpose of
forming an index.
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lit its too soon to comment as we go to
Press upon events in Belgium and in Holland
beyond! stating the following facts:
Cl) Hrcsfructions, as follows, are being cir
culated! to all Districts of British Union.
In this grave hour for our country every
member is reminded of the Leader’s instruc
tions. it is unnecessary to ask every Briton
in British Union to obey them in letter and
spirit.
(i) The following passage in his message
of September 1, 1939: “Our country is in
volved in war. Therefore I ask you to do
nothing to injure our country, or to help any
other Power. Our members should do what
the law requires of them, and, if they are mem
bers of any of the Forces or Services of the
Crown, they should obey their orders, and, in
every particular, obey the. rules of their
Service.”
Thw following passages from his
speech on April 26, reported in Action, No.
217: “On the one hand British Union wanted

Peace; on the other hand they wanted Peace
with Britain undefeated. . . . They wanted
Peace, but they wanted Peace, with British
Empire intact, our people safe, and our Army,
Navy and Air Force undefeated in the field.”

(2) In Action on April 25 Mosley stated
that the Germans might “ take risks to
advance their air bases nearer to Britain in
Holland.” He continued: “ It would appear
that considerations of the neutrality of small
powers, for all practical purposes, have now
vanished from this war.”
Previously, on January 25, he had stated
the Germans might make a move for the
purpose of “ improving the position of their
air bases.”
Beyond these two statements we think
it our duty to confine the News Notes and
News Letter at this moment to comments
upon the Parliamentary Debate on the Scan
dinavian campaign, and the agricultural
position, which had already been written
and sent to press.

NOTE OF THE- WEEK
r-jpHE stampede in Parliament raises one
& direct question: Which of the members
who now shift all blame on to the Old
Gang in the Cabinet expressed any dissent
from their policy until it had failed ?
Two basic facts governed the Norwegian
situation which Mosley stated in advance:

^,eyfc?Tnr0f gCOgrlph!;
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easier for the Germans to establish air bases
commanding the most vital areas of Scandinavia than for us to establish such bases;
(2) 'The moment their more rapid military
action enabled them to seize practically all
existing bases in Scandinavia, counteraction by Britain became almost impossible
because their bombers were protected by
fighters and our bombers could not be so
protected.
From these facts arose the inevitable German air superiority in that
campaign.
'
So we enquire which members of Parliament, who now denounce the Government,
either foresaw the initial German advantage
in the air in any Scandinavian campaign, or
aHuaniarrp
• ■ „
e. $r f
,
a tage arising from the
rapidity of the German action which made

inevitable the failure of our belated counterattack which Parliament united to applaud?
The following extracts from the speeches
°f the Air Minister and Churchill illustrate
ol!r Point with. overwhelming force. Churchill
tne£ to explain the situation by saying :
*
1 he reason for this serious disadvantage

ns0pteehdairiethre^^:Vean1dS T.^ot
failure in the last five years to maintain, or
re-gain, air parity in numbers with Germany,
“ That is an old story; and it is a long
story—a very long story.”(Hansard, May 8, col. 1351).
Any reader of last week’s Action will
possibly be more familiar with that old-story'
tlian Mr. Churchill would now appear to be.
But
*s P!a*n from the Air Minister’s
admissions in the Debate that even with air
parity the intervention in Scandinavia was
a mad venture in the circumstances.
Sir Samuel Hoare was asked in the
course of the Debate:
“ Whether re-duplicating, multiplying by
twenty times, the number of fightera-Hurricanes and Spitfires—would have made any
difference whatsoever to the campaign 'in
Norway?” (Hansard, col. 1277).

*
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The Air Minister replied:
“ My answer would be No, not without .air
bases in Norway. The whole basis of my
argument has been that without those air bases
we have been suffering under an almost over
whelming handicap during the last few weeks. ■
In other words, his admission supports
Mosley’s consistent contention that the
defender with such adjacent bases that he
could use his fighters has an overwhelm
ing advantage in modern air war.
Therefore, as Germany, by reaspn of
geography, would always find it easier to
establish bases in closer proximity to Scan
dinavia, intervention by Britain in that
region was a folly. This initial advantage
was, of course, increased by the German
military action following our mine-laying
within twenty-four hours and our first mili
tary intervention being delayed for another
six days. The immense effect of this dis
advantage was clearly admitted in the
speech of Mr. Churchill, who had always
been an extreme theorist of Naval power in
combating Air Power. He stated:
“ Our present naval preponderance, it is
said, ought to make it feasible for us to domin
ate the Skagerrak with our surface ships and
chus cut the communications with Oslo from
the first moment and continuously. But the
immense enemy air strength which can be
brought to bear upon our patrolling craft has
made this method far too costly to be adopted.”
(Hansard, col. 1352).
So Churchill at last admits the danger of
the air.
Referring to the possibility of “a direct
landing in Trondheim fiord’’ (Hansard, col.
1855), he said :
“ The forts at the entrance presented no
serious difficulty, and the guns were not of a
very formidable character, but the fact that a
very large number of valuable ships would
have to be continuously exposed for many
hours to close bombing mean that grievous
losses might be sustained.”
He stated later in regard to the same
enterprise that although
“ The Admiralty never withdrew their offer
or considered the operation impracticable in
the naval aspect. Grave doubts were, how
ever, entertained by the military as to the
possibility of making an opposed landing
under heavy hostile air superiority.”
(Hansard, col. 1356).
He followed this passage up by saying:

u I take the fullest ressponsibility—and so
do the Prime Minister and the other Mini
sters concerned—for having accepted the unani
mous view of our expert advisers.”
A further passage in his speech throws
a light on the natural advantage of Germany
in a Scandinavian struggle to which Mosley
had made strong reference in condemning
all Scandinavian adventures in advance.
Referring to the possibility of building up
a front on a line south of Trondheim,
Churchill said:
“ I do not believe that it would have been
able to withstand the immense weight of the
.attack which was being delivered by the
Germans from their magnificent base at Oslo
and up the two lines of railway and road from
Oslo to the North. There could be no doubt
whatever that the German base at Oslo and
the German communications northward were
incomparably superior to anything that we
could have obtained at Trondheim and at the
various small ancillary landing places which
we used.” {Hansard, col. 1358).
Why then did the Government go into
Scandinavia, knowing not only that the
Germans began by being much more acces
sible to this “magnificent base” than we
were, but also that they had already seized
it?
He concluded this passage by saying:
“ There was no means by which their air
superiority could have been overcome. We
should therefore have been committed, to a
forlorn operation on'an ever-increasing scale.
Surely the only possible comment upon
all this is: (1) Why did they ever dream of a
Scandinavian adventure when the Germans
had such a natural advantage? (2) Why did
they risk the prestige of Britain by their
mine-laying when the Germans could so
easily and successfully counter their attack?
(3) Above all, why did they rush into the
adventure when all hopes of success were
doomed by their not being ready to follow up
their naval action with military action,
with the result that the Germans first seized
every vantage point in Norway for the
development of the air superiority which
proved so decisive?
Muddled in mind and tardy in action the
whole of the present Government stands
condemned. Equally condemned are the
Parliamentarians who covered them with
sycophantic applause until their failure was
patent to the whole world.
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Dear Fellow Briton,

T

HE cutting-off of food supplies from
Scandinavia is a sharp reminder of the
precarious nature of the situation into
which we are drifting. It is a situation
which can be mastered only by clear think
ing and energetic action, neither of which
qualities can yet be discerned in official
policy.
Ever since its foundation British Union
has worked hard for revival and expansion
of British agriculture. This was essentially
a long-term policy, designed to repair the
ravages of Export Capitalism by restoring
the natural balance between Industry and
Agriculture. It sought not only to make full
use of our incomparable countryside as a
source of food and a nursery of our race,
but to make good the loss of markets arising
from the inevitable decline of foreign trade.
The essential wisdom of that policy has
now been thrown into sharp relief by the
serious threat to our food supplies and the
utter inadequacy of the Government’s pre
parations to meet it. For a fully productive
agriculture is not only a source of wealth
and employment in time of peace, it is an
insurance against the menace of hunger
blockade in time of war.

Yet while ships are at a premium and
foreign exchange is dwindling, farming is
still waiting for the leadership, the assis
tance and tne organisation which will enable
it to produce to capacity and thus render un
necessary those perilous voyages and that
ill-afforded expense.

WHY NOTHING WAS DONE
Many intelligent persons have asked
why, if the restoration of agriculture was so
obviously in the national interest, so little
was done about it. The official answer, to
which the politicians of all parties, every
orthodox economist, and 90 per cent, of the
Press, have subscribed, is that Britain is a
small island devoted to manufacturing and
foreign trade. Not only is it impossible to
feed ourselves, but it would be disastrous
even to attempt to do so.

Nos shat is this but a confession that
the Financial Democratic system is so in
efficient or so corrupt that one half of our
economic structure (Agriculture) has to be
sacrificed in order to allow the other half
(Industry) to function at all?
For surely, if Britain is a small denselypopulated island, that is all the more reason
why we should make the fullest possible
use of what land we have; while the
economy of Holland and Belgium, or for
that matter Germany, demonstrates that

there is no real incompatibility between
intensive industrialisation and intensive
agriculture.
The trade-ruination theory (a favourite
Chamberlain gambit) is likewise demolished
by reference to facts; for our trade figures
sho-w that during the nine years (1930-38)
prior to the war our visible imports exceeded
our visible exports by no less than
£300,000,000. In other words, we could
have replaced foreign foodstuffs wholly by
home produce (British Union policy), and
still have left other countries ample means
to make their purchases from us.
The plain truth of the matter was (and
still is) that big imports and cheap food are
vital to the Financial Democratic system.
The former are the media in which interest
on foreign loans is collected, the grist pass
ing through the mills of the City of London.
The latter serves equally well as a political
bribe and an economic sop.

NATION OR SYSTEM
We are thus confronted with a truly
devastating conflict of interests, a grisly
paradox which should give every patriotic
Briton furiously to think.

On the one hand we have the Nation,
culture for another day; on the other we
have the System, which literally cannot
afford to restore agriculture to its natural
function.

which, literally.cannot afford to. naarleof agri

The extent of this conflict could clearly
be traced in the tedious mass of legislation
> * Government
with which the “ National
sought to appease the very general demand
for an agricultural policy before the war.
To almost every Act, no matter whether it
provided a petty subsidy or set up a gran
diose marketing scheme, were attached
conditions which effectively checked any
increase in production.
That conflict is still going on. No matter
how many ships are sunk, no' matter how
precarious the exchange position becomes,
no matter how many trade routes are cut or
threatened, the Government can always find
something better to do with our man-power
and money than use it for growing food at
home.
Indeed agriculture, instead of
expanding to fill the gaps in our supply
created by the war, is having considerable
difficulty in carrying on at all.

FACING FACTS
What, then, can be done? What could
a British Union government do that is not
already being done?
I would suggest in all seriousness that
the first thing to do is to face certain facts.
These are briefly:
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(i) This war, which is essentially a war
of blockade and economic exhaustion,
represents a very real threat to our cus
tomary sources of food.
(ii) Unless we take immediate steps to
counter this threat by the intensive develop
ment of home production, our chances of
safety are seriously diminished.
(iii) As the war proceeds and our
external purchasing power is used up, the
possibility of reverting to the cheap im
ported food policy after hostilities are over
becomes remote.
(iv) The necessary intensification of
home production cannot be achieved with
out great and sustained effort.
These four facts taken in conjunction
point inescapably to the paramount need
for a thoroughgoing long-teim policy, and
make the present emergency policy of
short-term exploitation look not only futile,
but positively dangerous. There is indeed
a distinct danger that the contraction of our
capacity to import may coincide with the
final collapse of our own agriculture.
Before the land can save us from the
wreck of a bankrupt system, the land itself
must be built up—in precisely the same way
that an army or an industry must be built
up—to meet national needs. Men must be
brought back to the land, and given every
encouragement to srt&ty
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be brought back, and used to repair the
damage wrought by past exploitation and
neglect. Above all, the soil itself must be
regenerated, and raised to the high state
of productivity of which we know it to be
capable under modern conditions.
FOUR POINT POLICY
The first step in actual policy is to
decide what foodstuffs are most necessary,
taking into account the requirements both
of a balanced national diet and a balanced
farm economy. The second is to lay down
a scale of minimum prices and wages which
will give justice both to efficient manage
ment and efficient labour. The third is to
CnjUre
necessary labour, materials
ana machinery are available, and that
farmers have the credits wherewith to
obtain them. The fourth is to create an
organisation of all engaged in the food
industry, to stimulate production, facilitate
distribution and eliminate waste.
These steps will at last give agriculturahsts the opportunity to set in hand a task
which they know to be essential for the
security of the country. But they cannot
by themselves meet the case of land which
requires not intensification, but reclama
tion. This land, probably not much less
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than 15,000,000 acres, is in most instances
beyond the capacity of private enterprise to
reclaim within the strictly limited time at
our disposal; and in a few cases there may
be deliberate obstruction.
Therefore, because the life of the State
is at stake, the State itself must undertake
the restoration of these lost acres to pro
ductivity. Much of this land was farmed
once; and practically the whole of it can be
made by the application of human energy
and modern science to contribute to the
national larder.
It must be clearly understood that this
is not just a case of ploughing up turf and
putting in a crop. There is an immense
amount of preparatory work to be done—
clearing, draining, cultivation, manuring,
fencing, and even road-making and build
ing. For this task and for the provision of
a labour reserve for agriculture as a whole,
at least 500,000 able-bodied men will be
required, and probably some £150,000,000
of capital.
WHICH SHALL COME FIRST?
Can we afford to do it? Can we afford
to divert men, money and materials on such
a scale from the so-called war effort ? Sup
porters and advisers of the Government
clearly show by their attitude that they do
not think so.
We
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put

to them the

counter-question. Can we afford not to do
it ? Can we afford to risk the lives of our
own people in order to pile up still more
instruments of slaughter against our
opponents? Dare we expose our crowded
cities and industrial areas to the menace of
hunger and all that it would mean ?
And again. Is it really easier to import
raw materials, manufacture them, find a
market, export the goods, and then import
food, than to grow that food here at home
without any need for three hazardous
voyages and half a dozen complex trans
actions? Is it really possible for us to hold
our own against one of the best organised
nations in the world while one of our most
important assets remains half-used?
Those who answer these counter
questions in the affirmative—and almost
the whole of the old parties will do so—-are
clearly putting System before Nation, for it
cannot conceivably be against the interests
of a blockaded nation to grow the maximum
quantity of food within its own borders.

Can we escape the conclusion that in their
desperate efforts to save the System they
will risk the very existence of the Nationt
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